
law has been established, although it is known to deci’ease 
more rapidly than the sine of the angle. The most 
elaborate series of experiments on oblique impact were 
made by Thibault, and the results had sufficient practical 
interest to justify their reproduction. In the diagram 
three curves were drawn. Abscissae measurements corre
sponded to values of the angle of incidence of the wind on

was that the normal pressure on the curved sail was equal 
to that on a plane sail of equal wind entrance ; the effect of 
the curvature counterbalancing the reduction of the area 
when projected on a plane normal to the wind. It must be 
admitted, therefore, that up to the present time accurate 
knowledge is almost entirely wanting respecting the laws 
which govern wind pressures on large sails. We could not 
certainly express the pressure per unit of area on large 
sails corresponding to a certain velocity of wind and to a 
certain angle of incidence. Having reached this conclu
sion from a study of the experiments on air resistance, it 
naturally occurred to the author to see whether an investi
gation of the recorded angles of steady heel of actual ships 
under certain sail-spreads and forces of wind would lead 
to any helpful results. A considerable number of records 
were examined for ships of different sizes and types, of 
which the stability had been accurately determined, and 
for which the angles of steady heel had been noted when 
all plain sail was carried in comparatively smooth water. 
It had been generally assumed, from the time of Chapman 
downwards, and appeared to have been verified in a 
general way by seamen, that the force of wind in which 
all plain sail would be carried has a velocity corresponding 
to a pressure of lib. per square foot on a small plane 
placed at right angles to the wind. But he hqd been

unable to discover, however, 
that there were any conclusive 
observations as to the amount 
of this pressure on a unit of area 
of plain sail. Assuming for 
the moment that the ordinary 
assumption is approximately 
true, and that the effective 
normal pressure is 1 lb. per 
square foot, it was possible to 
estimate the inclining effect 
of the resultant pressure for 
any given direction of the 
wind and angle of bracing for 
the yards. Thence the angle 
of steady heel can be readily 
obtained. Making this cal
culation for a considerable 
number of rigged ships of 
different types, it was found, 
that in all cases the recorded 
angles of heel considerably 
exceeded the estimated angles, 
and in some representative 

. vessels for which he had spe
cial information he found that 
the real force of the wind 
must have corresponded to an 
average normal pressure of 
8 lb. or 10 lb. per unit of area 
instead of 1 lb., in order to 
have produced the recorded 
inclinations. This would in
volve an error in the estimate 
of the wind force and velo
city, such as could scarcely be 
imagined to have taken place. 
He had since found that the 
same discovery of a discre
pancy between actual and 
estimated angles of steady 
heel had been made by earlier 
writers. Accepting Borda’s 
experiments on air resistance 
as correct, it follows that for 
a given velocity of wind the 
pressure per unit of area in
creases with increase of area 
in planes of similar form. 
Whatever the explanation of 
the discrepancy might be, 
its existence suggested the 
necessity for further experi
ments on a larger scale, and 
accompanied with more accu
rate observations than are now 
common, respecting the velo
city and pressure on small 
planes of the winds.

The author then proceeded 
to estimates of sail-carrying power. The present Admiralty 
practice in estimating the sail power of a ship might be briefly 
explained in passing. The wholeof the “plainsail” carried by 
ship is supposed to be braced fore and aft, and to be acted 
upon by a wind having an effective pressure of 1 lb. per square 
foot of sail area. The resultant force is supposed to act 
through the centre of gravity of the plain sail—or “centre of 
effort”—and the leeway is supposed to develope a resistance 
equal in amount, but opposite in direction to the resultant 
wind pressure. This resistance is assumed to act at the mid
draught of the ship ; and the couple formed by it and the 
wind pressure will heel the ship over to some angle a for 
which the righting moment equals the inclining moment. 
As the ship heels the inclining moment is usually assumed 
to vary as the (cosine)2 of the angle of inclination. In 
algebraical language—
Let A == Area of plain sail.

A = Height of centre of effort above mid-draught 
when ship is upright.

D = Displacement of ship (in pounds), 
m = Metacentric height (in feet). 
a — Angle of steady heel.

Then for angle a,

THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
The chair was taken a little after twelve noon on 

Friday, the 8th, by the Earl of Ravenswortli. The first 
paper read was by Mr. W. H. White,

Ox the Rolling of Sailing Ships.
This paper was of a highly technical character, and of 
interest to a comparatively limited circle. Mr. White 
contented himself with reading only a portion of it; a 
part, however, devoted to the study of wind pressures is 
valuable to engineers, and this we give in full, while 
omitting the sections referring solely to the complex 
laws governing the rolling of ships. Mr. White began by 
stating that he proposed to attempt a review of the 
present state of our knowledge respecting the rolling of 
rigged ships in a seaway ; to notice the various attempts 
that have been made to deal with the question of the 
safety of such ships when struck by sudden squalls or 
gusts of wind ; and, finally, to give a brief description of 
a method of procedure upon which he had bestowed much 
thought, and which appeared to embrace more of the con
ditions of the problem than any published method with 
which he was acquainted. Any investigation of the 
behaviour of sailing ships at sea must take account of the 
conditions belonging to the 
discussion of their rolling 
when no sail is set, and must 
superpose upon those condi
tions the other and no less 
difficult conditions relating to 
the action of the wind upon 
the sails, the influence of 
heaving motions upon the 
stability, and the steadying 
effect of sail-spread. He then 
explained that the particu
lars required for the “ gra
phic integration ” of the roll
ing of a ship with no sail set 
might be briefly summarised, 
and from this summary of 
the data required for the 
discussion of the behaviour 
of rigged ships in a seaway, 
it was obvious that a num
ber of preliminary conditions 
must be assumed before any 
progress was possible. The 
author then proceeded to 
general considerations re
specting the application of 
scientific methods to the dis
cussion of the behaviour of 
rigged ships inasea-way. The 
conclusion he had reached, 
after a careful study of the 
subject, is that we need very 
considerable extensions of our 
knowledge of the laws of 
wind pressure before more 
exact investigations will be 
possible. Mr. White then 
proceeded to review the pre
sent state of knowledge of the 
laws of wind pressure. It 
was evident that accurate in
vestigation of the behaviour 
of sailing ships must depend 
greatly upon correct know
ledge as to the laws which 
govern the pressure of wind 
on the sails. For some years 
past this subject had engaged 
his attention, and the result of 
his inquiries might be briefly 
summarised there. Most of 
the data available were due 
to the labours of French ex
perimentalists. Colonel Beau- 
foy made a few experiments 
on air resistance, and the 
late Mr. Froude gave some 
attention to the subject, but 
was prevented from pursuing 
it by the pressure of other work. In the following table 
is given the results of experiments made with thin plates, 
placed normal to the line of motion of the air relatively to 
their plane surfaces. If

A = area in square feet of plane surface of plate.
V = the relative velocity of the wind and the plate, 

in feet per second.
R = pressure on plate (or air resistance), in pounds. 

Then it is found from experiments with small plates that 
R = A . A . V2. 

where k is a constant coefficient.

A

V5
8'

E \
\

30° 80J 70° 60° 50° 40° 30“ ZO 15"' 10° 5°
C

the plate ; while ordinates indicated the value of the normal 
pressures. The curve ABC showed Thibault’s experi
mental data, the curve ADC showed what the normal 
pressure would be if it varied directly as the sine of the
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AYLESBURY’S DOUBLE-BAND SAW.—[For description see page 299.)

angle of incidence ; the curve A E C showed what it 
would be if it varied as the square of the sine of that 
angle. It would be remarked that the curves ABC and 
ADC were very close together up to angles of incidence 
of 50 deg. to 60 deg.; and this range included the inclina
tions to. the vertical likely to be reached when the ship 
was rolling. On the other end of the curves it would be 
noted that for angles of incidence below 30 deg., such 
were likely to occur in ships sailing close hauled, the 
experimental curve ABC was intermediate between the 
other two curves. All the experiments on record had' been 
made with comparatively small plates, the largest of 
them not exceeding three or four square feet in area. 
How far these laws and coefficients for pressure 
would hold for plates of very large areas was at 
present a matter of opinion. The evidence taken before 
the Tay Bridge Commission disclosed the fact that 
the most eminent living authorities endorse the opinion 
that further experiments are needed, with larger areas and 
more varied conditions than have hitherto been tried, and 
anyone who studies the question must reach the same 
elusion. When we passed from plane surfaces to sails, we 
were in still more doubt as to the laws of wind pressure.
The only experiment he had been able to trace was made 
by Thibault about half a century ago. He attached small 
sails—about 1*2 square feet in area—to the arms of a fan- 
wheel, and noted the resistances when the sails were 
tightly stretched as planes, and when they bellied out 
under the action of the air. His conclusion from these 
small scale experiments was very interesting, although it 
could scarcely be regarded as certainly applicable to the 
enormously greater areas of the sails in a large ship. It

Experimentalist. | Date. Value of k. Mode of experiment.
Borda .. 
Thibault 
Morin *) 

and V 
Didion j 
Rouse .. 
Hutton
Paris .. 
Froude..

1763 *00184
*00206
•0019 I Plates moved through still air on 

a revolving fan-wheel.1832
(1835 

-j to 
(1837 Plate falling vertically.■0016

•00229
•00188
•00239
•0017

f Plate exposed 
( board ship, 

j Plate moved through still air.

to actual wind on1872

1876
con-Accepting the value of k deduced from the experiments of 

Mr. Froude, and having regard to the more detailed experi
ments, of his predecessors, the following points seemed to be 
established :—(1) That the normal pressure of wind on a 
plane surface varies as the square of its velocity. (2) That 
for small planes the normal pressure corresponding to a 
given velocity varies as the area, and is not affected by the 
form of the plane. (3) That for oblique impact, the pres
sure on a plane varies practically as the sine of the angle 
of incidence for values of that angle between 90 deg. and 
50 deg.; but that for smaller angles of incidence no regular

Moment of sail 
Righting moment = D X m X sin. a 

And these two moments are equal. Within the limits of 
a, likely to occur in practice, this equation of moments 
may be written:

= A X A X cos.2 a

Dm . sin. a ~ Ah
Whence

sin. a — ^—ll 
D. m
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Dm the sail - carrying ^ody not only increased the skin friction in virtue of the water wave travelling at the same speed as the ship. In

& added area of skin, hut aifected the wave-making resist- a very long parallel sided ship the crests of the transverse
power of the ship; and this is the number given as ance also hi virtue of the changed position of the after- waves formed by the bow show for some distance against
denoting that power in Admiralty statements. If the body in reference to the wave system left by the bow ; so the side, successively diminishing in height as they spread
number is high it indicates that the vessel is stiff; con- that if the parallel middle body were gradually elongated, sideways, and seemingly recede slowly’ from the side in
versely, if the number is low it indicates that the vessel is the wave-making resistance would alternately decrease and virtue of any slight angle of divergence. If the parallel
crank. increase as the after body was brought into favourable or side is so long that these crests have in this manner dis-

unfavourable juxtaposition with the successive features of appeared by the time the afterbody is reached, the stern
the wave system. “This discovery,” as says the paper, is seen to leave a series of transverse waves of its own, of
was “ a material addition to our conceptions of the manner just the same character as that left by the bow ; if, how-
of operation of wave-making resistance.” The theory, as ever, the straight side is not so long, these two series
thus completed, may be briefly sketched as follows:—The appear to coalesce into one. The angle of divergence of
passage of the features of the ship through the fluid the diverging waves, and the relative importance of the
involves local excesses and defects of pressure due to transverse and diverging series, varies of course in
“streamline” action, which tend to cause corresponding different ships and in the same ship at different speeds ;
local rises and depressions of surface, thus forming undula- the general characteristics of the system, however, as above
tions resembling waves or portions of waves. When the described, seem common to all forms of vessel under 
speed of the ship approximates to that appropriate to the all circumstances. Fig. 1 shows the wave system made 
lengths of these waves, large waves are formed, and pro- by an 83ft. launch at 9 knots and 15 knots. Acldi- 
portionately great wave-making resistance is encountered : tional illustrations were given by the author, which we
there tends, therefore, to be a rapid increase of resistance have not space to reproduce. It would be seen, the author
as a certain speed is approached, a phenomenon which is of went on to say, that at the 9 knot speed for the 83ft.
course the more definitely marked the more nearly uniform launch, or at 18 knot speed for a 333ft, ship, the wave
are. the wave-lengths of the several portions of waves system is precisely of the character observable in large
which the features of the ship tend to form. But the part ships at full speed, showing the familiar train of diverging 
played by the waves is not necessarily complete with their waves at the bow and at the stern. As the speed is 
original formation, for they are attended by “ echoes ” or increased (or size decreased) both trains of diverging waves 
following waves, which may increase or diminish resist- retain their character, but expand in scale relatively to 
ance, according to their position in reference to the the size of the ship.

Mr. Froude next proceeded to consider to what extent 
the various component parts of the wave system are 
responsible for resistance ; and he explained at consider
able length that the work a ship has to do in maintaining 
a wave system, whether of transverse or diverging waves, 
is in fact equivalent to adding to the system one new wave 
for every two wave lengths she travels. In this light the 
large resistance which was found to be incidental to the 
development of even a moderate train of waves became 
comprehensible enough, and they were now in a position 
to see why the point of equality between the speed of the 
ship and the speed appropriate to the wave she tends to 
form was not signalised by such an emphatic exaggeration 
of wave height as one might at first sight expect. The 
author then proceeded to deal with influence of the waves 
at great length, illustrating his observations by the aid of 
diagrams. We must content ourselves with a summary of 
his conclusions, retaining as far as possible his own words. 
The combined or resultant wave series left behind the 
ship, will be such remainder of the bow wave series as 
would have been there but for the after body—and which 
may be called the bow component—“ superposed ” upon 
what may be called the “ natural” stern wave series, i.e., 
the series that would have been made by the afterbody if 
there had been no remainder of the bow-wave series—and 
which may be called the stern component. And, there
fore, when the two sets of crests coincide, the resultant 
wave height will be greatest, and will equal the sum of 
the heights of the components ; and when the crests of 
one component coincide with the troughs of the other, the 
resultant wave height will be smallest, and will equal their 
difference. In any case the square of the height of the 
resultant series will represent the energy consumed in, and 
resistance due to, its formation. In the case where the 
wave-making energy of both fore and after bodies — 1, 
and where the whole of that originally due to the fore
body is supposed to remain to be dealt with in the after
body, it is clear that the two component wave systems 
being equal, the resultant wave height will, in the best 
case, be zero, and, in the worst case, will be double that of 
either of the components, and involve four times the 
energy. Thus the energy expended in transverse wave
making will range from 0 to 4. The total expenditure of 
energy in transverse wave-making may be described as
(1) the amount represented in the lost portion of the bow 
wave system—i.e., that which has gone away out of reach 
of the action of afterbody—added to (2) the amount 
represented in the combined wave system made by the 
afterbody acting on the remaining portion of the bow 
system. Of this second item, the degree of coincidence 
between the two imaginary component wave systems 
affords the measure ; not of course that the two com
ponents are supposed to act upon one another clear of the 
stern, and so regulate the height of the resulting system ; 
but that their would-be coincidence is the criterion of 
what happens to one of the two when acted upon by the 
portion of the ship which would cause the other. The 
theory as thus developed attributes a twofold operation to 
the bow-wave series—or what remains of it—in its bene
ficial action on the afterbody : viz., (1) its own absorption,
(2) the complete or partial frustration of the formation of 
the natural stern wave. But it should be noticed that 
where, as must always be practically the case, only a part 
of the bow-wave series remains, the second of the two 
operations grows very much in relative importance. It is 
a reasonable inference that the wave-making features of a 
ship will operate more effectively to make short waves if 
their displacement is disposed broadwise rather than deep- 
wise, and more effectively to make long waves if it be 
disposed deepwise rather than broadwise. Now the 
diverging waves being necessarily much shorter than the 
transverse waves, we see that flaring out the end sections of 
a ship, or increasing the ratio of breadth to depth, will 
cceteris paribus, tend to increase the resistance due to 
diverging waves and diminish that due to transverse 
waves ; while the giving “ U ” sections or increasing ratio 
of depth to breadth will have the opposite effect. These 
inferences are visibly corroborated by the appearance of 
the wave systems caused in the cases referred to. Again 
it is worth noticing that the experiments at Torquay have 
shown that as a rule moderately “ U ”-shaped sections are 
good for the forebody, and comparatively “V "-shaped 
sections for the afterbody. This would seem to show that 
in the wave-making tendency of afterbody the diverging 
wave element is less formidable than in that of the fore
body, and this inference corresponds with the fact that the 
stern diverging wave series is visibly less marked than 
that of the bow.

The ratio therefore measures
Ah

The remaining portions of Mr. White’s paper were devoted 
to a consideration of the influence of rolling motion on the 
wind pressure on the sails ; the influence of heaving motion 
on the instantaneous righting motion; the influence of air 
resistance on the suppression of rolling motion., and lastly to 
a description of the author’s method of dealing with the 
very complex questions involved, by a system of graphic 
integration, the nature of which it would be impossible to 
make intelligible within the space at our disposal. The 
paper was extremely long, and is really a valuable treatise 
on a subject of great importance to naval architects, 
although it has little interest for engineers.

There was very little discussion on this paper, and it is 
not easy to see how it could be discussed. As we have 
stated, the author omitted reading the larger part of it. 
Mr. John opened the discussion, stating that the data on 
wind pressures were quite new to him, and likely to prove 
of much value. It was quite impossible to follow Mr. 
White on the spur of the moment through his elaborate 
paper. The methods of dealing with the questions raised 
seemed to him to be possessed of considerable value ; but 
they were not quite new, something of the kind having been 
suggested long since in the pages of Naval Science. Sir 
E. J. Reed considered the paper to be one of unusual 
value, summarising, as it did, all the essential points to be 
considered in dealing with the rolling of ships. When on 
board the Livadia in a gale, he was much struck by the 
behaviour of a Dutch schooner not far off. Sir E. J. Reed 
gave a very graphic account of the way in which this 
little craft was tossed up and down in the Bay of Biscay 
while the Livadia was almost quite steady. As regarded 
wind pressures, experiments were much wanted to establish 
facts. It was a startling thing that the largest sail on 
which an experiment had been made was only 1|- square 
feet in area. Under the circumstances they must be modest 
in discussing the rolling of ships. He regretted that the 
tendency of the paper was to show that ships were not so 
unsafe as they were. An unsafe ship might make many 
voyages without accident, but none the less she was a 
dangerous craft. All ships should be so designed as to be 
quite safe against everything but contingencies for which 
no one could provide. Dr. Woolley bore testimony to the 
value of the paper, and regretted that so little was known 
about wind pressures.

Mr. Merrifield was grateful for the information on wind 
pressures which the paper contained. He was one of a 
British Association Committee appointed to investigate 
the whole subject, and it was impossible to conceive the 
crass ignorance which existed concerning it. Wind pres
sures were variously stated by various authors. Pressures 
which, by calculation, ought to have been 50 lb. on the 
square foot, were found in some cases to be, by Peto’s 
tube, but 9- lb. or 10 lb. The Astronomer Royal on one 
occasion gave the velocity of an air current as nine miles 
an hour, while Mr. Coxwell was carried by this same 
current forty miles in an hour in his balloon. The pressures 
were taken on the ground, where eddies and earth friction 
interfered with the results, while the velocities were taken 
high up on the tops of buildings, where the wind was 
flowing much faster. They often heard a wind called a 
hurricane, and said to have a force of 40 lb. per square 
foot; and yet men stood up against it, while the maximum 
force which a man could stand against was but 4 lb. on 
the square foot. In this line of research any good work 
which was done by any experimentalist must be new work.

Mr. Inglis said that the pressure per unit of surface 
increased with the total area exposed, and this was 
proved by the fact that cutters, which had larger sails 
than schooners, sailed better. This statement was dis
puted at some length by Mr. Liggins, who held that 
schooners could be made to sail just as well as cutters. He 
created some amusement by suggesting that Mi'. White 
should go to sea for a twelvemonth’s voyage round the 
world in a clipper ship, so that he might learn something 
practical about wind pressures. It would give Mr. Liggins 
great pleasure to see Mr. White in a clipper ship, for if a 
clipper ship was not dangerous, he did not know what was.

Admiral Sir Spencer Robinson said that he, in common 
with all practical sailors, was much indebted to those who, 
like Mr. White, taught them the meaning of phenomena, 
which they had all perceived, but failed to comprehend.

Mr. Froude thanked Mr. White for his reference to the 
late Mr. Fronde’s works. In dealing with the rolling of a 
sailing ship in a sea, he did not think it necessary to consider the 
effect of hull friction in retarding rolling. Two or three 
other speakers who followed added nothing new, and Mr. 
White briefly replied. He had tried, he said, to give 
quantitively what was already generally known qualita
tively. It must be remembered, when dealing with the 
sails of cutters and schooners, that the planes of their sails 
were seldom exposed at right angles to the wind. Con
cerning Mr. Reed’s remarks, he would only say that hun
dreds of ships which by calculation were unsafe went 
to sea, and came home again, and lived as long as any 
other ships.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr. White, the 
next paper was read by Mr. Froude,
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succeeding features of the ship’s form. Thus developed, 
the theory was seen to explain the peculiar irregularities 
observed in curves of resistance, and to enjoin, in the first 
place, that the feature of the ship’s form should, as far as 
possible, be long in comparison to the natural waves which 
would have the same speed as the ship ; and in the second, 
that the echoes of such waves as are nevertheless formed 
by the earlier features should, at the intended speed, place 
themselves favourably in reference to the succeeding 
features. It was recognised by the paper in question that 
the theory as thus presented applies only to the resistance 
involved in the formation of the kind of waves which 
have crests transverse to the line of motion ^ that an 
important part is played by the series of “ diverging ” 
waves, of which the author spoke in more detail subsequently, 
and which, as opposed to the “ transverse waves ” first 
referred to, have the special characteristics (1) that their 
echoes or following waves do not touch the ship’s side, so 
that their part in the resistance is completed with their 
original formation ; (2) that their increase of size with 
increase of speed is more gradual, their apparent size and 
the resistance caused by them being well marked at 
moderate speeds, at which the “ transverse ” wave element 
appears altogether absent. The principal purpose of the 
present communication was to suggest steps towards tilling 
up some important details of the theory as above sketched 
and to give some instances of how the main points of the 
theory manifest themselves in actual cases.

Wave-making resistance, the author explained, regarded 
in its actual effect as experienced by the ship, is of course 
simply the net fore-and-aft resultant of the fluid pressures 
acting normally on all parts of the surface of the vessel. 
If a body is at rest in undisturbed fluid, the pressures are 
throughout the true hydrostatic pressures, and the net 
fore-and-aft effect is zero. If the body is travelling 
through the fluid, but deep below the surface, the pressures 
are largely changed from the hydrostatic pressures, in 
virtue of “ stream line ” action, but still the net fore-and- 
aft effect is zero—except in so far as the equality between 
the favouring and resisting pressures is vitiated by eddy
making. If the body is travelling at or close to the 
surface, the pressures are still further changed from the 
hydrostatic pressures in virtue of the formation of waves, 
and such additional difference as is thereby introduced 
between the sum of the fore-and-aft pressures is the 
making resistance. The approach to the surface of the 
fluid, by admitting of wave formation, has changed the 
pressures, because the wave system is really a changed set

PH*_ « r wavmumm
_ . Resistance of Ships. being throughout such that there is a perfect correspon-
11ns was a very elaborate and able paper, the purpose dence between the force acting on every particle and the 

of which was to review the more salient points in the motion thereby impressed upon it.
theoiy of wave-making resistance ; and it took as a start- In its main characteristics the wave system seems the 
mg point the paper on “Ilie Effect of Parallel Middle same under all conditions. It seems invariably to consist 
Eody,, which was read before the Institution by the partly of transverse and partly of diverging waves, and 
authors father in the year 1877. The experiments the angle of divergence of the latter does not vary greatly, 
described m that paper were on a series of models, all The transverse wave series consists of a row of parallel 
having identical entrance and run, but different amounts wave crests, square, or nearly so, to the line of motion, 
of parallel middle body. The remarkable feature of the keeping pace with the ship, their length from crest to crest 
results was that the introduction of the parallel middle I in the line of motion being about that proper to a deep

wave-



After a couple of other speakers had been heard, Mr. : displacement between the light and deep load drafts, i.e., 
White said that he liked Mr. Barnaby’s hopefulness, but when the weights have been carefully distributed, as 
that he found that to overcome the residual resistance j described in the beginning of the paper. It will be 
alone of a 400ft. ship at 40 knots would require 180,000- observed that the still water strains increase regularly 
horse power. He confessed he did not quite see how this with the displacements. The points E, F, in Fig. 2, and 
wa o be had. Mr. White then dwelt at some length on the curve for the sagging moments which pass through 
the work done by Rankine, pointing out the great change j them, have been obtained in the same manner as the 
that had taken place in dealing with the theory of the similar details for the hogging moments. The ordinates 
resistance of ships, and expressing regret that Rankine had are laid off as minus quantities, and may also be measured 
not available such admirable data as were now at the dis- from the curve of still water moments, as shown by the 
posal of every shipbuilder. Nothing had contributed curve passing through the points IT F'. We have not 
more to our knowledge than experiments with models, thought it necessary to do more than give the conclusions 
After a few observations from another gentleman, Mr. at which the author arrived, without setting forth the way
Froude replied, and a vote of thanks was passed. in which they had been reached. An appendix contained

It will be seen that Mr. Froude’s paper was not dis- an elaborate series of tables.
cussed at all, nor, indeed, After a member, whose name we did not catch, had asked 
even referred to by several on what data over and above the two points A and B in the
speakers; but a great deal of diagram Fig. 2 we reproduce, the curves had been con-

w valuable time was wasted, structed, Mr. Denny rose and said that he wanted more data,
z which was much wanted He should like to know if the strains had been estimated 
i- further on. on a homogeneous cargo. Mr. White said that the paper
- The third and last paper possessed theoretical interest only. The conditions under 
u read at the morning meeting which a ship was strained were so various, mixed up, and 
2 on Friday was one by Mr. consequently complicated, that it was impossible to deal 
< W. W. Rundell, with them generally. The paper had no practical value.

Mr. Curry held that the paper was of no use whatever, 
u On Freeboard and Dis- If the idea involved were carried a little further it would 

placement in Relation mean the loading of the ship until she just sank, then she 
to Strains in Ships among would lie at the bottom of the sea free from all strains. 
Waves. Mr. West held that indirectly the paper was of use by

directing the attention of shipowners and builders to the 
strains put on the hulls by loading and unloading them 
unequally at the quay side. Much injury might in this 
way be done unperceived, which might result subsequently 
in causing the loss of a valuable vessel. Mr. Liggins 
endorsed Mr. West’s views, and gave as an instance the 
fact that he had lost .£3000 in this very way. Mr. Rundell 
replied, and held that his was a thoroughly practical paper, 
intended to teach stevedores how to work. A vote of 
thanks was passed, and the meeting then adjourned 
until 7 p.m.

The author then proceeded to supply some practical 
instances of the operation of the causes we have been 
considering, and to do this he gave diagrams of the 
resistance curves of long merchant ships of the usual 
type, models of which have been tried at Torquay. For 
convenience of comparison, the ships were here brought to 
a uniform length of 400ft. To enable the features of the 
resistance curves to appear more distinctly, the resistances 
were shown in the form of curves of “ residuary ” 
resistance—that is to say, total resistance, minus skin 
friction. They included higher speeds than the vessels 
could attain, and for one of the ships at a lighter draught 
a curve was shown—on a different scale—up to 46 knots, at 
which speed the ship may be considered as corresponding 
to a torpedo boat of 100ft. long, travelling at 23 knots.

FiC. 2.
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This was a theoretical paper 
of very little practical utility, 
and was intended to show 
the bending moments which 
would be experienced by a 
certain type of ship when 
astride the crest and across 
the hollow waves of about her

too

80

60

40 own length. The vessel se
lected was of the following 
moulded dimensions: 360 x 
36 x 26 '4; and though repre
senting no actual ship, was 
arranged throughout to be one 
equal to the highest class in 
either of the registry societies.
Fig. 1 shows the profile of the

This diagram we reproduce in Fig. 2. The author vessel and her principal internal arrangements, and also the On THE Russian Imperial Yacht Livadia.
explained that he introduced these results into his paper contour of the waves upon which she has been supposed to This paper was devoted to a consideration of the per- 
chiefty in order to exhibit the remarkable “humps” and float at successive intervals of 3ft. from her light to a very formances of the Livadia, and the author said that he was 
“ hollows ” in the resistance curves, extending in regular deep displacement. The displacements have been calculated fully aware that the very imperfect trials and the very 
succession, as we advance up the scale of speed, even to on the assumption that when still, water on the crest, or in short experience of the behaviour at sea of this extra
torpedo boat speeds. These features begin to be visible at the hollow of a wave, the water has the same effective specific ordinary vessel do not afford us sufficient data for arriving 
about 12 knots speed, and are very strongly marked at gravity. The wave is of the trochoidal form and of the as yet at the final conclusions on the properties of this 
16 and 18 knots. same length as the vessel, with a depth from hollow To type. He begged, therefore, to be understood, that what

2U
At the evening meeting on Friday, the 8th inst., the hall 

of the Society of Arts was densely crowded, the fact that 
Sir E. J. Reed was to tell the audience something about 
the Livadia proving a great attraction. The first paper 
read was by Captain E. Goulaeff, I.R.N.,

L
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SPEED IN KNOTS

This was another paper which it was almost impossible 
to discuss with any profit. The truth is, that in such 
cases all the available information is possessed by the 
reader of the paper, and no one is in a position to contra- 
diet his assertions. It is possible that if such contributions errs 
to the literature of a subject were put a month in advance 
into the hands of members they might be able to talk —.J. 
about them with some profit. As a matter of fact, the YE 
discussion degenerates into a cross fire of questions 
addressed to the author, or into expressions of admiration 
on the part of men who see before them the result of a 
great deal of labour, but concerning the accuracy and 
importance of which they have no means of judging. We
do not mean for a moment to say that Mr. Froude’s paper crest of 16ft. The length of the vessel, being 360ft., facili- he was going to lay before them that day was all that he 
was not valuable and accurate, but we do mean to say that fates the calculation of the wave ordinates. The maximum considered himself justified in stating at present on the 
his hearers had to take its accuracy and value on trust; slope of the wave is about 14 deg. The draughts of water ground of facts realised for the moment, but it was far 
and if it had been neither accurate nor valuable they coidd measured from top to keel are successively 10ft., 13ft., 16ft., from being all that he should have to say in support of his 
not discover the truth in the time available. Mr. Denny, 19ft., and 22ft. arguments in favour of the Livadia’s type, when he should
fop example, who probably knows as much about the The relation of freeboard and displacement to the be armed with data of carefully conducted trials. The 
resistance of ships as any man living, occupied the greater strain among waves is illustrated by means of Fig. 2. author then proceeded to go over a great deal of well- 
part of the brief period at his disposal in paying compli- trodden ground, and his description of the ship was
ments to the late Mr. Froude, well deserved no doubt, but Fic 2. illustrated by large wall diagrams. Nothing was shown,
listened to with impatience by those who wanted to hear _ „ BENDiric moments in thousands of foot tons however, that will not be found in The Engineer for
Mr. Denny talk about ships and not about men. When 74s5p—-—f ^4,5 5,° July 9th and 16th, 1880.
ne got oyer this part of his subject, he said what coming Having detailed some of the considerations which led
from such an authority was of much interest, namely, that c A 1 x/ \ UP to the design, Captain Goulaeff went on to say that
it was by no means hopeless that very much higher speeds 5542 ■ & p-'B d\ according to what was thought the most advantageous
could be got out of ocean steamers than those now attained. 4611 / ,-y/ / arrangement, it was decided to have three separate sets of
The performance of torpedo boats was very wonderful. A L / // Jt engines, each set being designed to indicate the power of
few years since it would have been regarded as impractic- 57IZ -k / gy 3500 horses. Each of these engines was made to propel an
able to drive a boat 70ft. or 80ft. long at 23 miles an hour. 2344. % / iy independent screw with its blades projecting below the
He could not hope that our Atlantic steamers would attain V ( <7/ bottom of the body of the vessel for about Oft. Experiments
the theoretical velocity mentioned in the paper, namely, _ Jyjt nX with a model provided with similarly arranged propelling
46 knots per hour, but we might at least hope to progress xV \ -y screws had shown that in this case the augmentation
m that curection. . . \\ / of the total resistance due to the action of the screws

1^ Mr. Barnaby said that he had heard with pleasure Mr. n behind the ship’s stern amounts only to 22 per cent, of the
Deimy speak of the value of the Admiralty establishment ‘~7S 2‘0 ,‘s ' ; ; T T 7 YT 2 1 l~~~ total resistance, while the augmentation of resistance
at Torquay, where Mr. Froude had done so much good ' J 2j ,o 40 “3 with an ordinary arrangement of propellers was esti-
work. But the Torquay establishment was much indebted Vertically it represents displacements, horizontally it mated by the late Mr. Froude to be from 40 to 50 
to the shipowners who supplied models of ocean ships for represents bending moments. The zero of the latter is per cent. O11 the first day of her official trials the Livadia 
the purpose of comparison. . The Torquay establishment towards the middle of the base of the figure. To the had a mean speed, maintained during six consecutive hours, 
was the only one then in existence, and he thought that right of zero are hogging moments, to the left of zero are equal to 14-83 knots, with an indicated horse-power of 
much would be gained by the setting up of similar testing sagging moments. The zero of displacement is at the 10,200, and on the next day on the measured mile the ship 
tanks 111 other places. One of the most important lessons bottom horizontal line, the top horizontal line represents attained the mean speed of 15’725 knots, with an indicated 
ever taught by the late Mr. Froude was that very narrow the displacement belonging to total immersion of the horse-power of 12,354. The actual trials of the Livadia 
snips were a fallacy. Moderate beam, he had shown, was vessel. Taking first the bending moments for still water were sufficient to dispel prejudices against her form and 
quite compatible with speed. He never thought of war at the displacements for light and load draft, 2049 and against her breadth. To show how very much exaggerated 
snqis without becoming more and more convinced that in 5542 tons respectively, we obtain the points A and B was the opinion entertained a short time ago 011 the sub- 
time ot trial England must look for the protection of her indicating 6238 and 18,251 foot-tons respectively. From ject of the difference of power required to drive an ordi- 
commerce to her own great mercantile steam fleet, and zero draw a freehand curve passing through A and B, and nary ship and a vessel of the type of the Livadia, he 
mat ships ought to be much wider than they are, that terminating at the line representing the displacement for quoted Sir Edward Reed’s statement made 011 the basis 
tneir engines might be more effectually protected by coal total immersion. This curve represents the bending afforded by the actual steaming performance of the 
at each side. The ordinary steamship was too narrow to moments in still water for any displacement that may be Livadia, as published by him in the Times, October, 
permit her machinery to be effectually protected. Con- required between light and load draft. Next, taking the 1880:— 
cerning the speed of ships, he said that Mr. Thorneycroft bending moments for the vessel when on the wave crests 
nad told them that he had much considered this question, and for the same displacements as before, we obtain the 
It he could only get a velocity of about 23 knots, all the points C D on the diagram, representing respectively Penelope 
rest was easy, because the power required to give aug- 28,268 and 53,674 foot-tons. Draw a freehand curve from 
mented velocities beyond this increased very siowly. But zero through these points, terminating it at the same 

e attainment ot the 23 knots demanded an enormous point as that at which the Stillwater curve ends. This 0ri,J11 • • 
powei. curve will similarly give the hogging moments for
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In connection with this table it might be noticed that the 
engines of both ships—Penelope and Orion—were deve
loping at the speed named their full power, whereas the 
engines of the Livadia keeping such speeds must develope 
only one-third of their power ; consequently greater loss in 
overcoming engine friction and blade friction must be 
involved in their work. But even disregarding such con
siderations, the figures as they stood in the table were 
already sufficient to indicate that the amount of power per 
ton of the displacement required to drive the Livadia with 
a speed of at least 12—13 knots compares very favourably 
with that required in the case of an ordinary vessel of the 
size driven at the same speed. This table, valuable as it 
was, referred, however, only to moderate speeds, 
would therefore compare the Livadia with the Iris. The 
following table showed that the power provided in the 
design and actually developed on the measured mile in the 
case of the Livadia was not of extraordinary amount:—

into existence by his spirit of enterprise and energy, com
bined with no ordinary amount of knowledge. The only 
defect which was found to exist in this vessel were the 
unpleasant and occasionally heavy blows or shocks she 
was receiving from the waves in the underwater part of 
her bow. These blows were due, no doubt, to her small 
draught of water. They gave rise to the idea of attri
buting to them the cause of the accident with which the 
Livadia met before calling at Ferrol. But the members of 
the Institution understood that there were several means 
to obviate such blows—common to all shallow ships when 
driven against very high seas. As to the accident which 
resulted in the outside plating being bulged inwards and 
giving way in two places, with a few frames broken in 
wake of the bulged skin, the careful investigation of the 
nature of the fracture, not only by him, but by such com
petent and experienced naval constructors as Sir Edward 
Reed and Mr. Pearce, had shown that these could have 
been caused by some hard substances, as the sharp pieces 
of wreckage, which were seen floating about the 
yacht on a day previous to the discovery of the 
injury. If even though the effect of the sea might be 
admitted within the limits of possibilities, it would still be 
obvious that there were several means to prevent damage 
in future by the introduction of additional strengthening, 
such as stiffening the single framing of the outer cells by 
means of reverse irons, diminishing the spacing between 
the frames from 4ft. lOin. to 2ft. 5in., increasing the thick
ness of T7(jin. outside plating, and many other ways which 
have been already adopted. In any case, the injuries 
received were of such unimportant character that, with 
the thorough development in this vessel of the cellular 
system of construction, they did not in the least affect the 
safety of the ship, as with them they were steaming in a 
very heavy sea at a rate of 12 to 13 knots before they got 
to Ferrol, and their existence was not even suspected on 
board by those in command of the yacht. The small 
extent of the damages would be obvious also from the fact 
that their repair has been made without any dock, and 
did not require any more mechanical means than those 
which Captain Nogack, who commands the vessel, had at 
his disposal on board.

When this paper was read it was proposed that the 
discussion upon it should be postponed until Sir E. J. 
Reed had read his paper on the same subject, and that 
discussion should be taken on both at once. This was 
carried nem. con., and Sir E. J. Reed then proceeded to 
read his paper

On the Injuries Sustained by the Livadia in the 
Bay of Biscay.

At the outset it was explained that Sir E. J. Reed’s 
paper was completed at too late an hour to permit it to be

He

Iris. Livadia.

As provided in 
the design.

As actually 
developed by 

the firm.
No. of horse-power per ton of dis

placement .. .. ..................
No. of horse-power per square foot 

of mid area

2-35 2-792-2S

10-71 10-50 12'35

Captain Goulaeff then went on to narrate his experience of 
the steadiness of the ship at sea. All that he said on this 
subject is already, no doubt, well known to our readers. 
It will be enough if we say that she rolled 4 deg. to lee
ward, and 3 deg. to windward, in a tremendous gale, and 
that she pitched 5 deg.

Referring to the rumours that the ship was strained, he 
said it was satisfactory for him to be able to tell them that 
so much of strength has been evidently secured in this 
vessel that not the slightest sign of structural weakness 
could be perceived in any part of the hull. Also, the local 
strengthening in wake of the brackets supporting the 
shafting of her propelling screws and in wake of her 
machinery—having no massive cast iron foundation— 
proved to be amply sufficient. This amount of strength 
had been secured with a quantity of material not exceeding 
the weight employed in the construction of any steel vessel 
afloat of similar displacement. The steel had been used in 
the whole structure with the exception of the underwater 
part of the outside plating, which was made of iron. The 
structure and joiner’s work and decorations of the upper 
palaces stood the effect of the storm remarkably well. 
Altogether the execution of the whole work throughout 
this vessel reflected the highest credit upon the firm of 
Messrs. J. Elder and Co., the present head of which, Mr. 
W. Pearce, had spared no efforts in bringing this’ship

TENDERS FOR GOODS ENGINE, L. & Y. RAILWAY.
{For description see next page.)
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printed for circulation in the room; accordingly the author 
read from manuscript, but he largely supplemented his 
manuscript by remarks and explanations, so that the 
whole resembled a lecture delivered from notes more than 
the reading of a paper. All that Sir E. J. Reed had to 
say could have been said in five minutes, but of course 
not in the same way. Sir E. J. Reed has a wonderful 
power of taking his hearers over and over the same 
ground without fatiguing them, and he is one of the few 
public speakers who can repeat themselves without 
becoming very tiresome. His lecture on the Livadia was 
pleasant and chatty. He took for the time the place 
usually filled by Mr. John Scott Russell, whom we regret 
to say has been very ill, and is still unfit for work. I11 
substance what Sir E. J. Reed had to say was that he did 
not agree with Captain Goulaeff that the hull of the Livadia 
had suffered no injury; and he then went on to explain that 
she is weak owing to the absence of reverse angle irons in her 
framing. He had pointed out this deficiency to Admiral 
Popoff, but his advice had been overlooked. He then de
scribed the behaviour of the ship in the Bay of Biscay. She 
was as steady as an island ; but it was certain that she 
received tremendous shocks from the waves striking up 
against her flat bottom. These shocks were so severe that 
it was difficult to believe that the vessel had not been 
lifted up bodily and dropped on a rock. The weather got 
so bad that they could not see a cable’s length before them, 
and the Grand Duke, who was in charge, did not lik- 
knocking a valuable ship about, and so they went into 
Ferrol. Sir E. J. Reed then described the injuries which 
the vessel had received, and which were illustrated by a 
couple of tracings handed round the room. According to 
the speaker they were very slight. His own opinion was 
that they had been caused by the blows of the sea with 
one exception, namely, that a piece of plate had been 
driven in and bent, and this, apparently, by a blow from an 
iron cross-tree, or something else of the kind, connected with 
wreckage. He was very much surprised that the ship had not 
gone on to the Black Sea, as she was quite fit to go. A state
ment had recently been made in one of the papers to the 
effect that the ship must be cased with wood to make her 
seaworthy ; this was not true. It had always been intended 
to sheathe her with wood.

The discussion which followed was begun by Admiral 
Houston Stewart, who said he had little to add to Mr. 
Reed’s statements, all of which concerning the seagoing 
qualities of the Livadia he endorsed. Mr. White said 
that although the ship had been successful in attaining 
even more than the anticipated speed, it would be well to 
consider how high a price had been paid for it. Ten 
thousand horse-power was an enormous price to pay for 
fifteen knots with so small a displacement. He then went 
on to speak at some length of the merits of her design, 
and pointed out that although a great deal of power was 
required to drive circular ships with flat bottoms, yet that 
not nearly so much was needed to drive very broad ships 
with properly formed hulls. As for steadiness, he did not 
think the Livadia was so much superior to some of our 
own ships, as, for example, the Monarch, which rolled only 
4 deg. in heavy gales.

Mr. Froude, referring to a statement that the resistance 
caused by the mere presence of a screw reached as much as 
40 or 50 per cent., explained that this statement was only 
true of ships with thick rudder-posts ; without rudder- 
posts the resistance was 15 to 18 per cent., and with twin 
screws it might be reduced to 8 per cent. As regarded a 
statement made by his father, it would be well to explain 
that the late Mr. Froude did not say that the resistance of 
a circular ship must be five times as great as that of ordi
nary well-made hulls. The assertion only referred to cir
cular ships with flat bottoms like tubs. Eddy-making was 
the great bane of. the original Russian designs.

Mr. John cited several cases in which the damage done 
by blows of the sea had been mistaken for the effect of 
collision with wreckage. Captain Curtis said some of the 
effect was due to the action of air imprisoned under the 
ship’s bottom ; and Mr. Liggins gave some yachting expe
riences supporting Mr. John’s views. Mr. Kirk criticised 
the dimensions of the ship, and asked what they would 
have been if built to Lloyd’s rules, to which Mr. John 
promptly replied that she was not built under Lloyd’s 
rules; if she had been no accident would have occurred to 
her. Admiral Selwyn held that we must have circular 
ironclads of about 4000 tons, on which to mount twenty 
80-ton guns, radiating in all directions like the spokes of a 
wheel. Mr. Martell said that he had no doubt the bottom 
of the Livadia was very weak, and he had seen instances 
where the plating was beaten in by the sea between 
frames but 24in. apart. It was not likely the Livadia 
would escape with frames 4ft. asunder. Mr. Barnaby 
wished to know if any bending had taken place between 
the turbot bottom of the ship and the superstructure. 
As for Admiral Selwyn’s scheme, he might explain that 
the 80-ton gun represented a dead weight of 200 tons in 
gnu, carriage, and stores, so twenty guns would represent 
4000 tons, leaving nothing for engines, coals, &c. Mr. 
Pearce said that the damage done to the ship was so 
slight that it would never have been heard of if the ship had 
not been so closely watched. Mr. Ravenhill wanted to 
know why continuous pumping was required to keep her 
clear of water.

Sir E. J. Reed replied on the whole discussion. He could 
tell nothing about the paint being rubbed off the bottom, 
which Mr. Liggins had said if done was evidence that she 
had struck wreckage, because only Russian and Spanish 
divers had been employed, and he did not believe a word 
they said. As for the pumping, that was done for purely 
Russian purposes, and was not necessary to keep the ship 
afloat. He then dealt at some length with the general 
design of the ship, adding nothing that was new to what 
he had already said, and explaining that the letters he had 
written to the Times were not intended for an educated 
audience, and that the contradictions which they contained 
when compared with his present statements wfere only 
apparent—not real. In reply to Mr. Barnaby, the turbot 
did work on the superstructure, and he had recommended 
that the junction between them should be strengthened.
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of tlie model, and if at the speeds S,, Sa, S3, . . . . the 
measured resistances of the model are R,, Rs, R3 ;
. . . . then, for speeds V DSi, DS2, V DS3,............
of the ship, the resistance will he D3 Rn D3 Ra, D3 Rg 
This law is only applied to the determination of those par 
of the resistance known as wave-making and eddy-making , 
but if frictional resistances he assumed to vary as the 
square of the speed, and as the wetted surface, the law 
may be used for the whole of the resistances. The error 
involved in this assumption would not appreciably affect the 
results that were brought to their notice in this paper. An 
ordinary curve of resistance is a curve of section of what 
may be called a surface of resistance, made by a plane 
parallel to the plane of reference, R S. This curve may 
be more conveniently called a resistance speed curve ; it 
gives the resistance at any speed for some particular dis
placement Similarly, if a section be made parallel to the 
plane D R of this surface, it may be called a displacement 
resistance curve, and it would give the resistance at any 
displacement for some particular speed. Similarly, a 
speed displacement curve could be formed, which would 
give the speed at any displacement for some particular 
resistance. The law of comparison enabled them, when 
one resistance speed curve—or ordinary curve of resistance 
-—was found for all speeds on some given displacement, to 
find the resistances for all speeds and displacements. 
Hence it was easy to deduce the equation to a surface of 
resistance. If R =/ (S) be the equation to a resistance 
speed curve at some displacement D0 of a given form or 
model, then

1

- f d6/DoDo J* V ~d
where r, s, and d, are variables, is the equation to the 
surface. The paper was illustrated by diagrams showing 
the application of these laws, and the remainder of 
it may be said to have been taken up by examples of 
calculations for given steamers.

This was a very excellent practical paper, reflecting 
much credit on the author, but it was read at too late an 
hour to a weary audience, and the discussion which fol
lowed was of no importance.
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He succeeded in leaving the impression on his audience 
that although the ship is admirable as a floating palace, 
she is really a fearfully weak structure. In fact, his 
defence of the ship has done her reputation a great deal 
more harm than good.

After a vote of thanks had been passed to Sir E. J. Reed, 
the hall, which had been crowded to excess, began to empty 
rapidly, and as it was then very late the rest of the work 
to be done was scampered through with the utmost haste.

The next paper was read by Mr. J. Biles,

On Some Results Deduced from Curves of Resistance 
and Progressive Measured Mile Speed Curves.

Mr. Biles began by pointing out that at no time has so 
much high speed shipping been in process of construction, 
and such high rates of speed been contracted for, as at the 
present. More than 30,000 tons of shipping, having an 
aggregate of 40,000 I.H.P., are building for Atlantic 
steamship companies, with intended speeds of 17 to 18 
knots per hour. One might reckon steamers by dozens 
which are building to have speeds of 14 and 15 knots 
per hour, having engines from 3000 to 5000 I.H.P. 
each. Hence the magnitude of the interests involved 
in the question of steamship propulsion was suffi
cient excuse for his venturing to come before that 
Institution, not with a view to contributing anything ori
ginal, but to lay before them some of the results of investiga
tions and analyses of steamship trials made in the ordinary 
course of his duties as naval architect to Messrs. J. and G-. 
Thomson, of Glasgow. For some considerable time attention 
had been directed to the valuable series of experiments 
models that have been made at Torquay, with a view of 
s living some of the problems of resistance and propulsion 
of ships. Some of the results obtained have been of great 
service to the naval architect in enabling him to predict 
with a considerable degree of certainty the speeds of ships 
of usual and unusual types. The great value of the results 
of these, as compared with any former experiments, is due 
to the fact that a true scale or law of comparison was esta
blished by the late Mr. Froude between a model and a 
ship, or between two forms similar in the mathematical 
sense, but of unequal absolute size. This law, as stated by 
Mr. Froude, is :—“ If the ship be D times the dimensions

a
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After a vote of thanks had been passed Mr. De Russet 
read a paper by Mr. Charles Hall, entitled,

Notes on Screw Propulsion.

This paper gave an account of a series of experiments 
on clockwork models to ascertain the effect of reducing 
screw area, the result being that an increase of speed was 
obtained, varying as the -42 power of the area of the 
blades.

The discussion which followed was of no importance. 
It went to show that experiments on models made in 
tanks were of little or no value.

The reading of a paper by Mr. Colin Archer on
Shipbuilding a Thousand Years Ago

followed. This was a clever description of the Scandi
navian war ship found in a large grove mound at the 
entrance to Christiania Fjord several months ago. This 
brought the business of the meeting to a conclusion. In 
one sense the meeting was very successful, but there were 
too many papers, and the discussions as a whole were 
second-rate. In all societies there is a tendency that the 
whole of the talking shall be done by a few, and this is 
simply ruinous and should be strongly discouraged. Almost 
the whole work of discussion was done during the last 
meeting by six gentlemen, many of whom spoke on every 
paper read, and sometimes twice on the same paper. We 
saw with great pleasure that one or two of the younger 
members of the profession seem to be determined to intro
duce a change, not only speaking, but speaking well and 
to the point. We hope that Lord Ravensworth, who is 
an admirable chairman, at once courteous and firm, will 
give these gentlemen every encouragement.

SPECIFICATION FOR GOODS ENGINES, LANCA
SHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RAILWAY.

[Concluded from page 281.]
We continue the specification prepared by Mr. Barton Wright 

for fifty goods engines, of which we give additional illustrations on 
this page, and page 290.

Dimensions.
ft. in. 
0 64 
0 7|
0 7 
0 8J 
0 7ft 
3 114

Straight Axles:—
Diameter in the middle 

of journals
Length ,, .......................................
Diameter of wheel-seat (to he made parallel)
Length ,, .......................................
Centre to centre of journals...............................

Crank Axles.— The crank axles for the first twelve engines to be 
of the best mild crucible cast steel, manufactured by Vickers and 
Sons only; those for the remaining engines of the best Bessemer 
steel, manufactured by Cammell and Co., or the Bolton Iron and 
Steel Company, and turned accurately to gauges; right-hand crank 
to lead. The axles to be annealed after the sweeps have been 
slotted out, and to be tested in the presence of the company’s 
inspector before leaving the steel works. For specification of tests 
apply to the locomotive superintendent.

Dimensions.
ft. in.Crank Axle :—

Diameter in the middle
,, of crank pin journal 

Width of ditto ditto
Diameter of journal 
Length of ditto 
Diameter of wheel seat (to he made parallel) .. 0 84
Length of ditto 
Centre to centre of cranks.

,, ,, journals
Throw of cranks.................
Section of inside crank arm 

outside ditto

0 7
0 74 
0 4
0 74
0 7

0 7ft
2 4

.. 3 114

..11

.. 0 11 x 44in. 

.. 0 11 X 4Jin.a
Axle-boxes.—Made of gun-metal, with bearing surfaces of white 

metal, and fitted with lubricating pad and trough, as shown by 
drawing.

Horn Blocks.—Of crucible cast steel, horseshoe form, manufac
tured by Vickers and Sons, Cammell and Co., or J. Spencer and 
Sons of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Wheels.—The best description of wrought iron solid bossed 
wheels, with balance weights forged in, as shown in drawings. 
Heads of spokes to be forged solid. To be pressed on the axles 
Avith hydraulic pressure of about 85 tons.

Dimensions.
ft. in.

Diameter outside rim of wheel
Width of rim.........................
Thickness of rim ..................
Diameter of wheel boss

,, wheel seat (to be made parallel) 0 84
Length of ditto.........................................0 7
Throw of crank pins .. ..........................0 10
Diameter of hole for crank pins 
Number of spokes, 13 
Section of ditto at large end 

.. ditto at small end

4 0
0 44 0 if
1 34

0 44 (taper 1 in 100)

.*. 0 3| by 14

.. 0 34 by l|

Tires.—The tires for the first twelve engines to be of the best 
crucible cast steel, manufactured by Vickers and Sons only; the 
remainder to be of the best Bessemer steel, manufactured by 
Cammell and Co., or Brown, Bayley, and Dixon, and to be 
stamped Avith the name of the maker. Two per cent, of the tires 
to be tested, before leaving the steel works, by the company’s 
inspector. For specification of tests apply to the locomotive super
intendent. Tires to be of the section shown on drawings, and fixed 
to wheels by tire fastening, as shown.

Dimensions.
ft. in. 
4 6Diameter of tire on tread (when finished)

Thickness of 
Width .. .
Distance between tires

Frames.— To be of good tough fibrous Yorkshire iron, frame 
plate quality, and to be obtained from Messrs. Cammell and Co., 
or Sir John Brown and Co., to be planed over entire surface on 
inside and outside, and finished lin. full thick. All frames marked 
and drilled from one template. All cross-stays and attachments 
to be planed where they abut on frames. When the frames and 
cylinders, &c., are bolted together, the accuracy of all work must 
be tested by diagonal, transverse, and longitudinal measurements.

Dimensions.

0 3dittoditto
0 54 
4 5f

ft. in.
4 2Between frames .. .;

Total length of frame 
Depth above leading horns ..

,, driving ditto
,, trailing ditto

Buffer beam to leading axle ..
Leading axle to driving ditto 
Driving ditto to trailing ditto 
Total wheel base ..................

Motion Plate.—To be of wrought iron lin. in thickness, with 
angle iron stiffeners as shown on drawings.

Outside Frames and Buffer Beams.—A long angle iron frame, 
4jjin. by 2^in. by iin., to extend on each side of the engine full

24 10
1 4
1 5
1 44
5 7 
7 3
7 9
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length of platform, on front curved downwards full depth of 
buffer beam, and at back welded to plate forming footsteps, as 
shown on drawings ; buffer beams of wrought iron plate, at the 
leading end stiffened by a heavy angle iron girder in the centre, 
and plate gussets behind buffers.

Dimensions.
Width over angle iron frames 

,, ,, foot plate
Thickness of ditto................

leading buffer beam 
trailing ditto ..

Buffers.—To be Turton’s patent wrought iron buffer, B3 
pattern, manufactured by Messrs. Ibbotson Brothers and Co., as 
per drawing.

Springs.—To be made of the best Swedish spring steel, and to be 
manufactured by Messrs. John Spencer and Sons, of Newcastle- 
upon-Tyne. Each spring must be thoroughly tested before being 
put into its place by being weighted until the camber has been 
taken off, and on the removal of the weight the spring must resume 
its original form.

Dimensions.
Length of leading springs (loaded)..................
Camber ,, ,, ,, ..................
Breadth ,, ,, .................................
Thickness—twelve plates, Jin. full thick 
Length of driving and trailing springs (loaded)
Camber ,, ,, ,, ,,
Breadth ,, ,, ,, ....
Thickness—twelve plates, Jin. full thick

Drawhook.—Drawhook to be provided with screw shackle, and 
to be mounted with a Timmis’s spring, as shown on drawing.

Injectors.—To be two in number, of brass, Sheward and Gres
ham’s patent, class G, No. 8 size, to be placed under foot
plate and delivering into brass clack-boxes on back plate of fire
box casing. The clack-boxes to be provided witli screw cone stop 
valve, so as to allow for removal of pipes when boiler is in steam 
—see drawings. The right-hand injector must be provided with 
an overflow valve, closed by gear from the foot-plate, to allow for 
warming through to tender. All pipes to be seamless copper.

Brake.—The engine to be fitted with a vacuum brake, consisting 
of a 30 mm. ejector, Gresham and Craven’s patent; one starting 
valve, fitted with sector and handle to regulate the admission of 
steam; one asbestos-packed cock, one vacuum gauge, one release 
valve, two loin. Hardy sacks; the whole of which, including all 
wrought iron piping, elbows, couplings, &c., for the above, are to 
be obtained by the contractor from the Vacuum Brake Company. 
All copper piping to be furnished by the contractor. The ejector 
to be fixed to the inside of cab, and connected by a copper pipe to 
the starting valve, which is mounted on the asbestos-packed cock, 
the latter being fixed on the fire-box top. The Hardy sacks to be 
connected with the ejector by means of a copper pipe. The release 
valve to be fixed at back of fire-box, and to be connected witli the 
sacks by means of a wrought iron pipe, and with the vacuum gauge 
by a copper pipe. The Hardy sacks to be bolted to the underside 
of drag plate, and to be connected by links to the levers of brake 
shaft. The entire arrangement of brake and details, such as brake 
shaft, hangers, carriers, blocks, rods, and cross-bars, must be made 
as per drawings supplied.

Platform or Drag-plate.—The platform behind fire-box to consist 
of a heavy casting, forming drag-plate, and weighing three tons ; 
to be firmly bolted to frames, and have projections for brake shaft 
carrier, intermediate safety chains, &c. &c.—see drawings—to be 
covered with a timber platform 3Jin. thick.

Gab.—To be made of -/j;in. plates, and stiffened on the edges 
with beading and angle iron, neatly polished. The front to be 
provided witli two spectacle glasses, fixed in brass frames made to 
swivel on centre, as shown on drawings.

Splashers and Sand-boxes.—To be made of |in. plate, the tops 
curved to form flange for attachment to foot-plate. The leading 
splasher to be continued forward to face of smoke-box; this portion 
to be made of cast iron, so as to form the front sand-boxes, which 
must be worked simultaneously from the foot-plate. Two sand
boxes also to form part of trailing splashers, and to be connected 
so as to be worked together from the foot-plate.

Safety-valve Casing.—To be of wrought iron, painted; thickness, 
14 B. W. G.

Dome Casing.—Made of iron plates, 14 B. W. G., and brazed up 
solid.

Hand-rail.—Of iron piping, IJin. diameter outside, polished, 
and carried round front of smoke-box as shown on drawings.

Lamp Holders.—To be fixed on smoke-box front, as shown on 
drawings.

Mountings.—Each boiler to be provided with two whistles, two 
injector steam cocks, one Schaffer and Budenberg’s patent steel 
tube pressure gauge, one scum cock with copper pipe leading 
under foot-plate, one set of glass gauge cocks, asbestos packed, 
Dewrance’s patent, and two gauge cocks, one blower cock on face 
of fire-box with copper pipe through boiler—all made on the screw 
cone principle, as shown on drawings.

Lagging.—The boiler and fire-box shell to be lagged with well 
seasoned pine, tongued and grooved, and neatly covered with sheet 
iron, 14 w.g., and secured with hoops. Dome to be covered with 
“ silicate cotton,” instead of being lagged with wood. There must 
be two discharge cocks to each cylinder, and one on steam chest, 
all to be simultaneously worked from foot-plate.

Bolts, Huts, and Threads.—All bolts, nuts, and threads to be 
made to Whitworth standard. All brass work up to and including 
gin. diameter to be screwed 14 threads per inch. All brass work 
above gin. diameter to be screwed 12 threads per inch. Copper 
stays to be screwed 11 threads per inch.

Tools.—Each engine must be supplied with a complete set of 
screw-keys and gland-keys, all case-hardened, and stamped with 
the company’s initials and the number of the engine; also one 
large and one small monkey-wrench, one heavy and one small 
hammer, one lead and one copper hammer, one large and one 
small pin punch, two drifts, three chisels, one steel-pointed crowbar, 
one small steel pinch bar, one gland packing bar, one 10-ton bottle- 
jack to drawing two head lamps to pattern, one hand lamp and 
one gauge lamp, one oil can, one large and one small oil feeder, 
and one tallow kettle; also one shovel, one coal-pick, one hand
brush, and a complete set of fire-irons; one tube scraper, and 
wire tube brush.

Painting.— The boiler to receive two coats of oxalic paint before 
being lagged with wood ; after lagging, the boiler, frames, wheels, 
splashers, handrail plates, and weather screen, to have one coat of 
lead colour, two coats of stopping, three coats of filling-up pro
perly rubbed down, two coats of lead colour sand-papered, two 
coats of green—to sample—picked out with black, and fine lined 
with white. Rim of tire to be black with white line. The whole 
to be finished with three coats of varnish. Inside of frames and 
axles to be finished with one coat of vermilion and one of varnish; 
outside of frames, rail-guards, &c., to be finished brown, picked 
out with black, and fine lined with white. Front buffer beam and 
buffers to be finished vermilion and varnished. Number of the 
engine to be placed in gold leaf on engine front and tender hind 
buffer planks, and a brass number plate to be fixed in centre 
of handrail plate see pattern. Smoke-box, chimney, back of 
fire-box, platforms, steps, &c., to be painted black; two coats 
inside of cab to be prepared similar to boiler and frame, and 
finished m brown and lined.

in.
1
3
4J

3 6
0 3
0 4J

one

Tank.— Of horseshoe form; the sides each made of one plate, 
and ail vertical rows of rivets countersunk. The tank plates to be 
made of BB Staffordshire or Yorkshire iron. The bottom plate of 
tank to form foot-plate of tender, and the sides and back of tank 
to be well stayed to the bottom plate witli T-irons aimle irons and 
stay plates, as per drawing. The sides and back of tank to be
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finished with a wrought iron half-round moulding piece, as per 
drawing.

fact. The question affected the stability of retaining walls, the 
strength of tunnel lining, the timbering of shafts, headings, tunnels, 
deep trenches for sewers, and many other works of every-day 
practice. Attention was directed to the measurements by Lieut. 
Hope, R.E., of the direct thrust of sand on a pressure board, which 

found to be equivalent to that of a fluid weighing 19 lb. 
cubic foot, and to the experimental brick retaining walls tested by 
the same officer, when pressures of half that intensity were 
recorded, and these actual pressures were compared with the 
corresponding theoretical pressures, of 27 lb. and 23 lb. per cubic 
foot. General Easley’s and General Cunninghame’s model revet
ment walls were then referred to, and General Burgoyne’s ex
perimental masonry walls, 20ft. in height. Colonel Miclion’s 
40ft. wall, averaging hardly more than one-twelth of its height 
in thickness, and Mr. Constable’s “ toy ” retaining walls of wooden 
blocks with pease for earthwork, indicated no less than the 
previously cited experiments that the actual measured lateral 
pressure of good filling hardly ever exceeded one-half of the “text
book ” pressure corresponding to the given slope of repose.

The author’s experiments on the direct lateral pressure of ballast 
and large stones were next summarised, the results being in general 
considerably lower that those obtained by Lieutenant Hope. His 
experience on the thirty-four miles of deep timbered trenches and 
other works of the underground railway also furnished many 
examples of the actual pressure on timber walings, tunnel headings, 
retaining walls and vaults. Exceptionally light work standing 
perfectly, and apparently very heavy works which had failed, 
alike served to prove that the designing of retaining walls was in 
most instances more a matter for judgment and experience than 
for calculation. Thus one of the walls on the Metropolitan Rail
way, which should have failed with a fluid pressure of 19 lb. per 
cubic foot, had stood perfectly, whilst another wall capable of 
resisting 107 lb. had occasioned much trouble. During the 
construction of the line the wall on the west side of the Farringdon- 
street Station failed bodily, by slipping out at the toe and falling 
backwards on to the slope of the earthwork. This wall was 29ft 3in. 
high above the footings and 8ft. 6in. thick, and the soil consisted 
of 17ft. of made ground, 3ft. of loamy gravel and 9ft. of clay. On 
the opposite side of the station the ground was retained by vaults, 
29ft. high by 17ft. deep, but these also slid forward and came over 
at the top, the movement continuing even after the work had been 
doubled in thickness. The softening and lubricating action of water 
on clay was the proximate cause of these failures, as otherwise 
the latter vaults would have resisted a fluid pressure of 92 lb. 
per cubic foot. The failures of dock walls, though numerous and 
instructive, afforded no direct evidence as to the actual lateral 
pressure of earthwork, because in nearly every instance the failure 
was traceable to defective foundations. Reference was made to 
the original Southampton Docks wall constructed forty years ago, 
having a height of 38ft. from foundation to coping, and a thickness 
at the base of 32 per cent, of the height between the buttresses, 
and of 45 per cent, at the buttresses. If founded on a rock bottom, 
a fluid pressure of 40 lb. per cubic foot would have been required 
to overturn the wall; but before the backing had been carried to 
the full height, the wall moved forward in places as much as 3ft. 
In the recent extension of the same docks the wall had an effective 
thickness of 45 per cent, at the base, and a fluid resistance of from 
60 to 70 lb. The Whitehaven Dock wall, 38ft. high and 13ft. 9in. 
thick, stood perfectly, whilst the Avonmouth Dock wall of the same 
height and 16ft. thick failed. A somewhat similar ease of sliding 
forward occurred at the New South Dock of the West India Docks, 
London, where the wall was 35ft. 9in. high, and 13ft.—or 36 per
cent. of the height—thick at the base. The fact that the stability 
of a dock wall depended far more upon the foundation than upon 
the thickness was well illustrated by the quay wall at Carlingford, 
which had a height of 47ft. 6in. and a thickness of only 15ft. at the 
base. In contrast with this slight structure was cited the 
Marseilles Dock wall, having a thickness of 16ft. 9in. for a height 
of 32ft. One of the boldest examples of a lightly proportioned 
wharf wall was that built by Colonel Miclion at Torrl. With a 
height of 26ft. and a batter of 1 in 20, the thickness of the wall 
through the counterforts was only 3ft. 7in. at the base, and though 
the filling was ordinary material, and the floods rose within 6ft. of 
the top of the coping, no movement had occurred. Reference was 
made to the failures of dock walls at Belfast Harboiir and in the 
original portion of the Victoria Docks, and the proportions adopted 
in more recent works were cited. An early example of a successful 
wall on a bad foundation was afforded by Sir John Rennie’s Slieer- 
ness wall. The subsoil consisted of loose running silt for a depth 
of about 50ft., covered with soft alluvial mud, and the depth at 
low water was 30ft. A piled platform was prepared, and upon this 
the wall, no less than 50ft. in extreme height and 32ft. in effective 
thickness at the base, was built. Another exceptionally heavy but 
more modern dock wall was that of the Chatham Dockyard 
Extension, the extreme height of which was 43ft. and the thickness 
at the base 21ft., or, say, 50 per cent, of the height. Walls made 
of large concrete blocks resting upon a mound of rubble had been 
constructed in many of the Mediterranean ports, geneially with 
success but occasionally with failure, as at Smyrna, where, owing 
to the great settlement, six and seven tiers of blocks had to be 
superimposed instead of four, and the quay wall had after all to be 
supported by a slope of rock in front. The proportions arrived at 
by experience were a width of 9 metres at the top, and a thickness 
of not less than 2 metres for the rubble mound, a depth of 7 metres 
below water, and a thickness of 4 metres for the concrete block 
wall resting on the mound, and a minimum thickness of 2 '5 metres, 
and a height of 2-4 metres for the masonry wall coping the 
concrete blocks. Examples were not wanting of walls founded on 
rubble mounds where the thickness held a smaller ratio to the 
height than the 42 per cent, considered necessary by French 
engineers. The lightest of all, perhaps, was the dry masonry outer 
wall of the St. Katharine’s breakwater, Jersey, which was only 14ft. 
wide at the base, for a total height of 50ft. The most cursory 
examination of the cases of failure alluded to would serve to justify 
the statement that the numerous failures of dock walls did not 
afford any direct evidence as to the actual lateral thrust of earthwork. 
Thus, remembering that General Burgoyne’s battering wall, only 
17 per cent, of the height in thickness, supported perfectly the 
heavy sodden filling at its back, no calculation was required to 
show that the 32 and 45 per cent. Southampton Dock counterforted 
wall, the 42 per cent. Avonmouth Dock wall, the 36 per cent. 
W est India Dock wall, the 50 per cent. Belfast Harbour wall, and 
the 30 per cent. Victoria Dock wall, would all have stood perfectly 
had the foundation been rock, as in the instance of General 
Burgoyne’s experimental walls, instead of mud, clay, and silt, as 
was actually the case. The aim of the author in the present paper 
had been to set forth, as briefly as possible, what he knew regarding 
the actual lateral thrust of different kinds of soil, in the hope that 
other engineers would do the same, and that the information asked 
for by Professor Barlow more than half a century ago might be.at 
last obtained. Although the acquirement of the missing data 
would probably lead to no modification in the general proportions 
of retaining structures, since these were based upon dearly-bought 
experience, and not upon theoretical treatises, it was none the less 
desirable that it should be obtained, for an engineer should be able 
to show why he believed a given wall would stand or fall. To 
assume upon theoretical ground a lateral thrust, which experiments 
proved to be excessive, and to compensate for this by giving 
factor of safety to the wall, was not a scientific mode of procedure.

As a result of his own experience the author made the thickness 
of retaining walls in ground of an average character equal to 
third of the height from the top of the footings, and if any material 
was taken out to form a panel, three-fourths of it was put back in 
the form of a pier. The object of the panel, as of the ljin. to the 
foot batter which he gave to the wall, was not to save material, for 
this involved loss of weight and grip on the ground, but to effect a 
better distribution of the pressure on the foundation. It might be 
mentioned that the whole of the walls on the Metropolitan District 
Railway were designed on this basis, and that there had not been a 
single instance of settlement, or of falling over or sliding forward,

Dimensions.
ft. in. 
18 4 
6 0 
4 2A

Length of tank sides.................
With.................................................
Height above frame..................
Thickness of tank sides and end 

,, top
,, bottom.. ..

per
0 1 
0 y and Jin. 
0 A

Cab.—The tender is to be fitted at the front end with Sharp’s, 
of Sheffield, patent arrangement of cab, tool-box, and filling-hole 
combined, as shown on drawings. The feed pipes to be protected 
by a perforated copper sieve. Feed cocks to be of brass, asbestos 
packed, Dewrance’s patent, as per drawings.

Axles.—To be of the best Bessemer steel, manufactured by 
Cammell and Company; Brown, Bayley, and Dixon; or the 
Bolton Iron and Steel Company, to be all turned accurately to 
gauges. Two per cent, of the axles to be tested by the company’s 
inspector before leaving the steel works.

Dimensions.
ft. in. 
0 5J 
0 0J 
0 S 
0 4J 
0 9

Diameter in the middle.................................
,, of wheel seat (to bo made parallel) 

Length of ,,
Diameter of journal 
Length ,,
Centre to centre of journals 6 3

Axle-boxes.—Made of hard cast iron, with gun-metal bearings, to 
be fitted with lubricating trough and pad, as per drawings.

Horn Blocks.—To be made of hard cast iron, planed and fitted, 
and rivetted to frame, as shown on drawings,.

Wheels.-—Wrought iron of the best description ; to be made in 
the same manner as those of engine.

Dimensions.
ft. in.
3 1J 
0 4J 
0 1J 
1 0;j-0 (Si 
0 7

Diameter outside rim of wheel.......................
Width of rim......................................................
Thickness of rim ..............................................
Diameter of wheel boss.......................................

wheel seat (to be made pai-allel)
Length ,, .........................................
Number of spokes—10.
Section of ,, at large end—3Jin. by lfin.

,, ,, small •—3yin. by ljin.
Tires.—To be made of the best mild Bessemer steel of special 

quality, manufactured by Cammell and Co., or Brown, Bayley, 
and Dixon, and to be stamped with the name of the maker. Two 
per cent, of the tires to be tested, in the presence of the com
pany’s inspector, by percussion, and to be deflected 2in. to each 
foot of external diameter, and to bear a strain of 35 tons per. square 
inch. To be fixed to wheels by tire fastening as shown on draw
ings.

Dimensions.
ft. in.

.. 3 7:]-

..0 3 

.. 0 5i
• • 4 5§

Frames.—To be of good tough fibrous Yorkshire iron, of frame- 
plate quality, and to be obtained from Messrs. Cammell and Co., 
or Sir John Brown and Co. Each frame to be made of one plate, 
and all holes marked and drilled from one templet. Drawbar 
arrangement, safety chains, rolling pieces between engine and tender, 
intermediate buffers and ball-joint connection to be fixed as per 
drawings. Drawhook to be provided with a screw-shackle the same 
as for the engine, and to be mounted with a Timmis’s spring.

Dimensions.

Diameter of tires on tread (when finished) .. 
Thickness of ,, ,, ,, .. ..
Width................................................................................
Between tires................................................................

ft. in. 
.. .. 5 8f
.. .. 19 10
.. .. 0 0J

Distance between outside frames 
Length of ,, ,,
Thickness of ,, ,,
Distance between inside frames
Length of ,, ,,  17 9|
Thickness of ,, ,, ......................... .. 0 0J
Distance from leading axle to front end of frame .. 4 3~

,, ,, ,, ,, to centre axle ..................
,, ,, centre axle to trailing ,, ....................
,, ,, trailing axle to hind end of frame .. 3 1

3 4

(1 3
6 3

Buffer Beams.—To be of wrought iron, frame-plate quality, as 
per drawing.

Buffet's.—To be Turton’s patent wrought iron buffer, B 3 pattern, 
manufaetiu-ed by Messrs. Ibbotson, Brothers, and Co., as per draw
ing.

Springs.-—Of the best Swedish spring steel, and to be manufac
tured by Messrs. John Spencer and Sons, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Each spring to be tested in the same manner as described for the 
engine springs.

Dimensions.
ft. in.

Length of leading and trailing springs (loaded) .. .. 2 9
Camber ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
Breadth ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
Thickness, top plate Ain., 14 plates fin.
Length of centre springs (loaded) .......................
Camber ,, ,, ,, .......................
Breadth ,, ,, ,, .......................
Thickness, top plate T7Bin., 1(5 plates fin.

...03 

. ..0 3J

3 3
0 3
0 3J

Brake.—Tender to be fitted with a vacuum brake, consisting of 
two 15in. Hardy sacks, which, together with wrought iron piping, 
elbows, and couplings, and flexible hose-pipe connection between 
engine and tender, are to be obtained by the contractor from the 
Vacuum Brake Company. A solid angle iron ring for carrying the 
sacks to be fixed to under side of tender at front end between 
longitudinal stretchers, as shown on drawings. Sacks to be con
nected by links to the levers of brake shaft, which is to be also 
provided with a lever for hand brake. The entire brake arrange
ment and details, such as handle, brake screw, brake shaft, 
hangers, blocks, carriers, rods, and cross-bars to be made in accord
ance with drawings supplied.

Hand-rail.-—Hand-rail of iron piping ljin. diameter outside, 
polished and fastened by two brackets to end of tank. Two hand
rail pillars to be placed on each side of foot-plate and fixed to tank, 
as shown on drawings.

Lamp-holders.—Two to be fixed on back of tender, as shown on 
drawings.

Bolts, Nuts, and Threads.—To be of Whitworth standard.
Painting.—The inside of the tender tank to have two coats of 

good, thick red lead, the outside of the tank, cab, and tool-box to 
be prepared and finished in the same manner as the engine boiler 
covering. The inside of the cab to be treated exactly the same as 
the inside of the engine cab. Inside of frames to have two coats 
of lead colour. Outside of frames and wheels to be prepared and 
finished identically the same as those of the engine. Hind buffer 
beams and buffers to be finished vermilion and varnished. Coke 
space, foot-plate, bottom of tank, and brakework under tender to 
have two coats of black.

W. Barton Wright, Locomotive Superintendent. 
Victoria Station, Manchester, January, 1880.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
one-

THE ACTUAL LATERAL PRESSURE OF EARTHWORK.
At the meeting on Tuesday, the 5th of April, Mr. Brunlees, 

F.R.S.E., Vice-President, in the chair, the paper read was by Mr. 
B. Baker, M. Inst. C.E.

The author dealt with the actual lateral pressure of earthwork 
distinguished from the “ text-book” pressures which, as Professor 

Barlow pointed out half a century ago, were based upon theoretical 
ealculations that disregarded the most vital elements existent in

G
i ^

 tj*
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RAILWAY MATTERS. NOTES AND MEMORANDA. MISCELLANEA.
The Patent Shaft and Axletree Company is advised that its 

exhibits of wheels and axles, steel and iron axle and tires, bar and 
other iron, have gained a first award and gold medal at Melbourne. 

The water consumption of Sydney, New South Wales, is again 
using anxiety; 27,000,000 gallons were consumed from Botany 

reservoir the week before the last mail left, which is a rate much 
over the resources of the supply.

Messrs. W. Simons and Co., shipbuilders and engineers, 
Benfrew, have obtained a first-class award for the model of their 
hopper dredger exhibited by them at the Melbourne Exhibition, 
and of which they have constructed ten.

For the maintenance of public libraries and mechanics’ insti
tutes in the colony of Victoria, £133,569 was spent. The receipts 
in 1879 were £27,313, and the libraries contained an aggregate of 
245,068 volumes, besides periodical literature.

Cotton is now being used in the construction of buildings. It 
is converted into a paste by chemical treatment, which afterwards 
becomes extremely hard, and is moulded into large slabs and 
other forms, and designated as architectural cotton.

Except that the Island of Chios stands as a pinnacle, it seems 
remarkable that no serious disturbance took place on the surround- 
ing water at the time of the recent great earthquake, especially as 
such island earthquakes are often the result of great shocks trans
mitted by sea-bed waves.

About 150ft. of the Penzance promenade sea wall, the founda
tion of which had been undermined by the sea, fell away on the 
evening of the 17tli inst., carring with it a portion of the asphalted 
promenade. A strong breeze from east-south-east had prevailed 
all day, causing a ground sea.

The most glowing description has been issued by the Indian 
Government of the richness of the iron ores in Gwalior, and of 
the ease with which they can be worked, with fuel from the 
extensive forests in the vicinity. It will not, however, be readily 
forgotten that the Bengal Ironworks, situated in the centre of a 
large coal-field, failed as a commercial speculation.

The exports from Birmingham and the surrounding district to 
the United States during the quarter ending 31st March last were 
of the aggregate value of 1,047,567 dols. This is a decrease upon 
the corresponding quarter last year of 396,593 dols., or about 27 per 
cent. The falling-off has been chiefly in hardware, steel, and 
iron. Anvils and vices, chains, hoes, scythes, guns, &c., on the 
other hand, show an increase.

Statistics made up to the close of March show that in South 
Staffordshire there are 146 blast furnaces, and that of these, 44 
are. in blast. In North Staffordshire there are 36 furnaces, of 
which 32 are in blast. In North Staffordshire the number is one 
fewer than were blowing at the close of December; but in South 
Staffordshire there is no decrease upon the three months. Among 
the furnaces now in course of erection is one which is being put up 
by Earl Granville in North Staffordshire.

Boring operations near Port Clarence, on the Durham side of 
the Tees, opposite Middlesbrough, have been successful, and at a 
depth of about 1043ft. the first bed of solid salt has been reached. 
It is expected that in a short time pumping operations will be com
menced, and that the Durham salt will become, as in the past, an 
article of commerce to a large extent. The deposit of salt thus 
reached is at a similar depth to that ascertained to underlie part of 
Middlesbrough, a paper on which was read at a meeting of the 
British Association several years ago, and which was found to have 
an immense thickness, and to give on analysis over 96 per cent, of 
chloride of sodium.

An account of the massacre of the expedition under Colonel 
Flatters is given in the Times of Monday as furnished by the four 
natives who arrived at Ouargla on the 28th ult. The engineers 
and others of the party were killed by Touaregs, into whose hands 
they seem to have been betrayed by Segheir Ben Cheik, of the 
Chambaa, and Ali Ben Dain Salah. The members of the expedi
tion, when assailed, fought hard, first with fire-arms, and after
wards with swords, but the big sabres of the Touaregs seem to have 
cut them to pieces quickly. Some of the men of the rear party 
were also poisoned with poisoned dates, but those remaining 
barricaded themselves in a cave, four of them having escaped by 
night for assistance to Ouargla.

The Statist in an analysis of the trading results of the leading 
Civil Service Co-operative Stores, amongst other information 
shows that last year’s turnover of the principal stores has been as 
followsArmy and Navy, £1,930,000; Civil Service Supply 
Association, £1,420,000; Civil Service Co-operative, £514,000. 
One of the interesting features of its analysis is the comparisons of 
the percentages of profits and working expenses. According to a 
calculation it has made, the business of the stores is equal roughly 
to about £1 a-liead of the population of the metropolis, and may 
be taken to represent the amount of trade done by the minor shops 
on both sides of Oxford-street, from the Marble Arch to Holborn 
Viaduct, assuming the annual sales of each shop to be an average 
of £6000 each.

According to a Daily News telegram published yesterday, the 
aldermen of New York have passed over the mayor’s veto, the 
Ordinance giving the Edison Electric Lighting Company permis
sion to lay tubes in the streets. The company will proceed 
immediately to introduce its new electric lamps in the offices in 
the business portion of the city around Wall-street. The construc
tion of the lamp is simple. It consists of a small bulbous glass 
globe, 4in. long and liin. in diameter, with a carbon loop which 
becomes incandescent when the electric current passes through. 
Each lamp is of sixteen-candle power, with no perceptible variation, 
in intensity. The light is turned on or off with a thumbscrew. 
Wires have already been put into forty buildings. The company 
will compete with the gas companies by charging the same rates. 
If the latter reduce, the Edison Company will also reduce, and are 
prepared to go lower than the gas companies can.

Since 1876 the Corporation of Walsall have been seeking to 
provide that town with a complete system of sewerage. They 
have now adopted a scheme by Mr. W. J. Boys, their borough 
surveyor, which divides the borough into two districts. No. 1 
embracing Bloxwich and its vicinity, comprises 2708 acres, and a 
population of nearly 11,000. This would drain by natural gravi
tation on to a piece of land at Harden or Goscote. No. 2 district 
includes the town of Walsall and other surrounding places, and 
comprises 5300 acres, and a population of 48,000 or 49,000. To 
deal with the sewage of this district, 170 acres will be required in 
the Tame Valley, 100 acres of it in the parish of Wednesbury. 
Now, Wednesbury also desires to deal with its sewage, and the 
local board there wish to use thirty of the 100 acres which the 
Walsall people want. There has been some talk of a united 
drainage district for Walsall and Wednesbury, and there have been 
negotiations ; but the Walsall people have objected, and have now 
sought the authority of the Local Government Board to take the 
land they require. At the close of last week and at the beginning 
of this, Captain E. C. T. Hildyard, late B.E., conducted an 
inquiry at Walsall on behalf of the Local Government Board to 
hear the objections raised by Wednesbury. Between the two 
sittings the Walsall Corporation held a special meeting to 
consider the suggestion that there should be a united drainage 
district, which was thrown out during the first day’s inquiry, this 
time by Mr. W. Fowler, Mr. Till, the town surveyor of Birming
ham, and Mr. Lemon. When the commission resumed its sitting 
on Monday, the Town Clerk announced that the Corporation had 
accepted the suggestion. The announcement was received with 
satisfaction by the Wednesbury authorities, and an agreement was 
signed giving Wednesbury power to join Walsall within three 
months, the works begun by the latter not to be stayed in the 
meanwhile, and any differences to be adjusted by the Local 
Government Board. V

The Toronto Street Bailway Company was at date of recent 
news hard at work laying the track.

The Government of New South Wales has in hand contracts for 
the construction of 868 miles of railway.

The construction of the new Woolwich and Plumstead tram 
lines has progressed from Plumstead old church to the Arsenal 
main gate, with the exception of short distances. The contractor 
has nearly three months to complete the line, but it is expected 
that the cars will commence running on Wliit-Monday.

The Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Bailway station, 
and that of the Midland, at Sheffield, are to be connected with the 
Telephone Exchange on the 1st of June. Eight hundred and 
sixty-eight purely business messages passed through the Sheffield 
Telephone Exchange on a single day last week. The total for the 
week was 4400.

The contract lias been given out for making the first portion of 
the new line from Rhondda to Newport, and from this week the 
Pontypridd, Caerphilly, and Newport Bailway will be pushed on 
with vigour. The first contract is for five miles, from Treforest to 
Nantygarw, and here it will fall in with the Bhymney line from 
Caerphilly, which will very likely be utilised. The cost of this 
new branch Avill be from £70,000 to £80,000, and will occupy 
eighteen months in construction. It is expected to prompt other 
movements, such as increased dock extension at Cardiff, and the 
formation of the new Boath Dock. The project, too, for entering 
the Bhondda Valley from the Swansea side, is also to be pursued.

It Avould seem as though the project for constructing a tramway 
to connect Wolverhampton Avitli Sedgley and Dudley had been 
abandoned. Parliamentary sanction was given to the scheme in 
July last year, and £2000 Avas deposited Avith the Board of Trade 
as a guarantee that the line Avas intended to be made. But as yet 
there are no signs of the work being commenced. By the terms of 
the provisional order, if the works are not commenced within a 
year of the granting of the permission, the powers conferred cease 
Avith certain exceptions and limitations. KnoAving this and 
remembering that nine months out of the twelve have already 
elapsed, it is understood that the promoters are to be strongly 
urged by certain of the inhabitants along the proposed line of route 
to begin operations at once.

On Wednesday a meeting of manufacturers and other traders of 
Birmingham was held in that toAvn, called together by the 
Chamber of Commerce Avith a vieAv of obtaining authentic informa
tion touching the excessive and differential rates levied by the 
raihvay companies for the carriage of goods to and from the 
Midlands, with a vieAv to the guidance of the Parliamentary Com
mittee. It was determined that evidence should be set before the 
committee from the Birmingham Chamber, since many instances 
of excessive freights Avorking to the disadvantage of the iron and 
hardware trade of Birmingham Avere mentioned at the meeting. 
The South Staffordshire Ironmasters’ Association have appointed 
their president, Mr. N. Hingley, together Avith Mr. A. Hickman, 
of the Spring Vale furnaces, and Mr. Hipkins, finished iron manu
facturer, to give evidence on behalf of the iron trade.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Baihvay Company stands at the 
head of the list of sums paid as compensation to passengers. For 
every million of passengers carried the company paid last year £1200; 
the Midland Company, £1100 ; the London and North-Western, 
£700; the Great Western, £450; the North-Eastern, £350; the 
Great Northern, about £300 ; the Manchester, Sheffield, and 
Lincolnshire, £60; and the Metropolitan only about £6. These 
figures include nothing to injured servants, but it will be noticed 
that though the trains on the Metropolitan line 
and frequent than on any other line, the accidents are fewer. 
The traffic on this line is, liOAvever, very different in many Avays. 
The trains are numerous, but they are sIoav, junctions and 
branches are few, and the traffic is all of the same character. The 
danger of travelling due to goods traffic is absent. The goods 
traffic and the passenger traffic Avill have to be kept separate and 
distinct before we can secure immunity from the most frequent 
cause of accident on main lines.

In examination before the Railways Committee, Mr. H. Harrison, 
of Blackburn, stated that the quantity of cotton cloth manufactured 
in North and North-East Lancashire in the year 1880 was about 
220,000 tons, or about tAvo-fifths of the entire manufacture of the 
country. He also said, respecting the weights of cotton and cotton 
products carried by raihvay to and from the Blackburn district, that 
the “ amount of cotton received in North and North-East Lanca- 

so far as the Master Cotton Spinners’ Association Avas 
concerned, Avas about 145,000 tons from Liverpool in the year, and 
from Manchester, about 77,000 to 80,000 tons of yarn 
in the year. Very little cotton came from Manchester.” 
municipal borough of Blackburn there are about 1,600,000 spindles, 
and ;>8,000 looms. The consuming poAver is equal to about 
70,000 tons of yarn per annum, and the producing poAver is equal 
to 75,000 tons of cloth per 
36,000 tons of cotton from Liverpool, and about a similar amount, 
say 36,000 tons, of yarn from Manchester. The previous figures 
relate to North and North-East Lancashire; not to Blackburn 
alone.

The first rough results of the census of Assam proper in the six 
districts of the Brahmaputra Valley give the population at 
2,207,000, which is an increase of 290,000, or 15 per cent, on the 
last census.

A magnetic anomaly of meteoric iron of Santa Catliarina was 
recently described before the Academic des Sciences, by Prof. 
LaAvrence Smith. Small fragments are very feebly affected by a 
magnet till they have been flattened on a steel surface Avith a steel 
hammer, or heated red hot.

The first published result of the census in Ceylon gives the popu
lation of Colombo as 111,942, against 95,145 in 1871. The real 
increase of pupulation is still larger than these figures show, since 
the villages of Bambalapitiya and Welikada were included within 
the limits of the city in 1871, but excluded in 1881.

It appears that at the close of the year 1880 there Avere in the 
United States 170,103 miles of telegraph line, and during that 
year 33,155,991 messages Avere sent. The miles of Avire Avere about 
300,000. This does not include the lines used exclusively for rail
road business. The other countries having the greatest length of 
lines are as folloAv:—Russia, 56,170 miles; Germany, 41,431; 
France, 36,970; Austria-Hungary, 30,403; Australia, 26,842; 
Great Britain, 23,156; British India, 18,209; Turkey, 17,085; and 
Italy, 15,864.

There are iioav published in the United Kingdom 1986 news
papers, distributed as follows:—England—London 378, provinces, 
1087—1465; Wales, 66; Scotland, 181; Ireland, 154; Isles, 20. 
Of these there are 123 daily papers published in England, four in 
Wales, tAventy-one in Scotland, eighteen in Ireland, and tAvo in 
the Channel Isles. On reference to the first edition of the 
“NeAvspaper Press Directory” for 1881, for the year 1846 it 
appears that in that year there Avere then published in the United 
Kingdom 551 journals. Of these fourteen were issued daily, viz., 
twelve in England, and two in Ireland are issued daily. The 
increase in daily papers has been most remarkable; the daily issues 
standing 168 against 14 in 1846. The magazines iioav in course of 
publication, including the quarterly reviews, number 1097.

The attention of the Society des Ingenieurs Civils, Paris, has 
been directed to a series of comparative trials of gas burners, and 
a paper lias been published giving a table, from which it appears 
that while the ordinary street gas-jet—bee apapillom, or butterfly’s 
Aving—gives for every 1000 litres of gas 7 "70 to 8'60 units of light, 
the latest gas burner, that of Herr Siemens, of Dresden, for the 

quantity of gas exactly, gives 29 '00 units of light, being 
increase from nearly four to one. The compound burner, used in 
the Bue du Quatre-Septembre, gave from 9'20, that of Ulbricli 
Messurer, similar to one of Sugg’s burners, 14'0; the Bengel 
spheroidal burner, 12'80; the Marine Goelzer, 10'6 to 11'3; and 
the Siemens “ Begenerateur,” 20'0 to 29'0. Gas is thus, perhaps, in 
a position four times better to meet the electric light competition 
than it AAras.

ca
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In the new edition of his book on the coal-fields of Great 
Britain, Professor Hull puts the annual coal produce of the 
world at 289,000,000 tons, of Avhich the British Isles furnish 
134,000,000, the United States and Germany coming next Avith 
50,000,000 tons apiece. The production of Bengal in 1879 Avas 
523,097, that of New South Wales was 1,444,271 in 1877; but in 
each case, he says, the merest fringe of the coal districts has been 
touched; vast accumulations, readily accessible, remain behind. 
Referring to the decrease in the rate of the groAvth of the English 
coal production, he remarks that many and various means of 
economising fuel have been brought into use, and that in future, 
no doubt, that, as about a hundred times the amount of light 
through the medium of electrical apparatus can be obtained from 
the coal burned in a steam engine grate, as compared Avith the coal 
distilled into gas, the rate of groAvth Avill further decrease.

are more numerous

In connection Avith the discussions Avliicli continually take place 
on the corrosion of mild steel and iron, the folloAving note by Dr. 
T. L. Phipson to the Chemical News may be of interest. He refers 
to the remarks of a correspondent Avho had found that iron and 
steel do not rust when immersed in solutions of caustic soda and 
caustic potash, but was unable to understand why the alkali in 
the solution prevented the oxygen in the Avater acting on the iron 
or steel. The fact has been knoAvn for many years, and the 
explanation was pointed out by the late Dr. Grace-Calvert, his 
explanation being in accordance with the theory propounded by 
Dr. Phipson some years previously—1858—in a paper on catalytic 
force. His experiments showed that the phenomenon of the 
rusting of iron was due to the presence of carbonic acid, this body 
forming the third substance requisite, according to the theory of 
catalysis, to complete the galvanic chain. Without the presence 
of this carbonic acid, or some third substance capable of taking its 
place, the oxygen cannot combine Avith the iron at ordinary tem
peratures. A high temperature acts like electricity in promoting 
the combination.

A portion of the South Kensington Museum has now been 
lighted by sixteen electric lamps for some time. The first outlay 
for the purchase and fixing of engine, dynamo machine, &c., 
amounted to about £1200. According to the Post-office electrician, 
Mr. Preece, the cost of working from June 22nd to December 31st, 
during which period the lights were going on eighty-seven nights, 
for a total time of 359 hours, was £69 2s., being at the rate of 
3s. lOd. per hour of light. The consumption of gas would have 
been 4800 cubic feet per hour, which at 3s. 4d. per 1000ft. Avould 
have cost 16s. per hour, thus, according to this calculation, showing 
a saving of working expenses of 12s. 2d. per hour, or, since the 
Museum is lit up for 700 hours, a total saving at the rate of £426 
per annum. In estimating the cost, only half that of the engine is 
taken, as a second dynamo machine has been added to light picture 
galleries and the Art School. The capital is thus taken at £994. 
In making a fair estimate of the annual cost, something should 
also be made, making an alloAvance of 5 per cent., for percentage on 
capital, and something for Avear and tear. £109 10s. has to be 
added to the £69 2s., leaving a balance to the good of £316 10s. as 
against gas. The last alloAvance is probably not sufficient, but if 
the figures as to actual expenditure are correct—20 per cent, 
interest—depreciation and renewals may be deducted, and then 
leave a large balance to the good.

Paper is extensively manufactured in the numerous little 
Chinese villages in the valleys about eight miles south-east of 
the city of King-hien. It is made from the paper-mulberry tree 
bark, called T’an-shu-p’i, and Avlieat straw, which, after having 
been well washed and boiled with some lime, is again washed, and 
exposed to dry for a Avliole year on the sides of the hills. After 
this it is again Avashed, and then pounded on a stone with a large 
Avooden hammer. After this it is left to soak until it becomes 
quite a pulp, in a large earthenware vessel, containing a liquid 
glue made from boiling the branch of a tree called the Yangkow- 
t’6ng, a species of hooked vine. This pulp is then put into a 
cistern of Avater, and Avell stirred up. A finely-made bamboo 
frame, or oblong sieve, is taken by tAvo men, one at either end, 
and dipped tAvice into this liquid, which is made to run equally 
over the Avliole surface, as in English hand-paper making. The 
layer left soon partially dries and forms the sheet of paper, Avliich 
is removed by reversing the frame. The sheets are taken to the 
drying room, Avliich room contains a large brick oven, coated on 
the outside Avitli lime, and built up to Avithin a few feet of the 
roof. LTpon the top of this oven the paper is placed in parcels of 
about a foot in thickness until perfectly dry; after which sheet by 
sheet is damped once more, and Avliile still moist is, by means of a 
soft brush, made to adhere to the sides of the oven for a short 
time to undergo final drying. It is then made up into bales Aveigh- 
ing from 80 to 120 catties each, the catty being equivalent to 
ljs lb. avoirdupois. The largest sized paper is about 1 “ chang ”— 
llfft.—long, and is worth one dollar a sheet, '

shire

were received 
In the

annum. Blackburn receives about

The Blackburn and Over Darwen tram line, in Lancashire, is 
the first in this country that lias been constructed specially for 
being Avorked by steam poAver exclusively. On the 14th April the 
line was publicly opened for traffic. The distance betAveen the tAvo 
toAvns is about three and three-quarter miles. The line is a single 
one, and is provided Avith nine passing places at equal distances, 
and at each end a triangle is constructed, so that the engine and 
car can be reversed Avithout uncoupling. The system of construc
tion is that known as “ Barker’s,” and the permanent Avay consists 
of cast iron sleepers, affording a continuous support for a steel 
rail, and also for the paving stones on each side. The rails are 4ft. 
apart, thus being S|in. narrower than the usual Avidth. The 
groove in the rail is lin. wide, and gin. deep. The Avork has been 
carried out under the superintendence of Messrs. Lynde and Son, 
M.M. Inst. C.E., of Manchester. The engines were made by 
Messrs. Kitson and Co., of Leeds. The cars are reversible, and are 
constructed on the principle knovra as Eades’ patent, by the 
Ashbury Carriage Company, of Manchester. On the opening day 
tlie Corporation of Blackburn and Over Darwen made a trial trip, 
great satisfaction Avas expressed at the arrangements generally.

A MOST important railivay item, particulars of which have never 
been collected for any line in the United Kingdom, is—Mr. Green 
remarks, in a recent paper on light railways, read before the Insti
tution of Civil Engineers, Ireland—the number of passengers per 
carriage mile. On the French lines it averages 9'24, varying with 
the classes; the Aveight of carriages per seat is 517 lb., but the real 

°f carriages per passenger, alloAving for empty seats, is 
i or 1881 lb., dividing the Aveight of the brake van among 

ie passengers.. The weight of vehicle, reduced in construction to 
(ouble the weight per passenger, is exaggerated in practice to 
eight or ten times the same Aveight. To obtain the gross dead 
' eight it is necessary to also add a proper proportion of the Aveiglit 

•16 eu°lne an(l tender; and taking into account trains Avith tAvo 
“!neS| empty running, and bank engines, it is found that the 

mileage exceeds the passenger train mileage from 3 to 5 per 
fmm* j'.nf®r*1Jnately, the passenger trains cannot be separated 

, • nix, trains carrying high-speed goods—i.e., luggage, 
f‘ horses, &c.—but in such cases apportioning the Aveight of
i f . an‘ render—assumed to be two-thirds full on an average— 
w • i ,, le l)assengers and high-speed goods, the total dead 

‘ and IO2 times the paying load respectively, Avhile on 
. ■ 99 systems the result is more unfavourable, the numbers

anl l1* respectively. On one of the Spanish raihvays, for
or lV98nindudffi|theeren^neWeiSht °f vellicles run was 9'18 tons’
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DOUBLE BAND SAW.

MESSRS. WATTS AND CO., BRISTOL, ENGINEERS, 

[For description see page 299,]
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it was manufactured on the most approved methods. It 
was suggested during the cours® of the discussion that the 
metal had been insufficiently worked from ingots or slabs 
which were too small. We have, however, ascertained 
beyond doubt that this was not the case, the ingots being 
all 20in. square. Hundreds of tons of steel plates have 
been made from just such ingots, and they have all given 
perfect satisfaction. Again, it was urged that the anneal
ing was improperly done; but it seems that the process was 
carried out slowly and with great care, and this being the case, 
the argument against the piling up of the plates on each 
other falls to the ground. So far as we can ascertain—and 
we have taken some trouble to obtain accurate information— 
Messrs. Cammell left nothing undone to obtain a good 
result by means of well-known and approved methods of 
manufacture. From end to end the case is full of 
anomalies, inconsistencies, and mysteries. For example, 
we find a piece of plate which put into the testing 
machine is not only enormously strong, but, apparently, as 
ductile as a bit of lead, easily broken by a blow with a 
hammer, and utterly intolerant of being straightened or 
bent through insignificant angles. How is this ? We do not 
expect a strip of glass to bear bending, for while the tensile 
strength of glass is comparatively high, of ductility it 
has none. Ductility has always been regarded as the great 
factor in determining the power of a metal to bear bending 
strains. When a strip is bent the outer portions of the 
metal stretch while the inner portions are compressed ; 
and lacking ductility, strips cannot be bent without frac
ture ; while its presence in gold, copper, lead, and good iron 
enables these metals to be bent and contorted and twisted 
into all kinds of forms. But the steel of the Livadia’s 
boilers possessed ductility in a remarkable degree so long 
as a direct tensile strain was put on the metal, while, as 
we have said, it gave way on the slightest provocation 
when an attempt was made to bend it. No one knows 
why, under the circumstances, the test strips referred to by 
Mr. Kirk at the meeting of the Institution of Naval 
Architects, broke when he tried to straighten them. Their 
brittleness was of one kind only, and whatever was the 
defect in the process of manufacture, or whatever the 
deleterious ingredient present, it possessed a peculiarly 
discriminating character, defining exactly under what con
ditions of stress the metal should be weak and under what 
strong. It has long been known that phosphorus makes 
steel brittle, but it makes it brittle all round, so to speak. 
Thus a phosphorised steel will have a high tensile strength 
and next to no ductility, but such a steel is tough under 
conceivable circumstances. Are we to assume that the 
0'03 per cent, of silicon, on the presence of which in the 
Livadia’s boilers Dr. Siemens laid so much stress, is to be 
credited in future with the power of making steel in
capable of resisting bending stress, while concerning longi
tudinal stress it is inert? If so, the sooner the'fact is 
authoritatively made known the better.

Even if we had made the ground under our feet sure 
thus far, we should not have solved half the mysteries 
presented by the Livadia’s boilers. It is very often stated 
that the punching of holes in steel plates causes the plates 
to crack. If we are to credit no less an authority than Dr. 
Siemens this is a delusion; but for the moment we do not 
credit him. We believe him to be quite mistaken. It is 
held that punching creates zones of hard compressed metal 
round the punched holes, and that these zones act as so 
many wedges tending to split the plate. Now these 
may or may not exist. No one, so far as we are aware, 
has ever proved that they are there ; that is to say, when 
sharp punches, which shear and do not wedge their way 
through the metal are employed, as they ought to be. For 
the.sake of argument, however, we shall for the time admit 
their existence. If our 
we have published on

must be in the negative. What, then, we ask, is the 
nature of the internal strain which pulls a plate in two 
without causing any contraction of area in a most ductile 
metal ? To this question a definite answer must be given 
if the theory is to assume a proper scientific shape. We do 
not assert that the fracture is not due to internal forces. 
For the moment we express no opinion of any kind ; but 
we mention the fact that no one has attempted to formu
late the internal strains, or to define their nature, or tell us 
anything about them. There is a more or less vague, hazy idea 
floating about that they are tensile and compressive in their 
character, and that is about all. Let us apply what we have 
said to the plates of the Livadia. Why did one of these crack, 
apparently, entirely as a result of internal strain, and yet not 
the slightest evidence was apparent in the plate, either in 
the neighbourhood of the crack or anywhere else, that the 
metal had ever endured 31 tons to the inch, or anything 
approaching that strain ? So close an observer as Mr. 
Parker could not have failed to notice the contraction of 
area, and to speak of it if anything of the kind had existed ; 
but he is quite silent on the subject. As the crack began 
and ended in the middle of a plate, and did not reach the 
edge, it is difficult to see how Dr. Siemens’ well-known 
nicked india-rubber theory will apply. So much concerning 
the Livadia’s boilers. We have yet to say a few words on 
certain phenomena connected with steel, which may or 
may not help to throw light on the fracture of these 
boilers; but before doing so we should like Messrs. 
Elder to tell us, and through us that section of mankind 
interested in the use of steel, whether the new shells made 
by the Steel Company of Scotland were manipulated in 
quite the same way as were the shells of Cammel’s steel; 
and we want particularly to know how the caulking was 
done.

A circular has recently been issued by the Admiralty 
on the effects of temperature on steel, which is calculated 
to cause lively apprehension in the minds of the owners of 
steel boilers. It appears from this circular that at com
paratively very low temperatures steel becomes much 
weakened. Strips which when cold coidd be bent on them
selves, and behaved like so much lead, when heated to a light 
straw colour, corresponding to a temperature not very 
much in excess of that carried in some modern marine 
boilers, so far lost its ductility that it could no longer be 
bent without fracture. In fact at very moderate tem
peratures steel becomes a material very different indeed 
from what it is when cold. We have before now urged 
the necessity of testing steel boiler plates at the tempera
ture at which they will have to work. When this is done 
we have reason to think that some very startling results 
will be obtained ; but for the moment the Government 
circular will be found to supply ample food for thought 
and reflection. The use of steel is rapidly extending, and 
it is of more and more importance every day that as 
little uncertainty as possible should exist about it. It 
has been openly stated that nothing but the very large 
factor of safety present in boilers has averted, up to the 
present, disastrous results from the use of steel for boilers. 
Whether this is or is not true we shall not pretend to 
say. Until we saw the results of the Government 
experiments just referred to, we would have said it was 
untrue. Now we reserve our judgment. It is, however, 
to the last degree undesirable that all this uncertainty 
should exist. It is not to be denied that shipowners and 
others are becoming fidgetty, to use an expressive word. 
They are not quite certain about steel. Steel manufac
turers have already received many hints and warnings 
from shipbuilders and engineers, and they have been told 
very plainly by Mr. Denny that they must look to them
selves. The failure of the Livadia’s plates does not stand 
alone. Testing in future will be more severe than it has 
been. All things put together show that more informa
tion is wanted, and we would urge on all concerned the neces
sity for going out of the old beaten paths, and testing- 
under working conditions. Nothing more is to be learned 
by putting cold strips of steel in a testing machine. Boiler 
steel should be tested hot—ship steel cold ; but the speci
mens should not be planed or got up. A great many 
experiments remain to be made. Who will take the sub
ject up, and undertake an original investigation into the 
properties of steel? We think we could promise him the 
aid of every steel maker and user of the metal in Great 
Britain.
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*** In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to 
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the 
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all 
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writer to himself, and bearing a 2d. postage stamp, in order that 
ansivers received by us may be forwarded to their destination. No 
notice will be taken of communications which do not comply with 
these instructions.

making the inquiry.
Enquirer.—Messrs. Kirby, Beard, and Co., Redditch.
St. Roli.ox.—They may have something in California with which they 

redwood logs 10ft. in diameter, but they certainly would not know their own 
machine by the description you have sent us from what you say is a 
mechanical journal. We cannot cut the logs with the saws mentioned.

G. M. G.—Coat the inside of your tank with Portland cement. If the tank 
is a small one, use the cement as you toould use paint, putting on about 
three coats. If it is a large tank, the whole inside may be rendered with 
Portland cement, gauged with one-lialf clean fine river sand.

Enquirer.— We cannot answer your question save in general terms. You 
will find it extremely difficult to get 18 miles an hour, even in still water, 
out of «4S/<. launch, and you cannot get it at all on 2ft. 10in. draught 
with a screw. It is barely possible that it might be done icith paddles, but 
ice know nothing of the width of vheel which you coidd use, and we do not 
see how you could perch paddles of the required size high enough without 
making the whole craft top-heavy.

Link.—There is a little book by Cowling Welsh, published by Spon, which 
will supply all the information you require. We could not say what is the 
proper length of link for a valve with a travel of 3$in., without knowing 
all the conditions. If the link is of the suspension type, its length 
will affect the lead, which may or may not be a matter of importance. 
Speaking in the most general terms, a link with a travel of about 12m. 
would suita valve icith a travel o/3Jm.

SEAGE’S APPARATUS FOR RINGING BELLS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)

Sir,—Can any of your readers tell me where I can obtain a circular or 
drawings of Seagc's apparatus for silent practice, being a contrivance for 
ringing bells by which the clappers are tied, but the music is produced 
on small hand-bells in the ringing chamber. E. W. B.

Newtoun, April 10th,

H.W.M. 11 e are

sale

PILLAR AND STALL MINING.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)

Sir,—I shall feel extremely obliged to any of the readers of your paper 
who will inform me as to the proportionate number of miners engaged in 
getting coal in the United Kingdom working on the pillar and stall 
system, as comparod with the long wall system. I shall also be equally 
obliged by being informed of any book that gives the localities of each 
system. ' H. O.

London, April 20th.
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readers will turn to the drawings 

page 254, they will see that 
cracking took place in the boilers which failed, not only 
through the rivet-holes or near them, but through the 
solid plate further in. We confess that it seems to us 
impossible to associate wedge zones with this failure. We 
cannot see how a row of wedges close to the edge of a 
plate could set up a fracture in a line parallel with 
but some distance away from that occupied by the 
said wedges. Other cracks in other boiler plates 
still less be accounted for in this way, and 
told that they are the results of severe internal strains.
It is we think high time that this internal strain 
theory should be reduced to some definite proportions. At 
the present moment it is as vague as it well can be, and is
employed apparently as a refuge for the destitute—an Mr. Isherwood has recently been employed to report to 
asylvim to which every one who has no explanation to offer the United States Government on the merits of a very 
ot the cracking of a steel plate flies. Now the words remarkable proposal made by Professor Gamgee. It will 
. strains may mean a great deal, and may be be remembered that this gentleman has given much atten-
lu e lgibly used to explain a fact ; but this cannot be tion to the construction of ice-making machines : and a few 
done unless what they imply is clearly understood, years ago his real ice skating rink in Chelsea attracted a 
1 ey may mean many things; for our present purpose, how- great deal of attention. Of late Professor Gamgee has 
evei, their use is restricted. Let us see what they ostensibly resided in the United States, and continued to occupy 
convey. io this end, let us suppose the existence of a himself with ice and its artificial production. During 
steel plate 3tt. wide and 6ft. long and Un. thick. Strips the early portion of the present year he submitted to the 
cut from this plate anywhere give a tensile strength of 31 United States Government the proposal to which we have 
tons to the square inch, and an extension of 25 per cent, referred, which is that he shall construct a new motor 
I his plate is sheared all round over night, and the next which will, to a large extent, take the place of the steam 
morning 1 is found to have a crack in it, running back engine and work without fire. If such a scheme had been 
. ,m‘ . e e<T§e- . ,1S crack has been caused by brought forward a few years since its inventor would have
internal strains, it so, it is easy to calculate the amount been regarded as a lunatic. But so much knowledge has 
ot the strain. I lie area of the fracture is 12 X 6 X ‘5 = 6 been disseminated concerning the behaviour of gases, and 
square inches, and the breaking strain being 31 tons, the the conditions under which work is performed, that Pro- 
total internal strain must have been 31X6= 186 tons, fessor Gamgee need have no fear now that his ideas will be 
How did the act of shearing the plate set up a strain of neglected or passed over without due examination. 
186 tons m it. Let us go a little further. This steel will Apparently the “zero mo tor” is “perpetual motion” over again, 
not, as we have seen, break under strain without stretching, But the inventor of perpetual motion engines is always trying 
but it cannot stretch without becoming thinner or narrower, to produce a machine which will work itself without external 
Can any one assert that he has ever seen in a cracked steel aid of any kind. Professor Gamgee’s scheme has nothing 
plate the faintest trace of extension? Has the least in common with this. He proposes to utilise natural 
symptom of contraction of area been manifested ? It is forces ; and his engine would be, if constructed, a heat 
well known that steel bars and strips, when broken in engine in just the same sense that the steam engine is a 
the testing machine, show on their black oxidised surfaces heat engine, only he proposes to work at much lower 
cuives and lines of the flow of the metal as the area temperatures than the steam engine requires, and to use 
contracted and extension took place. Is anything of the ammonia instead of water.
kind evei met with in a cracked steel plate ? So far as In order to make the principle involved perfectly intel- 
our knowledge extends, the answer to all these questions ligible, let us consider for a moment what takes place in a

case. All

MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
The Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, April 26th, at 8 p m • 

Paper to be read and discussed, “The Relative Value of Upland and Tidai 
Waters in Producing Scour,” by Mr. Walter R. Browne, M. Inst. C.E.

Society of Arts.—Wednesday, April 27th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary meeting, 
‘ Five Years’ Practical Experience of the Working of the Trade Marks’ 
Registration Acts,” by Mr. Edmund Johnson. Thursday, April 28th, at 
8 p.m.: Applied Chemistry and Physics Section, “Impurities in Water 
and their Influence upon its Domestic Utility,” by Mr. G. Stillingfleet 
Johnson, F.C.S. Mr. Allen Thomson, M.D., F.R.S., will preside. 
Friday, April 29tli, at 8 p.m.: Indian Section, “ The Building Arts of 
India,” by General Maclagan, R.E. Mr. Andrew Cassels, Member of the 
Indian Council, will preside.

can

THE ZERO MOTOR.

. „ DEATHS.
On the 14th inst., at Lucknow, India, Joseph Green Cooke, C.E., aged 48. 
On the 14th inst., suddenly, at his residence, No. 1, Portland Villas! 

Bnxton-hill, Surrey, Wm. Humber, C.E., M.I.M.E., of 20, Abingdon- 
street, Westminster, S.W., aged 61.
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THE MYSTERY OF STEEL.
Mr. Parker’s paper on the now famous boilers of the 

Livadia, and the discussion which followed its reading 
during the recent meeting of the Institution of Naval 
Architects, have added little or nothing to the existing 
stock of information concerning the characteristics of steel 
They have, however, gone far to prove that the number of 
those who hold that the world knows all it needs to know 
about the metal is very small; and it is not too much to 
say that the opinion that the behaviour of steel is full of 
mysteries once held by a few, is now in a fair way of being 
held by every one who has much to do with it. The more 
carefully we examine the statements contained in Mr. 
Parkers paper, the more we are at fault. It is almost im
possible to see in what respect the plates were defective__
yet that they were not trustworthy is beyond doubt. It 
seems that the metal sustained every test to which it was 
submitted in the yard ; and we have reason to believe that
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steam engine. We take water and lieat it, thereby enor
mously increasing its volume, and converting it, in a word, 
into what we may call, for convenience, a gas. This gas is 
used to propel a piston against a resistance. Itistlien suffered 
to escape into a cool chamber, condensed, or in other words, 
reduced in volume as much as it was before augmented, 
and pumped back into the boiler. We have thus a complete 
cycle, and the engine works between two temperatures, 
that of the boiler, say 320 deg., and that of the condenser, 
say 120 deg., and the efficiency of the engine is determined 
solely by the difference between these two tempera
tures. Now let it be supposed that the normal heat 
of the atmosphere was 320 deg., then water could 
not exist, but it would be still quite possible for beings 
who could live in such a temperature to work a 
steam engine, if only they could isolate steam from the 
air, which might be done easily enough; and if, besides, 
they possessed any means of reducing the temperature of 
a condenser to 120 deg. Given these two conditions, and 
their steam engine would work without fire. Consider
able difficulties would, however, be met with in producing 
the low temperature required, while without it the steam 
engine would be impossible. Now we have several liquids 
which behave at normal temperatures, such as 60 deg., 
just as water would behave at 320 deg., and these liquids 
might be used to develope power if only we could obtain 
the low temperature needed to condense them. So long 
as sufficient difference of temperature exists, power can be 
had ; and it is of no consequence whatever whether the 
range of temperature is at one end of the scale or the other. 
Power can just as well be obtained from a fluid work
ing between zero and — 200 deg., as from a fluid working 
between 320 deg. and 120 deg. In the one we must pro
vide heat to raise the temperature above the normal. In 
the other we must provide a source of cold, to speak popu
larly, and it is far more convenient to do the former 
than the latter. We have no stores of ice and salt, for 
example, to draw upon for the production of zero tempera
ture, but we have stores of coal which will give us high 
temperatures. So much being understood the "rest will be 
easily comprehended. Without going into details it will be 
enough to say that Professor Gamgee proposes to work 
engine between 60 deg. and —40 deg., that is to say, through 
a range of 100 deg.; and this he purposes to do by taking 
a quantity of liquid ammonia and putting it into a vessel, 
which we may call the boiler. In this the ammonia will 
be heated by the atmosphere to its own temperature. It will 
boil, and the gas will be used in an engine. So far all 
is quite clear. We have one half the cycle, but we have 
yet to see how the low temperature -—40 deg. is to be 
obtain ed. It i« of course out of the question to get this by the 

of refrigerating agents ; and it is here that the really 
beautiful portion of the invention comes in. When a gas 
is expanded and does work, it is cooled down. Professor 
Gamgee proposes to use his ammonia so expansively, that 
it will be cooled down sufficiently to liquefy. Then'it will 
be pumped back into the boiler and the cycle will be complete. 
An engine would thus be obtained capable of developing 
very great power without the use of fuel. It need hardly be 
said that the man who can achieve this object may hope 
for riches and honours such as the world has never before 
bestowed on inventors. Before we can say whether Pro
fessor Gamgee is or is not likely to obtain success, we must 
clearly understand the properties of the fluid with which 
he proposes to work.

Ammonia is a compound of one atom of nitrogen with 
three of hydrogen (N H ,). At ordinary temperatures and 
pressures it is a gas. Concerning certain of its physical 
properties a diversity of statement unfortunately exists. 
Thus, according to one authority, liquid ammonia—which 
must not be confounded with the water saturated with 
ammonia used by Lamm in a totally different way to propel 
tram-cars, as described in Ti-ie Engineer for January 12th, 
1872, and popularly known when diluted, as sal volatile ancl 
hartshorn—boils at — 36 deg. Fall.; while according to 
another it does not liquefy until a temperature of - 40 deg. 
is reached. The difference is apparently small, but it is very 
important at the lower end of the scale of temperatures. The 
higher the temperature at which liquefaction takes place the 
better in one way for Professor Gamgee. The specific gra
vity of the gas is ’59, air being unity; and that of the liquid is 
*7 6, water being unity. The specific heat of the gas is -508. At 
a temperature of — 22 deg. the gas—to carry out the analogy 
we might term it ammonia steam—has a pressure of 17 lb. 
the square inch absolute. At 32 deg. its pressure is 60 lb. 
At 68 deg., which is about the highest air temperature it is wise 
to reckon on, its pressure is 126 lb. on the square inch. The 
volume of the gas as compared with the fluid which prod 
it has not been tabulated. At atmospheric pressure and 
62 deg., 1 lb. of the gas would occupy about 23 cubic feet, 
and 1 lb. of liquid ammonia would occupy about ,36‘5 cubic 
inches. The latent heat, or the heat absorbed by the 
liquid in becoming a_ gas, does not appear to have been 
ascertained. All the figures we have given must be con
sidered as approximate only. Hitherto comparatively 
little interest has attached to what we may term the 
mechanical properties of the gas, and this may account for 
the differences in the figures given by various authors, and 
the silence of all on such a question as the latent heat of 
gas. It will be seen that the maximum pressure which 
Mr. Gamgee can reckon on without the aid of artificial 
heat is 1261b. absolute. But there is some doubt as to 
whether the gas will remain wholly unliquefied at this 
pressure and temperature. Kemshead states that it will 
liquefy at 60 deg. and 105 lb. on the square inch ; and it is 
more than probable that the pressures and temperatures 
we have given above are all critical—that is to say, those 
at which the gas is on the point of liquefaction. We do 
not think it would be safe under the circumstances to 

that a higher working pressure is attainable with
out the aid of heat than 100 lb. on the square inch.

So many points have to be considered that it is by 
easy to say precisely to what extent the gas must be 

expanded to produce the cold necessary for liquefaction 
If we deal with it as a perfect gas we find that, if 
the initial temperature is 68 deg. or 529 deg. absolute, and 
the gas be expanded adiabatically three times, th§ final

temperature would be — 81 deg., or very much more than low 
enough. As, however, it will be impossible to prevent the 
gas from picking up some heat, it will not be safe to 
reckon on less than this amount of expansion; possibly 
much more will be required. A three-fold expansion would 
give a terminal pressure of 33 lb. on the square inch abso
lute, but before this liquefaction would have begun. The 
average effective pressure in the cylinder would be 66 lb. 
less the atmosphere 15 = 51 lb., which is a good working 
pressure. So far it will be seen that much is in Professor 
Gamgee’s favour; but it must not, therefore, be assumed 
hastily that his success is assured. Something remains 
to be learned concerning the behaviour of the ammonia. 
The zero motor is in this dilemma, that if the expansion 
be not sufficiently extended no liquefaction will take place; 
while on the other hand, if it is sufficiently great, the 
engine may waste all its energy in overcoming the back 
pressure of the atmosphere. The intense cold of the 
cylinder will tend powerfully to reduce the pressure of the 
gas at the beginning of a stroke, while towards the end it 
will give out heat and prevent liquefaction. A very complex 
action has to be provided for, and nothing but direct 
experiment can settle the questions at issue. Theoretically 
the zero motor is, so far as can be ascertained from the 
somewhat limited data available, sound in principle. It 
remains to be seen whether it can be reduced to practice. 
We agree with Mr. Islierwood, however, that the invention 
is one having sufficient promise to make its further investi
gation very desirable. “ What is now mainly desired,” 
writes Mr. Isherwood, “ is that Prof. Gamgee may be 
permitted to prosecute his experiments at the Washington 
navy-yard to a conclusion, and there bring his engine to a 
practical test with as little delay as possible. Should the 
department be able to grant this, the favour will be well 
and properly bestowed iu the interest of the navy and of 
the world.”

Tuesday it summoned one William Oliver, an innkeeper of 
Redcar, for payment of £5 6s., alleged to be due, and made up 
as follows :—2000 gallons of water supplied by meter during the 
quarter ending February 14th, 1881, £1 17s. 6d.; meter hire, 
4s.; arrears, £3 4s. 6d.; total, £5 6s. The chairman of the 
Guisborough Bench—Admiral Chaloner—asked the representa
tive of the board—Mr. Berry—if there was not a mistake in the 
charge—18s. 9d. per thousand gallons. Mr. Berry, after 
mining the account, said it was strictly correct, as defendant was 
an innkeeper, and the water was used for domestic purposes. 
The chairman asked for the clause in the Act enabling such a 
charge to be made. Mr. Berry said that by the Act—which does 
not appear to have been forthcoming—hotel keepers were to be 
charged by special agreement. He admitted no such agreement 
had been signed by defendant, but contended the price was a 
minimum under the circumstances. The chairman characterised 
the charge as extraordinary, preposterous, and out of all reason. 
If it had been 9d. instead of 18s. 9d. per thousand gallons he 
might have made an order for payment. Mr. Berry still pro
testing, the case was adjourned for a week to give an opportunity 
for complainants to produce further evidence.

exa-

LITERATURE.
River Bars; JS otes on the Causes of their Formation, and on their

Treatment by “ Induced Tidal Scour;” with a Description of the
Successf ul Reduction by this Method of the Bar at Dublin. By
Isaac J. Mann. Crosby Lockwood and Co. 1881.

Some of the most important contributions to our informa
tion on specifl c points in engineering practice are wont to 
appear as short monographs like that before us, and, like 
the papers read before the Institute of Civil Engineers and 
other kindred societies, furnish in many instances the most 
trustworthy information on the subjects specifically treated. 
Indeed, works of an encyclopaedic character have as a 
rule come to possess but a limited value except for the general 
student who has not associated himself with any special 
branch of engineering practice.

The subject of the removal of river bars should possess 
an interest not only for civil engineers, but for all 
nected with commerce and those engaged in mercantile 
pursuits. In degree the subject is one of national import
ance ; for the wealth of a country may be said to depend 
upon its trading power; and trade, again, must 
sarily be to a great extent proportional to the facilities, 
natural or artificial, which each country affords for the 
admission of vessels of large tonnage to the interior modes 
of communication, whether they are rivers, railways, or 
canals. Taking such a port as Barrow-in-Furness, where 
there is considerable mineral wealth close to the seaboard, 
and apparently an unlimited amount of enterprise capable of 
developing the mineral resources of the district, it became 
evident, after large sums had been spent in providing dock 
and railway accommodation, and numerous other improve
ments had been effected, that if ever the port was to 
become one of first-class importance the bar at the entrance 
to the harbour must be cut through, for the admission of 
trading vessels of the highest class. This has been done, 
and there is nothing now to prevent the port from steadily 
advancing in development and importance.

So in the case of Dublin, although the necessities of 
the case were not so readily recognised or dealt with so 
rapidly, the one great requirement for bringing the port 
up to the position which it should justly hold as the capital 
city of the country, was the removal of the river bar; and 
from the statements given by the author, it is evident that 
the anticipations of the Dublin Port and Dock Board, as 
to the result of this removal, have been to a large extent 
realised. “The tonnage entering the port annually 
between the years 1788 and 1825 fluctuated between 
193,830 tons and 416,978 tons. Since the latter date, which 
corresponds with the completion of the great North Wall, 
the annual tonnage, with a few trifling exceptions, has 
steadily increased from 396,052 tons in 1825, producing an 
income of £12,841, to 1,953,902 tons in 1879, producing 
income of £59,315. Thus, in a little over fifty years the 
income has been considerably more than quadrupled.” 
There were doubtless other influences at work, all tending 
to the development of trade, but there can be little doubt 
that the improvement of the estuary is the main cause of 
the advances which Dublin has made as a port since 1825. 
To the engineering profession, however, the chief point of 
value will be the means adopted for the removal of the 
bar which formerly obstructed the entrance to the river 
Liffey, and we believe that those who read Mr. Mann’s 
account of the work will be not a little interested. The 
author, who has been for several years associated with the 
improvement of the port, is thoroughly conversant with 
his subject, and presents it to his readers in a clear and 
even attractive style.

Eighty years ago the river Liffey was placed in the 
charge of a properly constituted corporation, in which 
vested the responsibility of preserving and improving the 
port of Dublin ; but before this time it was found neces
sary to call in the aid of some of the highest engineering 
talent at the time available. The subject was acknow
ledged on all hands to be one of no small difficulty, and 
there can now be little doubt that the conservancy 
authority acted at the time with considerable judgment in 
adopting the principle which has been followed for deepen
ing the approach to the estuary. To Captain Bligh and 
Captain Corneille is due the credit of suggesting a 
continuous training wall, which, with the previously 
existing south wall, would, it was hoped, have the effect of 
scouring the river bed, and removing the bar of sand 
from the entrance to the channel. This scheme was 
approved by the elder Rennie, and it has been carried out 
in a slightly modified form with excellent effect; so that 
at the present time vessels of 23ft. draught may 
enter the port, though formerly only vessels of about 
400 tons could do so.

Not to pursue the subject farther, we would 
mend all interested in harbour works—and indeed those 
concerned in the improvement of rivers generally—to read 
Mr. Mann’s interesting notes on the treatment of river 
bars; they are well written, and cannot fail to impart 
useful information upon a subject of considerably 
importance.

THE DURHAM SALT DEPOSITS.
The attempt of Messrs. Bell Brothers to utilise the immense 

deposits of salt known to underlie portions of the country near 
the mouth of the Tees is of much interest. There is a very 
great chemical trade centred on the northern rivers, which 
depends for salt upon districts at a distance. It is about eighteen 
years since the discovery of these large salt deposits on the 
southern bank of the Tees by Messrs. Bolckow and Vaughan, and 
after considerable delay the late Mr. Henry Bolckow was able to 
assure the shareholders in the company that had purchased 
their works that they had obtained the knowledge that about 
1000ft. below the surface there was a bed of rock salt, at least 
100ft. thick. It was estimated about this time that the cost of 
carriage of the salt from the Cheshire district to the Tyne was 
about £150,000 yearly, and it was apparent that this sum, if the 
bulk of it could be saved, would materially affect the develop
ment of the industries dependent upon salt. A good while ago 
Messrs. Bell Brothers proved that the salt deposits were to be 
found on the northern bank of the Tees, and last year they com
menced sinking. A few days ago, at a depth of 1043ft., the 
first bed of solid salt was reached. The explorations have been 
carried on with the aid of the Diamond Rock Borer, and so far 
they are successful in demonstrating the presence of vast 
deposits, the exact extent of which cannot yet be stated. It is 
proposed, we believe, to extract salt in the form of brine, and 
then to evaporate it, much on the Cheshire method. The place 
where the boring has taken place is eminently suitable for 
chemical works ; for between Port Clarence and Seaton, a little 
to the south of West Hartlepool, there is a long shore, with 
little vegetation to destroy, and on which houses are few, whilst 
the firm which has proved the presence of salt has a royalty 
over a very large portion of it. Years ago, the salt trade in its 
olden phase was carried on in miniature in that district of South 
Durham, and there is now a probability not only that it will be 
undertaken on a large scale, but also that it may cause the 
chemical trade to be planted in the north-east of Durham. The 
demand for salt increases. The trade has become one of the 
most important of the mineral industries, and the occasional 
stoppage of old works in consequence of subsidences is a proof 
that there is need for the utilisation from time to time of new 
supplies. Henceit maybe that the north, richly gifted in minerals, 
may add to the trades that centre in and near the Tees, another 
very valuable, which may prove the parent of chemical manu
factures in a suitable locality in the early future.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN STEEL WORKS.
^ Messrs. Wilson, Cammell, and ' Company, of the Dronfield 

Steel Works, near Sheffield, have satisfactorily established the 
utility of the electric light for the illumination of large steel
making premises, both as regards its effulgence and also on the 
ground of economy. On the latter point it should be mentioned 
that the company have not had to put down an engine for the 
purpose, as the ordinary engine used for driving the machinery 
of the fitting shops has been found sufficient. At present the 
lamps number eighteen, and are distributed over the works in 
such a way that the light falls equally on all portions of the 
premises. They are more numerous on what is called the rail 
bank, especially at the part where the rails are straightened—a 
process which requires great accuracy of sight to secure nicety 
of adjustment. The steam machinery is also most efficiently 
lighted, and the steam gauges are as distinctly visible as in 
broad daylight. A lamp is placed in the Bessemer engine house, 
which serves to light the whole of the extensive building, within 
the walls of which are two Bessemer blowing engines, with 
hydraulic engines and apparatus. The method of lighting is 
that known as the “ Brush system,” of which Mr. Edmund, 
Halifax, is the agent, and this gentleman has carried out the 
arrangements at Dronfield. Each of the eighteen lights has an 
illuminating power equal to 2000 candles. As the Dronfield 
SteelWorks are the first important industrial establishment where 
the electric light has been adopted in the district, the experiment 
has been watched with great interest, and the success of the Brush 
system at Dronfield will probably lead to its being brought into 
requisition in other large steel and iron works.

THE WATER SUPPLY OP MIDDLESBROUGH.
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The Stockton and Middlesbrough Corporations Water Board 
has become not a little famous in various ways. Its under
taking was the first instance where municipal corporations 
became possessed by special Act of Parliament of their own 
water supply. The payment of the enormous sum of £800,000 
by an award rendered necessary by the obstinacy of one or two local 
dignitaries, and when £525,000 might otherwise have been 
accepted, is now a matter of history. The water meter difficulty 
too, which led to so much public comment, and which has never 
been satisfactorily explained, is still unforgotten. But the Cor
poration’s Water Board appears still to be seeking fame. On
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by me, the practice would be immediately condemned by the engi
neers of the present day, and that many companies which up to 1870 
never possessed a domeless engine have now numbers in daily use. 
When your correspondent speaks of the engineers of the present 
day, I think it not right to assume that the engineers of two com
panies represent all our great railways. I cannot personally say 
what class of engines run on the southern lines, but I can 
quote some of the leading railways in the kingdom that run engines 
with domes, and I think if I give great odds the benefit of the 
doubt ought to be on my part.

I may commence with the Midland and the London and North- 
Western Railways. The former-company I am given to understand 
will very shortly attain No. 1500. The latter is running No. 2200 
and over, and out of these two numbers alone scores—nay, shall I 
say hundreds—have been turned out of the shops in the last very 
few years, and all with domes on. On the North-Eastern and 
North Stafford all new engines of the latest designs have domes 
on. By-tlie-bye, I nearly forgot the Lancashire and Yorkshire 
some few years ago had some new engines built by Sharp, Stewart, 
and Co., Manchester. These were of the Great Northern type, four- 
coupled domeless; but I saw a short time ago thatthe engineer of the 
Lancashire and Yorkshire is having domes put on. Also some of their 
older passenger engines. And lastly, our own small but enterpris
ing company, the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire. I can 
well remember when No. 121 was the highest; now it has this 
week turned out of the works No. 451, every one with domes on. 
And in conclusion, I hope, with the very high figures which I have 
shown, that your readers will be well satisfied that engines with 
domes on are the engines for the present day, and that your 
readers must not be surprised at a future date of seeing some of the 
domcless engines figuring with domes on. W. T.

Stockport, April 14th. _____

of March, which is as follows: “The safety valves having been 
giving me much dissatisfaction during the last week, alternately 
leaking and sticking, I opened the casing to-day and found them 
in a very dirty state, in addition to which I found the spring sleeve 
fast jammed on the spindle, and the spindle on its passage through 
the lower part of the casing.” Such, Sir, has been my experience 
of this valve. I do not go into figures to prove anything, I simply 
state the facts of my experience, and with these facts before my 
eyes I cannot yield unto Adams’s safety valve the homage which 
Mr. Adams seems to consider as its due. I have just arrived in 
England from Greece, and have not yet had time or opportunity 
to read the letters of Mr, Messenger, “X.X.,” or John C. Wilson, to 
which Mr. Adams, in his letter published on the 8th, alludes, but I 
shall look with much interest for further correspondence on this

Chief Engineer.

LETTEES TO THE EDITOR.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions or our 

correspondents.

HIGH-SPEED LOCOMOTIVES.
Sir,-—I have read with much interest the letters which have 

lately appeared in The Engineer on railway speeds on the Great 
Western and the narrow gauge railways; but I do not think any of 
the writers have settled the question, which after all is this—Can 
the broad gauge engines of the Great Western run heavier loads 
at higher speeds than the narrow gauge engines? They did this in 
184G, when trials were instituted by the Gauge Commission, the 
best bit of line then in England, between York and Darlington, 
being selected by the narrow gauge people, and a locomotive built 
specially by Stephenson for the occasion. On the other hand, the 
Great Western used an old engine, the Ixion, in the trial between 
Paddington and Didcot. The full particulars I have not now by 
me, but this I remember—the narrow gauge people were simply 
nowhere in the race. It may be different now, and I should be 
very sorry to pronounce any opinion dogmatically, but the only 
way to settle the point is to run the old race over again between 
London and Didcot for the broad, and York and Darlington for 
the narrow. The tests should be in the first ease with equal 
weights, and then with heavier, on the part of the Great Western. 
In this way only can the question be settled. S. Darton.

Mansourah, Egypt, April 4th.

Sir,—I read with much interest a letter from “Fair Play,” in 
the number of March 18th, giving an account of his run 
Euston by the 4 o’clock express. What he says shows, I think, 
that the London and North-Western Railway is not behind any 
other in the matter of speed; its 4-wheeled coupled engines do 
their work very well, and I do not think that Mr. Stirling’s engines 

the Great Northern Railway do their work any better than the 
London and North-Western, for, as it stated in “ Fair Play’s ’’letter, 
that they travelled as quick as seventy-four miles an hour, doing 
four and a-half miles in 3 minutes 37 seconds, which is quite as good 
as the Great Northern Railway. The whole run throughout was 
remarkable for its speed, which was no doubt very good ; and when 
the fact that the weather throughout a good part of the journey 
was very wet is considered, it is certain that the run was very well 
performed, for although they were stopped at Willesden slightly 
over their time, and again at Denbigh Hall, they reached Rugby 
exactly at their time, 5.48, not being one minute late which was very 
creditable indeed on such a heavy road and in such bad weather. 
Mr. Stirling’s engines, with their 8ft. drivers, don’t do better than 
that, and I should think there are not many engines which would 
do as well. Certainly the Great Western would not do as well, for 
I have seen the Dutchman stick at Bristol on a wet day with six 
carriages, and it was quite two or three minutes before the engine 
would move the train at all. Now the 4 p.m. to Rugby took fifteen 
carriages behind her, and I believe the Great Western maximum load 
is about nine of their bogie carriages, if as much. The London and 
North-Western are not timed to run at an excessive speed, not 
over about forty-seven miles an hour, but that is not to say 
that they do not, for it is a very punctual line, and trains are often 
obliged to run very hard to keep then’ time, which they do very 
well. The Irish mail runs generally very quick between Chester 
and Bangor, doing the journey, sixty miles, in an hour, or perhaps a 
little over. The Great Northern are timed to a very high speed, 
but I do not think that really they go any quicker than the London 
and North-Western. The Midland expresses average about forty- 
five miles an hour ; and I beg to differ with “ G. N. R.,” your corre
spondent of last week, about them. The Midland 7ft. coupled 
engines are specially built for their main line expresses, with which 
they always run, and take eleven to fourteen bogie carriages at a 
very good speed—about fifty miles an hour—and are specially good 

road with steep gradients and curves, like that from Derby to 
Manchester. “ G. N. R.” says that coupled engines are never put 

main line express; that is a mistake, for the London and North- 
Western nearly always use them on theirs, and the Midland, Great 
Eastern, Lancashire and Yorkshire and North Eastern do also. If 
coupled engines are not put on expresses, why do locomotive super
intendents nearly always prefer to build them instead of singles ?
I expect it is because they can climb banks better than the singles 
do, and do not slip so much in wet weather, taking heavier loads as 
a rule; in fact, because they do their work much better as a whole 
than singles. The London and North-Western does not build any 
single engines now, all the new ones are coupled, 5ft. Gin. Indeed 
the Great Northern and Great Western are among the only lines 
that use single engines always. I should be much obliged to “Fair 
Play ” if he would state what engine it was that took the 4 p.m. to 
Rugby on the 5tli March, and whether it was a single or coupled.

March 30th.

Sir,—I cannot refrain from saying what a treat it is to read such 
a letter as that from Fredlc. H. Cridland, in your last week’s 
paper. I certainly never knew before that the dome had any 
influence upon the speed of a locomotive. I can hardly think the 
extra height would make that morning train on a southern line 
invariably late. I can only account for the fact in one way—that the 
domeless engines ran regardless of their doom, and that those 
with domes were doomed to be late. However that may be, I beg 
to dispute Mr. Cridland’s statement that drivers prefer engines 
without domes, as I. believe the contrary is the fact, and if all the 
drivers were canvassed, that at least 99 per cent, would vote for 
the dome. Moreover, as the London and North-Western, Midland 
Great Eastern, London, Brighton, and South Coast, Great Western 
—narrow gauge—North-Eastern, Manchester, Sheffield, and Lin
colnshire, North Staffordshire, North British, and Caledonian 
Railways all use domes, where are the several other companies of 
any importance that do not? No one admires the graceful outlines 
—barring the cab—of Mr. Stirling’s magnificent engines more than 
myself, but at the same time I know they are ticklish on the water 
level question, especially with the round topped fire-box, which 
must be carried so very high to get a fair quantity of tubes in that 
the steam space is much crippled, and on that account the drivers 
would as a rule j^refer the flat topped fire-box and a dome • the 
vacuum brakes also add to the difficulty of carrying the water 
steadily. I must not, however, trespass further upon your space.

Lincoln, April 12ith. J. J. T '

most important subject. 
London, April 19th.

Sir,—Mr. Adams asserts that I have thrown down the gauntlet; 
in this he is mistaken, as I only wished to convey to “Inquirer” 

Engineer of February 25th—and others information which 
I had some trouble in collecting at a time when I had to design 
safety valves for large marine boilers under Board of Trade super
vision. The valuable information published by the Engineers and 
Shipbuilders of Scotland materially assisted me, and if Mr. Adams 
had seen my book lie would see that my indebtedness is duly 
acknowledged in the first sentence.

The rule based on the above authority Mr. Adams calls my 
“ muddled rule,” and he then proceeds to give his own rule, which is 
certainly very simple, viz., that for a good natural draught a good 
practical rule for the opening of safety valve orifice in square 
inches is the total grate area in square feet divided by one-fourth 
the absolute pressure in pounds per square inch. I should like to 
know what Mr. Adams considers a “good natural draught,” 
because if I begin to design a safety valve I must know this before 
starting, then I shall no doubt have a very simple rule indeed for 
future use. But from experience I know that the natural draught 
in boilers varies as much as 200 to 300 per cent.

Again, his rule takes no notice whatever of the evaporative effi
ciency of the boiler, and gives us no idea of lift or diameter of 
valve; in fact, his rule is very much like calculating the strength 
of a beam by multiplying the breadth by the square of the depth 
and taking no notice whatever of its length. I must, therefore, 
decline with thanks the offer of Mr. Adams’s nice little rule for the 
next issue of my book. I must also remind him that in my letter 
in your issue of March 18th the rule I gave applied to safety valves 
of the ordinary construction, and that my muddled rule, in place of 
giving the indefinite factor of a good natural draught, was based— 
(1) On the rate of consumption of fuel per square foot of fire-grate, 
which is the result of draught whatever it may be ; (2) the evapo
rative efficiency of the boiler ; (3) the necessary area of safety 
valve opening ; (4) the lift and diameter of valve.

Again, Mr. Adams calls on me to demonstrate the reason why 
an ordinary valve should be of such a diameter that it will provide 
the necessary opening for the outflow of all the steam any boiler 
can make by a lift of one thirty-sixth of its diameter, and which 
he asserts is a serious offence against philosophical knowledge.

The first reason is that when steam is flowing in a large volume 
out of an opening, such as that underneath an ordinary safety valve, 
the pressure falls in the immediate vicinity of the opening below 
that in the body of the boiler, and the more the valve lifts the 
greater will be this fall of pressure as compared with that in the 
body of the boiler. The second philosophical reason is that when 
a spring is used, the higher the valve lifts the greater will become 
the resistance of the spring due to this lift. So that if a valve is 
so small that it must lift a considerable distance more than one 
thirty-sixth of its diameter the steam will be seriously falling in 
pressure below, and the spring seriously obstructing the lift above 
the valve.

I have one more question to answer, viz., the comparison of the 
British and German regulations as to the area of safety valves. 
The British Board of Trade rule is half a square inch of safety 
valve area to every square foot of fire-grate, ignoring the pressure 
altogether. Whereas by the German law, valves are so proportioned 
that they vary in size exactly in the inverse ratio of the absolute 
pressure, and I for one certainly think they have philosophy on 
their side. Ordinary safety valves, if proportioned by the Board 
of Trade rule, are undoubtedly too small for low pressures and too 
large for high pressures. If proportioned by the German law they 
are about the same size as those by the British at about 72 lb. abso
lute pressure; but for pressures below 72 lb. the German are 
larger, and above 72 lb. they are smaller.

With regard to spiral springs, I fear, Mr. Editor, I shall extend 
this to too great a length for your valuable space—but I must 
give the Board of Trade rule; by which all springs must be 
proportioned which come under their supervision, and which 
“Inquirer” and perhaps some of your other readers may not 
know. It is—-
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Sir,—“ S. R.” in his formula for speed steel tires may be run at 
is in error, having neglected multiplying D by J- , which reduces 
the mileage to 34G per hour; the simple formula being

fr ad x g x j
x JL7”

on

g _ seconds per hour 
feet in mile

for the bursting of a steel hoop of any diameter 1-in. in section 
under centrifugal force. As to coupling rods, I make the mileage 
S for the example given 110 miles in place of 84. Taking the data, 
the distributed weight to break the coupling rod 102in. in length 
by 4iin. depth, weight 127'5 lb. per inch thick—- 

2’31 x 20,000 x iW 
102

T
288" 2

= 9172 lb.

the velocity of crank r =

It x 12 -<---------= lbzrt. per sec.r
miles per hour S = 1G2 x Al = HO miles.

r x = 501ft.
12 x wt. rod

velocity wheel = 501 x

22
As to breakage of coupling rods, I fancy this is due more to the 

inherent mechanical difficulties than weakness to resist centrifugal 
force—a rigid tie betwixt two wheels, which let them be ever so 
exactly made can never be perfectly alike. I notice the engine in 
question has lateral side play of axles in addition, which throws 
another element of uncertainty in the matter. For high speed 
locomotives the doing away with these coupling rods would add 
another factor in security. W. S.

Liverpool, April 13th.
SAFETY YALYES.

Sir,—I trust you will allow me sufficient space to reply to the 
personal remarks of Mr. Adams, the well-known maker of safety 
valves, Manchester, which appear in your issue of the 8tli inst. I 
think, as a “member of the brotherhood,” he had no right to 
make them. We were not discussing each other’s personal 
qualities, but a scientific question. Mr. Adams shows, and has 
before shown, great pique at my safety valve. Is that because he 
has recognised in it the carrying out of higher principles than he 
had himself foreseen ? I admire Mr. Adams’ force of character ; 
but he is a thorough Englishman—possessed of great virtues and 
of great faults. If he had a good patent to work upon, I believe 
he is just the sort of man to make a fortune. But!—Non omnia

John C. Wilson.

on a

on a

possumus omnes.
5, Westminster Chambers, Yictoria-street, 

London, April 11th.

Sir, Having seen a letter on the subject of safety valves 
generally, and Adams’s valve particularly, in a recent number 
of The Engineer, I have thought that my experience of Mr. 
Adams’s valve may be of interest to some of your readers, and I 
therefore ask for a little space in your paper. I have been engaged 
in the capacity of a seagoing engineer for some years, and during 
that time I have been in four steamers fitted with these safety 
valves, so that I am justified in claiming to have some experience 
of them. Now in none of these instances was the valve anything 
like so perfect in its action as Mr. Adams asserts it to be, and in 
two of the four cases it was glaringly defective. In the first of 
these it was fitted on board a steamer having engines of some G00- 
I.H.P. We had two boilers with a pair of Adams’s valves on 
each. They were loaded to a pressure of 751b. per square inch. 
They lifted most accurately at the proper pressure, and beyond a 
doubt they eased the boilers rapidly, but they eased them too 
much, for they never shut until the pressure had dropped to G2 lb. 
During last summer I left England as engineer, in charge of a 
steamer built for a company of Greek merchants, her trade being 
to carry passengers, mails, and now and then troops, amongst the 
islands of the Grecian Archipelago. We had engines of some 
300 I.H.P., and these were supplied with steam by one boiler, 
which was fitted with a pair of Adams’ valves. We left England 
in the autumn of 1880, and almost from the beginning 
had trouble with our safety valves. They were loaded to a pres
sure of 75 lb. per square inch, and in November they began to 
leak very seriously ; I had them opened and thoroughly cleaned, 
but saw that the temper of one of the springs was rapidly leaving 
it. Having, however, cleaned everything thoroughly, I

Stb IBV ^h-ave reaid '+Ir‘ F' F;,Cridia?cl’s letter in y°ur issue of the almost as bad as before”’ arid this kept” increasing a^so^erious a , *’ which is a reply to my letter of the 25th, and would again like degree that in the following month I was unable to keep more than 
to say a little in reply thereto. In his first remark he say°s he has 65°lb. of steam, and having no opportunity of stomfin^ for a uf
them 1^^w? bflv7ZLr1e’ domes to those with ficiently long period to get the1 steam away at^ t^time I was
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of tlmGreat Northern1 Raihvav°e'gx6S.on to say lf th® enS'ille« duty in the engine room—reported to me an excessive pressure by by me ma^v aS T™ rUn as described the gauge. I immediately ran down and found a pressure of 951b
occurred throughTow water to^ov^+1, n°ne, h+aV?* ye* ?n the gau^e. Having plenty of water in the boiler I endeavoured
would remark that I have been infm-me l L ’ ln reJdy,to ^ls 1 to ease the valves, and on shaking their connection they lifted with 

„ remark that I Have been informed by persons who have been a roar, and soon eased the boiler to its proper pressure but not‘tat »»«' a very considerable quantity .KWS"The 
the water in the ten miles without ever seeing next entry I find in my log book is on the 25tli of February, and
boilers washecl nSf t t hav? hadthT engine is to the effect that “the safety valves are again working badly,
as I know from mv ! “ iS?3Jor a week tog-ether because, and are blowing considerably below the proper pressure.” On the 
carry t°hlSXt^hTbX^l?^!’^116 W°UH^ be able to following day I read, “The safety valve which has not hitherto 
worked in TIM +i httle grea£se which might get given us any trouble is blowing at 70 lb.,” and on the 27th I have
dome on for T Iiavp Vnm ° ie reverse of an engine with a the following entry: “ Whilst discharging cargo at Salonica,little vreacipJ dnvers not 'infrequently give them a obliged to cut the washer out of defective valve, so that I may
Il win M lSri „ screw it down to blow off at 751b.” A week later I put a new

out domes aciSSft^’ were t.he running of engines with- spare spring to this valve, and then all went well until I come to 
< mpamed by the inconveniences and dangers described my last entry on the subject, made at Constantinople on the 20th

B.

i'/lMl=d
V c

S = load on spring in pounds; D = mean diameter of coil in inches; 
d, tiie diameter if round, or side if of square steel in inches; C = 8000 
for round steel, and C = 11,000 for square steel. All my informa
tion I have imbibed from such well-matured works as those of the 
Engineers and Shipbuilders of Scotland, Professor Rankine, Najfier, 
and others. Safety valves which I have designed for boilers up to 
120-N.H.P. each, by the assistance of this information, have 
enabled me to prove that in practice the results thereby obtained 
are correct, and they have all passed the strict Board of Trade 
tests under full fires with stop valves closed; all the steam passing 
the safety valves without undue accumulation of pressure.

I am aware that Mr. Adams has a valve of his own, which is, I 
hear, highly approved by the Board of Trade. The results he has 
obtained will no doubt be different to those obtained by ordinary 
safety valves, to which my letter referred, and on which my book 
was written, and we shall all be glad to know what he has accom
plished in this field.

43, Strond-street, Dover, April.
Thomas Messenger,

THE CLARK AND WEBB CHAIN BRAKE AND THE CONTINUOUS 
BRAKE RETURNS.

Sir,—In the Blue Book containing the continuous brake returns 
for the six months ending December 31st, which has just been 
issued, will be found a surprising assertion as to one particular 

rit which is claimed for the Clark and Webb

recon-
was

chain brake. On 
page 9 of the “ Returns ” it is stated by the London and North- 
Western Company, and on page 10 by that company and the Cale
donian—working as the West Coast Railway—that this brake 
“ cannot creep on when not required to do so whilst the train is 
running at speed, all danger on that score being consequently 
avoided.” This surprising assertion was first made in the returns 
for the six months ending June 30tli, 1880, and although its publi
cation might pass unchallenged for once, as it might possibly have 
been made by mistake, it is too great a claim upon one’s credulity 
to pass a second time unnotieed.

It is only necessary to turn to the returns made by the above 
companies of the working of the above brake during the year 1880 
to find abundant disproof of the bold assertion that this brake 
“cannot creep on when not required to do so whilst the train is 
running at speed.” The first instance reported is, “March 3rd, 
9.10 p.m. train, Glasgow to Carlisle, delayed three minutes. Brake 
went on of itself three times on W.C.J.S. carriages 24 and 72; 
caused by cord slackeningand trailing on the ground.” Then follow : 
“June 30th, 1.40p.m., Carlisle to Glasgow, delayed one minute; brake 
having gone on of itself on W.C.J.S. carriages G2, 15, and 22. 
Cause unknown. August lltli: 8.5 p.m. Holyhead to Crewe, 
delayed four minutes through the blocks of the countinuous brake 
going on to the wheels, owing to a cord getting entangled in a horse
box, which had no loop for the cord. August 16th : 8.35 Victoria

mu
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arranged so as in a great measure to diffuse an equable tempera
ture throughout, and the heat is brought up gradually, there 
should be no difficulty in annealing successfully with the furnace 
actually employed; and, of course, it was supposed that such success 
had indeed been attained.

There can be no doubt that mild steel is injured to some extent 
by punching, not perhaps in strength but in ductility. The reason, 
viz., the formation of a hard zone round the punch hole, is very 
obvious. The question has now arisen : Why should there be a 
liability in a steel open to no objection on the score of chemical 
composition, and competent to meet all the mechanical tests 
heretofore imposed, to sustain more damage from this process than 
another in no way superior to it in other respects ? What is the 
precise nature of the concealed ‘ ‘ rift within the lute ?” How can it be 
detected in time ? how prevented ? I agree with Mr. John that it 
would have been as well to take the opinion of steelmakers on such 
points.

As to the improvement brought about by increased working of 
the plates, before we can venture to be precise in this matter I 
think we should be able to distinguish clearly between what we 
owe to such working and the increased flexibility due to the 
diminished thickness of the specimens. This does not appear to 
have had the attention it deserves. The proper method would 
appear to be, not to roll down suspected material to different 
thicknesses, but to start with ingots of different sizes, then finish

A. Alexander, M.A.

to Willesden, the blocks of the continuous brake went on to the 
wheels and delayed the train sixty-five minutes. Friction wheels 
were adjusted too close to each other. November 29th : 9.15 p.m. 
from London, continuous brakes went on, and the blocks skidded 
the wheels. The chain had been secured too tightly at Tamworth; 
nine minutes delay. December 7th: 11.10 p.m. Liverpool to 
London, delayed six minutes at Camden through the continuous 
brake going on. The cause of the occurrence cannot be ascer-

in good order when examined 
the train at Euston. December 20th: 

The 5 p.m. London to Holyhead, delayed five minutes 
at Colwyn through the blocks of the continuous brake going 
on to the wheels. The cord which actuates the brake from 
the engine had become contracted through wet. October 2nd : 
9.40 p.m. Perth to Dundee, West, delayed eight minutes near 
Glencarse. Brake went on of itself, brake lever in W.C. J.S. van 
156 having sprung up. October 8th : 7 p.m. Carlisle to Glasgow 
delayed eight minutes. Brake went on of itself on W.C. J.S. van 
83, cord being too tight. October 19th : 1.40 p.m. Carlisle to 
Glasgow went partially on of itself on W.C.J.S. van 90, the 
wheels and tires of which became so hot as to necessitate its being 
detached and another van attached in lieu of it at Lockerbie, 
delayingthe train thirteen minutes. November 20th : 4.30 p.m. train 
Glasgow to Carlisle delayed ten minutes near Tliankerton. Brake 
partially went on of itself, owing, it is supposed, to tightening of 
cord.” In addition to the above there are seven instances of 
“working on” of this brake reported by the North London 
Company during the last twelve months. All the above instances 
occurred whilst the train was running at speed, thus completely 
disproving the assertion of the London and North-Western and 
West Coast Companies, that “all danger on that score is avoided.” 
It is difficult to believe that any supervision was given to the 
returns by the above companies, when preparing them for the 
Board of Trade, or such an unfounded statement would surely 
never have been allowed to be issued. According to the Railway 
Returns (Continuous Brakes) Act of 1878, “ any person who makes 
or is privy to the making of a return under this Act, which is to 
his knowledge false in any particular, shall be liable, on summary 
conviction before a court of summary jurisdiction, to a fine not 
exceeding £50.” It is to be desired that either the above clause, 
or the love of truth, will cause the London and North-Western 
Company to withdraw the objectionable assertion from their next 
return to the Board of Trade.

Shakespeare-street, Bradford, April 9th.

an engineer at an oil and flour mill in Airvale—a town on the coast 
of Asia Minor, and nearly opposite the island of Mytoline. Letters 
sent to the British Post-office at Smyrna would, no doubt, reach 
him. S. H. Papps.

Smyrna, 6th April. --------
THE ALLIANCE MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

Sir,—I notice in your last week’s Engineer, in your “Notes 
and Memoranda ” column, you say that Joseph Van Malderen 
was the inventor of the “ Alliance ” magneto machine. In justice 
to myself I must deny this. I am the inventor of that machine, 
and at the time of the invention Van Malderen worked for me as 
a carpenter, and could neither read nor write. The Alliance Com
pany have retained the very patterns which I designed, and 
which Yan Malderen made under my instructions. I can give 
you, if required, any amount of proof of what I have written above.

F. H. Holmes,

tained, as the brakes were 
the arrival ofon

15, Walham-grove, London, S.W., April 18th.

BARON MAX VON WEBER.
On Easter Monday there died, in Berlin, Baron Max Maria 

von Weber, who had attained a distinguished name in Saxony, 
Austria, and Prussia, and in fact in all Europe and America, in 
connection with railway engineering. Baron von Weber was 
the only son of the celebrated musical composer, Carl Maria von 
Weber, who died in London in 1826, leaving his son, only four 
years of age. After being educated at the Dresden Polytechnic 
School, young Weber acquired a practical knowledge of engi
neering in the great locomotive works of Borsig, at Berlin. After 
this he visited similar establishments in Germany, Belgium, France, 
and England. In this country young Weber was employed by 
Brunei and Stephenson. In 1850 he entered the Government 
service of Saxony, where he stayed until 1870. In that year he 
was appointed a Privy Councillor in the Ministry of Commerce 
at Vienna. In 1878 he entered the Prussian service, in a similar 
position. Baron von Weber had attained a considerable name in 
the literature of his own country, not only as the author of an 
excellent biography, which has been translated into several 
European languages, but also as the writer of a number 
of valuable works on railways and other departments 
of engineering. Baron von Weber was deputed quite recently 
by the Prussian Government to make a report on the canal 
system of England, and visited this country less than two years 
ago for the purpose of inspecting the principal works of that 
class, and acquiring the materials for his report at first hand. 
The principal works of the deceased are :—“The Technical Side 
of Railway Traffic,” “John Cockerill’s Portfolio,” “The School 
of the Railway System,” “Insurance of Railway Passengers,” 
“ The Labour and Endurance of Railway Employes,” “ The 
Telegraphic and Signalling System,” “ Legal Liabilities of Rail
ways,” &c. Baron von Weber had made an official inspection of 
the railways of the United States, on behalf of the present 
Government, last year, and only presented his report on this 
subject to the Prussian Minister of Commerce two days before 
he died.

and test at the same thickness.
Cyclops Works, Sheffield, April 14th.

SOUND STEEL CASTINGS.
Sir,—In referring to your very interesting articles upon the 

above subject, it is not my intention to enter upon a discussion of 
the merits or demerits of the several methods enumerated for the 
consolidation, or of the theories offered to account for the forma
tion of cavities within steel ingots; but I note at least 
that calls for correction, viz., that the “mechanical method” has 
been abandoned at the Abouchoff Works. Now, up to June last I 
was directly responsible at those works for the successful results of 
this process, which was then in daily operation upon a large scale, 
whilst in a letter of recent date from the chief of those works, I 
am informed that all is still going well with the plant and process.

That the compressed steel is ‘ * stronger or more ductile than if 
made by other methods does not appear” from the results of 
Chernoff; but it does most certainly appear from the results of Sir 
Joseph Whitworth, publish ed from time to time in the ‘ ‘ Proceedings ” 
of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, &c. But independently 
of these, it is scarcely necessary to remind engineers and metal
lurgists that there is steel and steel, and that the methods of 
making sound ingots have not as yet been set up as antidotes to 
bad materials, or bad melting in either crucibles, furnace, or con
verter ; and further that the same metal will give widely different 
results according to the subsequent treatment it has received. 
Therefore, before Chernoff’s results can have any value as applied 
to the “ mechanical method,” it is necessary that he shall give the 
results as applying to ingots of the same metal fluid-compressed 
and uncompressed, or from forgings of the same metal, each having 
been treated to a like amount of hammering and annealing under 
the same conditions, and when he has complied with the necessary 
conditions, I venture to believe that his figures will permit of a 
different construction to that which they are intended to bear.

W. H. Greenwood.

one error

J. N. Armitage.

RAILWAY CARRIAGE LIGHTING.
Sir,—May I be permitted a small space in The Engineer to 

explain the systems of illumination by means of compressed gas 
patented by my father and myself, inasmuch as I think that the 
paper upon this subject read by Mr. Nursey before a meeting of 
the Society of Engineers, taken by itself, without the discussion 
which followed it, and which was decidedly favourable to our 
present method, is liable to leave a wrong impression upon the 
minds of those who see it ?

It will no doubt be generally conceded that the one thing needful 
in lighting railway carriages, buoys, &c., is as much light in as 
small a space as possible, and at the smallest possible cost; up to 
the present date we have employed two methods of doing this. 
The first of these was suggested some fifteen or twenty years ago 
in “The Gas Engineer’s Book of Reference,” published by my 
father, and consists simply in compressing a rich gas into receivers 
placed upon the vehicles or edifices to be lighted. The gas when 
required passes through an automatic regulator which preserves 
a constant burner pressure, no matter what that may be, existing 
in the cylinders, or what number of lights may be burning within 
the capacity of the regulator. This system is certainly, as Mr. 
Nursey truly remarked in his paper, thoroughly practical. The 
objections, however, which we see to this plan, are—First, that 
special gas works are required at each filling station; secondly, 
that a rich gas will not stand a very high compression without 
losing an appreciable percentage of its illuminating power ; and, 
thirdly, the great cost compared with that of an equal amount of 
light furnished by our second system.

In carrying out this plan, we compress ordinary coal gas to any 
pressure that may be considered desirable, ranging from 50 lb. to 
500 lb. per square inch, according to the requirements of the case. 
The regulator is employed as before, and the gas, at the burner 
pressure of say seven or eight-tenths of an inch column of water, 
passes through a carburetter placed upon the object to be lighted, 
and automatically takes up about two gallons of hydrocarbon per 
1000 cubic feet, without the possibility of its being dropped again 
before consumption. The amount of light per cubic foot is rather 
more than that obtained by the consumption of the same quantity 
of oil-gas, and the cost, as proved by a trial lasting 125 consecutive 
hours, which took place the week before last upon a Great Northern 
Railway carriage running between Peterborough and King’s-cross, 
does not exceed ^tli of a penny per light per hour, as against Jd. 
per hour per light of equal intensity supplied with oil-gas on the 
so-called Pintsch system. This result, I may say, will be verified 
at any time by Mr. Oakley, the general manager of the Great 
Northern Railway Company, under whose direction the practical 
experiment was made.

Our carburetters only require filling once a week ; no extra gas 
works are necessary ; the storage power is much increased, as there 
is no fear of losing illuminating power to any appreciable extent 
by compression, and the whole plan seems to me to be more cleanly 
and compact than any system of making a special gas, or of 
doctoring common gas before compression.

In conclusion, I must say that I quite agree with Mr. Horsley’s 
final remarks upon the paper that I have just referred to, and I 
think that in most of the oil-gas trains the supply of gas is too 
much “pinched” in one sense, and too little “Pintsched” in 
another, and that, as a rule, passengers to read comfortably, still 
require more light.

St. Neots, April 11th.

Phoenix Foundry and Engineering Works, 
Derby, March 30th. MR, SMITH’S PATENT CATAPULT.

As an example of the skill and efficiency with which the 
examiners at the United States Patent-office do their work, we 
publish the enclosed from No. 14 of the “ United States Patent- 
office Gazette for 1881—“ As an improved articleof manufacture, 
a sling, made substantially as herein shown and described, with a 
forked handle carrying an elastic band and central pocket, as set 
' , In a sling, the combination, with the elastic band,
of a pocket in the middle of the same for receiving the 
missile, the fork and the handle substantially as herein 
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.”

AVELING V. MCLAREN.
Sir,—Allow me to offer a few words in reply to the curious 

letter by Mr. Avcling, contained in your journal of 15th April, 
1881. Whatever remarks Mr. Aveling may have to make respect
ing my letter on the above subject, I sincerely trust that he will 
address them to the writer only, and not allude to my superiors, 
who are in no way responsible for my friendly criticisms, which 
were written in the intervals of business and altogether unknown 
to them.

Mr. Aveling cannot have read my letter very carefully or he 
would have seen that before there could be any desire on my part 
to imitate his patented arrangement of 1870, my opinion would 
have to be totally changed. For the present, I consider the box 
bracket as made and fitted by one of the firms named in my letter 
to be as good in many respects, and certainly better 
particulars than Mr. Aveling’s plan. Mr. Aveling can 
allow his mind to be at rest, and lie may with perfect safety permit 
the jury to pursue their ordinary avocations ; for I do not wish to 
imitate his extended side plates, any more than I wish to appro
priate the white horse of Kent, that is used to ornament his 
smokebox doors; and much less do I wish to copy the tone of 
Mr. Aveling’s letter, which I cannot admire.

19th April, 1881. _____

forth.

in some 
thereforo

Draughtsman.
|gf

CRANK SHAFTS.
Sir,—In your article on “ Express Atlantic Steamers ” in your 

last number, you make some remarks on the manufacture of crank 
shafts, to which I must take some objection. You seem to infer 
that the larger the forging the greater the liability for it to be 
unsound. This I cannot allow to be the case. That it is a difficult 
thing to make a sound forging is quite true, but that its size 
makes the difficulty any greater—provided the plant for its 
manufacture be on a commensurate scale—I must deny. Shafts 
of the size you name—viz., 30in. diameter—can be made quite as 
sound as any of smaller diameter. That there are strong objec
tions to the use of such large cranks forged of iron I am quite 
aware ; but their unsuitability is not caused by their greater 
unsoundness, but from a different reason altogether, to which the 
manufacturer is, or ought to be, fully alive.

Beaufort-road, Birkenhead,
April 11th. ___

We can scarcely think it possible that the—alas for England !— 
much-too-well-known catapult is still regarded as a new invention 
in the States. The only explanation of the granting of a patent 
under the circumstances is that the whole thing is a deep-laid 
plot of the United States Government against the peace and 
happiness of the hitherto confiding schoolboy. Finding that 
various legislative enactments to put down the use of this 
malign instrument have been in vain, the Government have had a 
patent applied for by Mr. Smith—the name is as vague as a name 
can be—of Sabula, Iowa. No one is likely to go to Sabula to find 
out if a Mr. Smith really lives there and holds a patent. Under 
this veil of mystery the Government can pounce on any one 
vending or making catapults, in the name of Mr. Smith of course, 
and levy appalling royalties, to say nothing of impounding the 
machine. It is improbable that any one will plead prior user, 
and so the scheme will work well in all probability. It is much 
to be regretted that the same plan cannot be tried here. For 
instance, would it not be well if the various metropolitan 
authorities were to get a Mr. Smith to patent street slides, the 
use of snowballs in a game, tip-cats, kites, leap frog, tops, and 
hoops. All these things ought to be patented, and large royalties 
charged on licences for their use within twenty miles of Charing 
Cross in public thoroughfares.

Frank B. Salmon.Anthony Spencer Bower.

THE STRENGTH OF STEEL PLATES.
Sir,—I have not had an opportunity until this morning of look

ing over The Engineer of the 4tli inst., when I observe that 
regret has been expressed by yourself, as well as by some gentle- 

who took part in the recent discussion upon the Livadia 
steel plates at the meeting of Naval Architects, that no representa
tive of Messrs. Cammell—who made the plates—was present. 
Permit me to observe that we share most fully in this regret. We 
understood that notice would be given of the time of meeting, and 
it was intended that some one from these works, acquainted with 
the details of the manufacture of the plates in question, should be 
present. Under the circumstances, therefore, we were much 
surprised to learn that the discussion had taken place without any 
such intimation having been received by us. I observe that the 
method of annealing adopted has been adversely criticised. I 
certainly should not assert that our furnace is not susceptible of 
improvement, but it should be kept in view that time was of serious 
importance. This would have proved an obstacle to any annealing 
of plate by plate ; but such an objection could not, of course, be 
held to sanction the application of any method known to be 
imperfect. The fact is, however, that we have frequently annealed 
with entire success batches of plates arranged as in the present 
instance, and I fail to see why plates in numbers should not be 
annealed together as efficiently as wine-glasses or tumblers can be, 
when properly packed upon one another. The term “ annealing ” 
has of late been often applied to a mere heating to redness, the 
plate being then immediately dragged out upon the floor. To 
speak of “annealing” in connection with any such operation is a 
misapplication of the term, the essence of which consists in pro
longed heating and a prolonged cooling. No doubt it would be 
easy in our furnace, or in any other, to injure the material by 
“forcing” the process, just as a too rapid attempt to attain a 
welding heat will simply burn the exterior before the interior is 
affected. I contend, however, that when the bridges are properly

A LINEN EXHIBITION.
Sir,—I beg to inform you that a linen exhibition and fair will 

be held at Kesmark in Hungary, from the 15th to the 17th July, 
1881, whereby foreign exhibitors may participate in the following 
groups, viz., Foreign textile manufactures, machinery and imple
ments, or improvements therein for the preparation or manufacture of 
flax; looms and weaving machinery and implements; literature 
referring to the preparation of flax and the manufacture of linen. 
Applications to exhibit are to be addressed, up to the 1st May, 
1881, in duplicate, to the President of the Exhibition Committee, 
Herr Paul Kiler, Advocat, in Kesmark, Hungary, of whom also 
the requisite blank application forms can be obtained. Objects 
intended for exhibition should be forwarded, carriage paid, to 
following address:—“Herr Paul Kiler, Advocat, Praeses des 
Ausstellungs Commite’s, in Kesmark Station, Poprad Folka, 
Hungary,” and must not arrive later than the 15th June, 1881. No 
charge will be made for space. The objects will be placed by the 
committee, or the exhibitor may place them according to his desire 
at his own expense. The said objects have subsequently to be 
removed within one week after the close of the exhibition, or the 
committee will pack them safely and send back the goods at 
nominal expense to be paid by the exhibitors. Honorary and 
acknowledging diplomas will be awarded. I should feel obliged 
for your kind publication of this notice in your valuable paper.

London, 19th April. F. Krapf, A Consul-General.

men

Exemption of Civil Engineers from Jurors’ Duties.—At 
the Commission of Oyer and Terminer, Dublin, before the Right 
Hon. the Lord Mayor and the Right Hon. Mr. Tustice Fitzgerald, 
the names of the jurors on the county petty list claiming exemp
tion having been called, Mr. Robinson, C.E., architect, Great 
Brunswick-street, claimed that he was by reason of his profession 
exempted from serving under the provisions of Lord O’Hagan’s 
Act. Mr. Justice Fitzgerald said he could not see why civil 
engineers should be exempted. Such a provision was improperly 
introduced into the Act, probably in the interest of some persons. 
Mr. Ormsby, city sub-sheriff, said that Mr. Robinson was properly 
summoned to serve. He had written a most impertinent letter to 
the high sheriff. Mr. Robinson : I respectfully submit that I am 
clearly exempted under Lord O’Hagan’s Act from serving as a juror. 
Mr. Justice Fitzgerald : I did not say you were not exempted, but 
I say it is a mistake in the Act which ought to be remedied. I 
must yield to your application. Another juror who had been 
summoned said there was no proper definition of “ Civil Engineer,” 
and he did not see why he, as a director of works, should not be 
exempted. Mr. Justice Fitzgerald said the Act of Parliament 
said that civil engineers were to be exempted, but it did not say 
that the directors of works were.

LINKS IN THE HISTORY OF THE LOCOMOTIVE.
Sir,—Doubtless your correspondent, Mr. Cargill Fyfe, will excuse 

my correcting an error in his letter appearing in your impression 
of the 25th ult., in which he states that the whole of the family of 
Mr. Alexander Fyfe, with the exception of his daughter Isabella, 
are dead. This is not correct, as his son George is still living, 
and now resides with his son, Alexander Fyfe, who is employed a



AYLESBURY’S DOUBLE-BAND SAW.
We illustrate on pages 287 and 294 a double-band sawing 

machine invented and patented by Mr. Aylesbury, and con
structed by Messrs. Watts, of Bristol. Its construction will be 
readily understood from the drawings. Four pulleys are used, 
mounted in pairs side by side. One of the band saws passes over 
a tension pulley, and this tension pulley is carried by a stud 
fitted to a slide, which can be moved on V’s horizontally. It 
will be seen that by drawing this tension pulley out 
a space will intervene between the planes of motion of 
the saws, and in this way two cuts may be put at 
the same time in a log or beam at any reasonable distance 
apart. Although both saws are driven at the same speed, they 
work independently of each other. The tension of the band 
saws is determined by the springs shown overhead, the outer ends 
of which are held down by tie-rods and nuts, while the inner 
ends carry the saw pulley bearings in a way sufficiently obvious.

The construction of the weighted feed rollers, and of the 
gearing driving them, and of the various means of adjustment, 
are so clearly shown, that no more particular description is 
required.

TENDERS.

TENDERS FOR THE SEWERAGE OF KENILWORTH.
Mr. G. A. Lundie, C.E., engineer, Cardiff, and 1, Westminster- 

chambers, Victoria-street, S.W.
£ s. d. 

3935 11 0 
5555 0 0 
5462 16 0 
5250 0 0 
5079 13 10 
5016 15 0 
4470 0 0 
4337 0 0 
4037 17 5 
4014 0 0 
3846 17 1 
3825 11 0

John Fell, Leamington—accepted
James Marriott, Coventry.........................
William Boon, Coventry .........................
F. Melland Smith, London ..................
F. G. Smith, Leamington.........................
Wm. Davison, Shildon-by-Darlington ...
Alfred Palmer, Birmingham ..................
James Dewitt, Harbury .........................
Currall and Lewis, Birmingham
John Mackay, Hereford .........................
Herbert Hughes, Gornall.........................
Stephen Edward Frayne, James’s Bridge

TENDERS FOR THE SEWAGE FARM. 
Bryan W. Ward, Leicester .. ..
James Dewitt, Harbury 
John Fell, Leamington—accepted

2655 0
1722 0
142 L 8

TIIE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES 
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND 
OTHER DISTRICTS.

(From our own Correspondent.)
This week has been marked by the issue of complete price lists by 
all the chief firms, but not by the booking of orders either upon the 
Wolverhampton or the Birmingham Exchange. Messrs. Phillip 
Williams and Son announce them new prices as : “ Mitre ” bars, 
£7 per ton ; and “ Mitre ” hoops, £7 10s.

The Patent Shaft and Axletree Company, Limited, made a 
reduction of 10s. per ton ; their new prices being on the basis of £7 
for common bars.

Messrs. William Millington and Co.’s new prices are : S.H. bars, 
£7 ; S. H. plates, £8 10s.; and best plates, £9.

Messrs. E. T. Wright and Sons’ new quotations are : “Monmoor ” 
plates, £8 10s.; “Monmoor” sheets, £8. The “Wright” 
qualities of the same firm are 10s. per ton lower than the above 
figures.

Messrs. Win. Barrows and Sons, of the Bloomfield Ironworks, 
Tipton, quote their Best B B H crown, rounds and squares, ^in. to 
3^., £7; flats, 1 by or g by § to G by l^in., £7; best bars, £8 10s. 
to £J 10s.; best scrap bars from £8 10s. to £9 10s.; best chain bars 
from £8 10s. to £9 10s.; jilating bars, £7 10s. to £9; best angle 
iron (B B H crown plating), £9 to £10 ; best T-iron, £9 ; best rivet 
iron, £9 ; boiler plates from £9 for B B H, to £15 for extra treble 
best. The boiler plates for which this firm are so well known 
range—for 15ft. lengths and 4 cwt. weights—from £9 for B B H 
quality, to £12 for treble best, and £15 for extra treble best; whilst 
their best charcoal plates are £19 5s. Their B B H sheets to 20 w. «■. 
are £9 ; 21 to 24 w.g., £10 10s.; and 25 to 27 w.g., £12 : B B H 
hoops are £8.

Messrs. John Bagnall and Son’s, Limited, prices are as follows: 
—Bars, lin. to Gin., flat, £7; Ggin., 7in., Sin., and 9in., flat, £7 10s.; 
iVn- to 3m., round and square, £7 11s.; 3£in. to 4in., £7 10s.; 
4s-m. to 5m., £8 to £9 10s. Best and best best rivet iron, £8 10s 
to £9 10s.; angle bars, £7 10s.; boiler plates, £8 10s. to £11 10s.

Unmarked iron has not been much affected by the drop in marked 
qualities, for the prices have been regulated independently hitherto 
and have been reduced heavily, while the best brands have been 
stationary. At the quarterly meetings last week unmarked bars 
could be had as low as £5 12s. Gd. per ton, fairly good bars beiiw 
obtainable at £6, and excellent bars at £6 10s. These were the 
prices at which business might have been done yesterday in Wolver
hampton, and to-day in Birmingham.

There were present on each day buyers ready to purchase hoops 
and strips for America, but they were seldom ready to give the 
£0 5s. to £6 10s. per ton for the quality required, cut to lengths, 
delivery at makers’ works.

The quotation for single sheets was from £7 to £7 15s.; for 
doubles, £8; and for lattens, £9 10s. per ton. The galvanisers 
declined to buy, asserting that they could “do better.” Best 
galvanised sheets were quoted at, delivered in London, £15 for 
24 w.g., and £17 for 26 w.g. The business doing was not brisk ; 
yet most of the leading makers reported themselves well employed 
and it is noteworthy that among the chief of the work in hand at 
the engineering establishments is machinery for the galvanisers 
. B°ller plates were slow of sale to-day, attributable to the grow
ing demand for steel plates. Plate firms here are anxious to learn 
what may be the character of the discussion yet to come off at the 
Institute or itngmeers upon corrosion.

The wages of the. operative makers of gas rivets in the Black- 
heatli and Rowley districts have been reduced Gd. per cwt. These 
rivets are being made nearly 50 per cent, below the price paid three

The iron tube makers, who have lately been under-quoting one 
another with much persistency, are making yet another effort to 
get up a trade association to put a stop to this state of affairs.

NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
{From our own Correspondent.)

Manchester. The past week has partaken more of a holidav 
character than anything else. Ironworks and collieries in ii 
cases have been closed for three or four days, and the few tran 
tions which have taken place scarcely afford any basis for accu
rately estimating the real condition of business in either the iron 
or the coal trades of the district. There is, however, still the 
same generally depressed tone throughout the market, and prices 
show a decided weakness wherever they are tested. The quarterly 
meetings have not resulted in any material accession of new busi
ness to the iron trade; and as the spring season is now rapidly 
advancing, without any of the anticipated revival in trade being 
realised, buyers seem to have collapsed for the present, and there 
are extremely few inquiries of any description in the market. Con
sumers and merchants confine their transactions to small hand-to- 

n pmC1,aSfS ffist as their requirements compel them to come 
into the market, and it is questionable whether any concessions in 
prme would just now lead to business unless sellers were prepared 
to defer deliveries over extended periods. ^

most
sac-
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into stock, and should the inquiries from America not set in to the 
expected extent, prices will show a still lower tendency.

The steel mills are still maintaining the activity I have noticed 
for some time back, though in this trade a lower price is ruling. 
A very heavy tonnage of metal has to be exported this year, but 
very little has been shipped as yet. Iron shipbuilders are excep
tionally busy, though I have nothing new to report. Engineers, 
ironfounders, railway rolling stock works, are well employed. Coal 
and coke in fair demand, as is also iron ore.

For pig iron the demand is extremely quiet. So far as 
Lancashire brands are concerned there is nominally no alteration 
in price, local makers still quoting 45s. for forge, and 4Gs. for 
foundry, less 2^ per cent, delivered into the Manchester district, 
but very few new orders are coming in, and the above quotations 
are open to offers. In outside brands there has scarcely been any
thing doing to test the lowest prices which sellers would take, and 
I can only give for what ,they are worth the figures at which it 
was reported orders could be placed. These, for delivery equal to 
Manchester, ranged from 4Gs. 3d. to 46s. Gd. net cash for g.m.b. 
Middlesbrough, and 43s. Gd. and 44s. to 45s. and 4Gs., less 21 for 
forge and foundry Lincolnshire and Derbyshire irons. Finished 
iron meets with very little inquiry and prices are easier. Ordinary 
bars, delivered into the Manchester district, are quoted at 
£5 12s. Gd. to £5 15s. per ton, but buyers, with good specifications 
for prompt delivery, could no doubt place them at something under 
even these low figures.

Although the engineering branches of trade in this district have 
for a long period, as in my weekly notes I have had so frequently 
to point out, been in a very depressed condition, and the prospects 
for the future do not at present wear an encouraging appearance, 
no very pessimist view of the situation would seem to be taken by 
at least some of the leading engineering firms in the neighbourhood 
of Manchester, if I may judge by the enterprise which is at present 
being shown in the development of engineering establishments. 
Several new works and enlargements of old works are being carried 
out on an extensive scale, and it will be of interest if I briefly 
notice in this and my next few letters what is being done in the 
Manchester district in this direction.

For sometime past Sir Joseph Whitworth and Co., of Man
chester, have been erecting new works at Openshaw, in the out
skirts of the city, which, when completed, will form certainly one 
of the finest establishments of their kind in the kingdom. The 
area to be actually roofed in for the various shops extends over 
upwards of six acres, and the plant will be of an exceptional 
character, both as regards heavy tools and the necessary appliances 
for producing Messrs. Whitworth’s well-known specialities in fluid 
compressed steel castings. Operations are still to some extent 
being carried on at the old works in Chorlton-street, Manchester, 
but the company is moving away as rapidly as possible to its 
new establishment, where it is now fairly well at work.

During the past week I have had, through the courtesy of Col. 
Dyer, an opportunity of inspecting the portion of Messrs. Whit
worth’s new works which is now practically completed, and 
although the limited space at disposal in my weekly “ notes ” will 
not permit of anything like a description, which will be best 
held over until the whole of the departments are in opera
tion, one or two anticipatory statements will, no doubt, be of 
interest. The portion of the works at present in the most 
advanced stage is the large machine shop, a lofty, well-lighted 
building divided into four bays, each 50ft. wide, with a length of 
550ft. in one bay, and 350ft. in the three remaining bays. This 
shop is being fitted up entirely with the most modern machinery, 
and amongst the heavy tools which the company are erecting 
expressly for dealing with their heavy forgings of fluid com
pressed steel, I noticed a massive lathe weighing 110 tons, with 
GOin. height of centre, and two 40in. lathes of similar pattern, 
but shorter beds; also a couple of very large slotting machines 
made specially strong for cutting steel in marine engine work.

Amongst the chief specialities at Messrs. Whitworth’s works, as 
I have already stated, are heavy steel castings and forgings, and for 
producing these the company is laying down plant, which of its 
class will be unequalled in the kingdom. I had an opportunity of 
inspecting some of the specialities in this direction, including 
cylinder linings made of fluid-pressed steel forged hollow, with a 
diameter of 7ft. and 6ft. in length. There were also steel castings 
weighing 30 tons, which up to the present are, I believe, about the 
heaviest produced at any steel works in the country; but Messrs. 
Whitworth are putting down steel casting furnaces to cast up to 
60 tons in weight. For producing their fluid-pressed steel the 
company is also erecting heavy forge presses with engines of 34in. 
cylinders, and capable of exerting about 1200 tons pressure. 
One of these presses is nearly completed, and a second is in 
course of construction.

Before concluding these few jottings of my visit to Messrs. 
Whitworth’s new works, I may just add that in passing through 
the machine shop I noticed, nearly completed, perhaps one of the 
heaviest cranks yet constructed. This was a three-throw crank for 
the new Atlantic steamship, the City of Rome, each piece of which 
weighs upwards of 20 tons, giving a total weight to the crank 
when completed of about OR tons. There was also the propeller 
shaft for the same steamship, made of fluid pressed steel forged 
hollow, which, when finished, will weigh 184 tons, and this 
also nearly ready for delivery. The company is also just 
pleting the last four armour-plates for the Polyphemus. These 
plates will form a portion of the deck armour, but as them general 
principles of construction has already been described in The 
Engineer, I need only add that they consisted of sectional plates 
about lOin. square, screwed together in two layers, the upper 
plates being of very strong hardened steel, and the back plates of 
a softer and more ductile material.

While I am noticing Messrs. W hitworth’s exceptionally heavy 
slotting machines, I may mention that Messrs. Craven Brothers, 
of Manchester, are at present constructing a machine of this class 
with 8ft. stroke, which, when completed, will be one of the largest 
machines of its kind yet made. The machine is to be employed for 
slotting marine engine cranks, and when it is in a more finished 
state I may be able to send you a detailed description.

The other day I made a tour of several of the locomotive build
ing establishments in this district, and although I found them 
generally tolerably busy completing orders in hand, one firm 
having as much as they could get through, I could not hear of much 
new work in prospect. There are a few enquiries from the 
Continent, but these are so keenly competed for by foreign makers, 
that English locomotive builders have but a very indifferent chance, 
except at prices so low as to be unremunerative, whilst so far as 
home railways are concerned, the companies who do not make their 
own plant are, as a rule, at present sufficiently well supplied with 
stock, to be under no immediate necessity of coming into the 
market.

In the coal trade the tendency of prices, so far as all classes of 
round coal are concerned, is decidedly downwards, and from many 
of the Lancashire collieries circulars are now being sent out at 
prices which are practically the same as those ruling prior to the 
recent strike. The average prices at the pit mouth may be given 
about as under :—Best coal, 9s. to 9s. Gd.; seconds, 6s. 9d. to 
7s. Gd.; common coal, 5s. 3d. to 5s. 9d.; burgy, 4s. Gd. to 5s.; good 
slack, 4n. Gd. to 5s.; and common slack, 2s. 9d. to 3s. 6d. per ton.

So far as trade matters are concerned, the most striking feature 
during the past week has been the failure of Messrs. Clive Bros., 
wagon builders and paper-makers, of Bury, near Manchester. The 
liabilities are put down at about £100,000, and of these a con
siderable portion will fall upon the iron merchants of Manchester 
and timber merchants of Liverpool, but it is expected that the 
estate will show well.

Barroiv.—The hematite pig iron market, so far as this part of 
the country is concerned, cannot be said to be either satisfactory 
or anything at all approaching to what it was confidently expected 
would be its position at this time of the year. The trade now is 
much worse than it was two months ago. I have made careful 
inquiries at sources likely to be well informed on the subject, and 
their opinion is unless the Americans come forward and negotiate 
for some of the iron which it is well known they stand in need of, 
prices will show a still further reduction, for be it noted a reduc
tion in price has taken place since I last wrote. Makers refuse in 
most cases to do business at the lower rates now quoted, though 
some little business has been done by one or two makers who fear 
a still further reduction. It is to be hoped that the American 
demand will shortly be forthcoming, as, owing to the very heavy 
output of metal at the furnaces, a large tonnage of pigs is going

THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
{From our oivn Correspondent.)

The quarterly meeting of the Cleveland iron trade was held in 
the Exchange at Middlesbrough on Tuesday week, and was attended by 
various persons from a distance, as well as by the usual frequenters 
connected with the local trade. Notwithstanding this additional 
attendance, and that the large hall was also enlivened as to its 
general appearance by several stalls decked out with exhibits, the 
tone of the market was as flat, if not flatter, than ever. The 
causes assigned for this were in the main two—firstly, the usual 
one, that the Glasgow market had given way until pig iron there 
was again below 48s. per ton ; and secondly, that the Tees ship
ments had been very poor for the week. They only reached 
11,700 tons, or about half the average weekly rate for March. 
Merchants say this is because the iron is not in demand, and that 
those who own ships are sending them to Newcastle, Hartlepool, 
and other ports to find employment. No. 3 G.M.B. pig iron was 
38s. sellers, and 37s. 9d. buyers, for prompt delivery. Forge iron, 
37s.; warrants, the same, all f.o.t. makers’ works, cash, less 24. It 
will be observed that warrant holders continue to give way as to 
the amount of premium they demand. A few weeks since the dif
ference between warrants and makers’iron was Is. Gd. Now it has 
gradually diminished to Is. per ton.

The stock in Connal’s Middlesbrough stores had increased 1473 
tons during the week, and amounted to 163,276 tons. At Glas
gow they hold 544,263 tons. Smelters are complaining with some 
bitterness that the production of pig iron is altogether excessive, 
and that nothing but a curtailment thereof, in accordance with the 
known rate of consumption and distribution, will put the market 
into a proper condition from their point of view. They say that 
from eight to twelve furnaces ought to be put out, and will pro
bably have to be put out before long, unless the demand should 
unexpectedly and largely increase.

In manufactured iron the tone of the market was certainly better 
than in pig iron. The large buyers of plates, angles, and bars on 
the east coast have had it all their own way for some weeks, and 
have refused to buy at all, notwithstanding the eager 
petition of sellers. Now, however, the 
anxious buyers, at about £6 for plates, and £5 for angles 
and bars, delivered into yards. These prices are not 
accepted by the manufacturers, except, perhaps, in one or 
two instances where there is great need of specifications. About 
£6 to £6 5s. f.o.t. may be considered the general price of ship- 
plates, angles and bars being less in proportion. Curiously enough 
there seems at the moment to be a certain revival of the iron rail 
trade, especially in lighter sections ; and this has come in most 
opportunely to keep the large angle mills going.

Messrs. Dorman, Long, and Co., of Middlesbrough, who are able 
to make over 1000 tons per week of angles, are now almost 
entirely engaged on rails, having booked a large order for export. 
The projected alteration of the North Yorkshire Ironworks at 
Stockton into plate mills, and re-starting them by a new company, 
seems to hang fire. This is partly because the manufactured iron 
trade has again become unremunerative, and partly because of the 
difficulty in raising the requisite capital. Most of the local works 
continued in operation right through Good Friday, but were 
be laid off on Easter Monday and Tuesday. The supply of coal 
from the Durham collieries has lately been very irregular, and this 
affects the iron manufacturers most seriously. They cannot keep 
an adequate stock of this material, on account of the room taken 
up, and of the deterioration which it suffers if laid down and 
afterwards moved. Besides it is affected by continued exposure to 
the weather. The scarcity has arisen from the peculiar habits of 
the colliers, who are continually losing time. At one time the 
explanation given is that they are “cavilling” or changing their 
working places, at another they are gone to Durham races, at 
another to Newcastle races, and so forth. Meanwhile, a large 
trade, and the interests of thousands engaged therein are j eopardised.

The paper recently read by Mr. Parker, of Lloyd’s Registry, upon 
the failure of the steel boilers of the Livadia, is being discussed with 
great interest in the Cleveland district, 
inopportunely upon that of Mr. Phillips upon “The Relative 
Liability to Corrosion of Iron and Steel,” read at the Institution 
of Civil Engineers. It would seem that the owners of steel ships 
and boilers cannot be altogether free from anxiety as to capricious
ness in the behaviour of the new material. According to Mr. 
Parker larger and not smaller ingots must in future be made, and 
more and not less hammering and rolling must be done, in order 
to perform sufficient work upon the metal, and to close up or dissipate 
the original blow holes. According to Mr. Parker, or rather to the 
conclusions which are irresistible after reading his paper, steel 
ships and boilers should be made of thicker and not thinner plates, 
than where iron is used, or ultimate failure by corrosion may 
probably ensue. Then the much cherished idea that mild steel 
plates may be punched with safety, if only the holes are afterwards 
rimed, must now be given up, and drilling must be held to be in 
future indispensable. The tests hitherto imposed by Lloyd’s 
surveyors, and which have been considered by most steel makers 
and users as so needlessly severe, are, it would seem, by no means 
severe enough to ensure trustworthy material. All these things tend 
to increase the cost of steel structures, whilst even then mysterious 
and uncertain behaviour on the part of the material will still be 
suspected. The steel age has not yet superseded the iron age, and 
some time seems likely to elapse before it does.

Easter-tide had a marked effect upon the attendance at Middles
brough Exchange on Tuesday, not more than one-third of the usual 
frequenters being present. Under such circumstances it is not easy 
to get at the market price, there being few buyers and sellers. As 
far as could be ascertained the value of foundry 3 g.m.b. was 
steady at 38s. 3d. for prompt makers’ iron, 39s. 3d. for warrants, 
and 37s. 3d. for forge, in all cases free in trucks, less 21 per cent, 
for cash. The Glasgow market was reported firm to commence 
with, but afterwards weak, and this produced corresponding 
fluctuations at Middlesbrough. The demand for forge iro 
naturally slacker, in view of the diminished quantity which will be 
consumed this week at the rolling mills.

Some considerable orders for iron rails for export are being 
executed by the angle mills, and enable them to be independent of 
orders for angle iron for some time to come. About £5 7s. Gd. per 
ton f.o.t. makers’ works, is being obtained for these rails. The price 
of plates continues at £6 2s. Gd. to £6 5s. f.o.t. Middlesbrough. 
Bars and angles are 20s. per ton less.

The coal trade of the county of Durham is scarcely in a satis
factory condition. Prices are tending downwards, in view of the 
near approach of the summer season, and of the possible damping 
down of some furnaces, in order to reduce the redundancy of pro
duction in pig iron.

corn-
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THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
{From our own Correspondent.)

There has been very little work done since my last letter—the 
Easter holidays having been very generally observed.

A special meeting of the Bilbao Iron Ore Company is summoned 
for next Wednesday, when the shareholders will be invited to 
divide their £50 shares into five shares of £10 each.

Reductions of colliers’ wages are being talked of at one or two 
distant pits. The men are endeavourn to resist any further
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5264. Bottles, F. Trotman, Albert-street, Regent’s 

Park, London.—loth December, 1880.
5265. Covering, Ac., Metal Busks, W. R. Lake, Lon

don.—A communication from M. H. Fouillet- 
Clievance.—loth December, 1880.

52S4. Supplying Fresh Air, O. Seydel, Birmingham. 
—16t/i December, 18S0.

5288. Iron, P. S. Justice, London.—A communication 
from C. M. Dupuy.—11th December, 1SS0.

5290. Paving Roads, Ac., B. J. B. Mills, London.— 
Com. from A. Trenaunay.—11thDecember, 1880.

5292. Pumps, R. G.-Abercrombie, Alloa.—11th Decem
ber, 1880.

5293. Furnaces, Ac., E. P. Alexander, London.— 
Com. from C. Nikiphoroff.—lltli December, 1880.

5300. Iron and Steel, S. Pitt, Sutton.—A communi
cation from M. Rollet.—11th December, 1880.

5334. Burnishing Heels of Boots, &c., II. J. Haddan, 
A communication from B. F. Larrabce.—

1655. Cotton Gins, A. M. Clark, Chancery-lane, Lon
don.—A communication from A. G. Jennings, Brook
lyn, U.S.—11th April, 1881.

lowering of wages, but the local trade is so languid, 
and competition so keen, they will probably bow 
to the inevitable without a struggle.

There is a good deal of feeling in the South 
Yorkshire coal district owing to the drawbacks 
under which the coalowners labour for the de
velopment of their property. The South York
shire district is one of the most important in the 
kingdom, having the most valuable seams of coal, 
including the well-known Silkstone, where it 
is found at its best as regards quality and thick
ness. Yet this vast fluid makes little progress, 
owing to the railway rate, and its being de
pendent on one line—the Great Northern—for 
reaching the London and other southern markets. 
It is urged that the rate should be greatly re
duced, and that the Great Northern should 
increase its carrying power. At present the bulk 
of the trade is thrown into other districts, where 
the seams are of an inferior quality. The griev
ance is one which concerns the London con
sumers very nearly, for they have to pay a much 
higher price for the coal than they would other
wise have to do, were greater facilities afforded 
for coal going within the radius of the City dues.

THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners oj 

Patents.
Patents on -which the Stamp Duty of 

aS50 has been paid.
1442. Artificial Lights, G. E. Alder and J. A. Clarke, 

Croydon.—11th April, 1S78.
1463. Slating Roofs, J. Groves, Halton, near Leeds.— 

12th April, 1878.
146S. Casting Metal, E. H. Waldenstrom and W. Sum

ner, Manchester.—12th April, 1S78.
1479. Washing, Ac., Machines, T. Bradford, High 

Holborn, London.—13t/i April, 1S78.
1540. Opening, Ac., Cocks, S. Owen, Coventry.—11th 

April, 1878.
2065. Permanent Way, V. Demerbe, Jemmapes.—23rd 

May, 1878.
1474. Enemas, Ac., J. G. Ingram, sen., Felstead-street, 

Hackney Wick, London.—12th April, 1S7S.
1610. Ring Spinning, T. Coulthard, Preston.—20th 

April, 1878.
1651. Frames for Mattresses, J. B. Rowcliffe, Glossop. 

—21th April, 1878.
1662. Sewing Books, W. II. Lake, Soutliampton-build- 

ings, London.—25th April, 1S78.
1678. Ice Apparatus, F. Windliausen, Berlin.—2btli 

April, 1878.
960. Dynamo-electric Machines, L. Simon, Notting

ham.—lltli March, 1S79.
1524. Washing, Ac., Stands, B. Barnard, St. Paul’s- 

road, Canonbury, London.—16th April, 1878.
1530. Lubricating Apparatus, T. White, Landport, 

Portsmouth.—11th April, 187S.
1551. Cooking Apparatus, T. J. Constantine, Fleet- 

street, London.—II th April, 1S78.
1511. RotaryPumps, Ac.,E. Waldron, Gaywood-street, 

London-road.—16th April, 1S7S.
1526. Metallic Composition, A. M. Clark, Chancery- 

lane, London,—16th April, 187S.
1529. Manure, H. Hartmann, Greiffenberg. — 11th 

April, 1878.
1561. Magazines, Ac., B. J. B. Mills, Southampton- 

buildings, London.—IS th April, 187S.
1562. Reeds for Weaving, W. F. Bateman, Low Moor, 

near Bradford.—13th April, 1S78.
1572. Bars of Carding Engine Flats, G. and E. Ash

worth, Manchester.— 13th April, 1878.
1635. Charging, Ac., Gas Retorts, W. J. Warner, 

South Shields.—21th April, 1S7S.

*** It has come to our notice that some applicants of the 
Patent-office Sales Department, for Patent Specifications, 
have caused much unnecessary trouble and annoyance 
both to themselves and to the Patent-office officials by 
giving the number of the page of 
ichich the Specification they require is referred to, instead 
of giving the proper member of the Specification. The 
mistake has been made by looking at The Engineer 
Index and giving the numbers there found, ichich only 
refer to pages, in place of turning to those pages and 
finding the numbers of the Sptedfication.

The Engineer at

Applications for Letters Patent.
*** When patents have been “communicated” the 

name and address of the communicating party are 
printed in italics.

Strand 
20th December, 18S0.

5383. Ships, Ac., J. Tangye, Birmingham, and R. J. 
Cunnack, Helston.—22nd December, 18S0.

5385. Extracting Gold from Auriferous Deposits, 
AV. R. Lake, London.--A communication fiom O. 
Bailey.—22nd December, 1SS0.

1S2. Metallic Compounds, Ac., H. Hutchinson, Mus- 
cliamp-road, East Dulwich.—14th January, 1881.

220. Making Ice, J. 11. Johnson, London.—Com. from
A. J. Rossi and L. F. Beckwith.—ISth January, 1881.

223. Glazing Rice, Ac., H. J. Haddan, Strand.—A 
communication from A. Leytens. —18th January, 1SS1.

360. Rotary Fans, J. S. Davidson, C. R. Steele, and 
J. Lyon, AVliitehaven.—27th January, 1SS1.

461. Skates, H. Dobson, Hull.—3rd February, 1881.
471. Ice, II, J. Haddan, Strand.—Com. from T. L. 

Rankin and C. A. Randall.—4th February, 1881.
SS6. Locomotive Cars, F. E. B. Beaumont, Victoria- 

street, Westminster.—2nd March, 1881.
969. Grates and Stoves, R. Crane, Stockwell Park- 

road, Clapham.—Ith March, 1SS1.
9S3. Treating Cellulose, A. Parkes, Gravelly-hill, 

near Birmingham.—3th March, 1881.
1014. Endless or Portable Railways, A. Dunlop, 

Glasgow.—9th March, 1SS1.
1084. Self-governing Gas-burners, J. B. Fonby, 

Sutton Coldfield.—lith March, 1SS1.
1162. Furnaces, J. Swain, Oldham.—19th March, 1SS1.
1240. Armatures for Dynamo, Ac., Machines, E. G. 

Brewer, Chancery-lane, London.—A communication 
from T. A. Edison.—21st March, 1SS1.

1297. Coating Iron or Steel Ships, W. Welsh, Ports
mouth.—23rd March, 1SS1.

1299. Making up Packets, G. Pritchard, Seaforth, 
near Liverpool.—23rc< March, 1881.

1351. Capsuling, Ac., Bottles, J. Dunbar, Glasgow. 
—26th March, 1SS1.

1357. Hot-air Engines, W. II. Bailey, Salford.—Partly 
a communication from Messrs. Zipf and Langsdorif 
and the Berlin Anhaltische Mascliinenbau Actien 
Gesellschaft. — 26th March, 1881.

1372. Iron and Steel, AV. J. Clapp, Nantyglo, and T. 
Griffiths, Blaenavon.—28th March, 1881.

13S9. Caloric Engines, M. P. AV. Boulton, Tew Park, 
Oxford.—29th March, 1S81.

1403. Substitute for Coffee, J. Anderson, Glasgow. 
—30th March, 1881.

1410. Steam AVashing Machines, G. Collier, New- 
castle-on-Tyne.—31st March, 1881.

1424. Acetate of Soda, Ac., AV. G. Forster, Pelham 
Villa, Streathain Common.—31st March, 1SS1.

1449. Firegrates, Ac., A. MacPhail, Cannon-street, 
London.—2nd April, 1SS1.

1451. Using Liquefiable Gas, Ac., as a Motor Fluid, 
J. C. Mewburn, Fleet-street, London.—A communi
cation from J. Gamgee.—2nd April, 1881.

1506. Pencils, AV. R. Lake, London.—A communica
tion from B. A. Fiske.—6tli April, 1SS1.

1512. Spectacles, Ac., AV. R. Lake, London.—A com
munication from A. R. Carter.—6th April, 1881.

1537. Locks and Staples, H. J. Haddan, Strand.—Com. 
from G. Hathaway and B. Taylor.—3th April, 1881.

12t/i April, 1881.
1583. Sewing Machines, J. H. Johnson.—(C. II. Will- 

cox and J. E. A. Gibbs, U.S.)
15S4. Ores, J. Hargreaves A T. Robinson, AVidnes.
1585. Gas, J. Somerville, Denmark Park.
1586. Alimentary Substances, G. Allender, London.
1587. Mineral Oil, Ac., AV. Young, Lasswade.
1588. Couplings, AV. R. Lake.—(IF. Scott, U.S.)
1589. Purifying, II. Haddan.—(E. Dronet, Algeria.)
1590. Pipe Joints, T. Lloyd, AVinchester.

Laminated Springs, J. AV. Spencer, Nowburn.
1592. Indicators, A. Budenberg.—{€'. F. Budenberg and

D. A. Schaeffer, Buckau-Magdeburg.)
1593. Injectors, A. Budenberg.—(C. F. Budenberg and

B. A. Schaeffer, Buckau-Magdeburg.)
1594. Bicycles, Ac., R. O. Rowland, Manchester.
1595. Portable Railways, E. Leahy, London.
1596. Electric Lamps, A. AV. L. Reddie.—(II. Sedlaczck 

and F. Wiknlill, Leoben.)
1597. Gas Burners, H. H. Doty, London.
1598. Horseshoes, G. AAr. von Nawrocki.—(A. Finze, 

Knittelfeld Stierniark, Austria.)
1599. Lacing Hooks, AV. R. Lake.—(M.. Bray, U.S.)
1600. Tanning, C. Michel, C. Kollen, and G. Ilertzog, 

Reims, France.
1601. Brakes, O. Fairholme.—(IF. Bandel, Berlin.)
1602. Photographic Objectives, II. Steinheil, Munich.
1603. Speed Gauges, M. B. Edson, Brooklyn, U.S.
1604. Lanterns, F. H. Bailey, Hillsdale, U.S.
1605. Extracting, Ac., Ores, A. M. Clark.—(£. L. C. 

Kraffit and J. E. Scliischkar, Paris.)
1606. Traction Engines, A. M. Clark.—(A. Frick, U.S.)

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND. 1591.
(From our own Correspondent.)

The Glasgow iron market was closed from 
Thursday till Tuesday, on account of the Easter 
holidays, although none of the public works were 
shut. Business was resumed on Tuesday with a 
comparatively steady market at prices slightly in 
advance of those with which the market closed 
last week.

There are 121 furnaces in blast, as against 115 
at the same time last year. Several hundred tons 
of iron were taken out of store at the end 
of last week, yet the deliveries have been 
such as to increase the stocks by nearly 
2000 tons, and Messrs. Connal and Co.’s stores 
contain, at the time of writing, close 
5-17,000 tons. The exports of Scotch pig 
during the past week are returned at 13,730 tons, 
as compared with 10,047 tons in the preceding 
week, and 15,794 tons in the corresponding week 
of last year, but this week’s figures are somewhat 
larger than they would have been had a return 
been made from Ayr last week, the figures from 
that port containing two weeks’ shipments. The 
arrivals of Cleveland pigs at Grangemouth for the 
week are 7029 tons against 3934 in the pre
ceding week, and 2575 in the corresponding week 
of last year.

Business was done in the warrant market on 
Tuesday at 47s. Sid. to 47s. 10id. cash, and 48s. 
one month. On Wednesday business was done 
up to 48s. 4id. cash and 48s. Gd. one month. 
To-day—Thursday—the market has been flat, 
with quotations from 48s. Gd. to 48s. lid. cash 
and 48s. 3d. one month.

Makers’ special brands continue to be had on 
easy terms in second hands. The quotations are 
as follows:—G.m.b. f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, 
49s. per ton; No. 3, 47s.; Coltness, No. 1, 58s.; 
No. 3, 50s.; Gartslierrie, do., do.; Langloan, 
58s. Gd. and 50s.; Summerlee, 57s. Gd. and 50s.; 
Calder, 58s. and 50s.; Carnbroe, 54s. Gd. and 
49s.; Clyde, 49s. Gd. and 47s.; Monkland, 49s. 
and 37s.; Quarter, do., do.; Govan and Broomie- 
law, 49s. and 47s.; Sliotts, at Leith, 59s. and 
51s. [Id.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. Gd.— 
specially selected, 56s.—and 51s. Gd.; Kinneil, 
at Bo’ness, 49s. and 47s.; Glengarnock at 
Ardrossan, 55s. and 50s.; Eglinton, 49s. and 47s.;

upon
iron

Patents on which the Stamp Duty of 
dElOO has been paid.

1314. Treating AVool, Ac., A. Smith, Manchester.— 
16f7i April, 1874.

1319. Twisting Machinery, J. Lurnb, Folly Hall Mills, 
Huddersfield.— 16tli April, 1874.

1430. Tube Expander, AV. Thomson, Glasgow.—21th 
April, 1874.

1521. Projectiles for Ordnance, J. Vavasseur, Bear- 
lane, Southwark.—30th April, 1874.

13th April, 1881.
1607. Gas, Ac., A. Alcock, Sheffield.
160S. Sifting Flour, R. AAr. Dobing, Durham.
1609. Raising, Ac., Liquids, J. H. Kidd, AVrexham.
1610. Umbrella Furniture, G. Lusher, Birmingham.
1611. Cocoa, AV. Barry, Peckham.
1612. Power Looms, J., F., and G. Priestley, Bradford.
1613. Signalling, AV. R. Lake.—(I. T. Campbell, U.S.)
1614. Roller Mills, W. L. AVise. — (Messrs. Seek 

Brothers, Dresden.)
1615. Sewing Machines, J. G. AVilson.—(A. M. Leslie, 

and the Teller Manufacturing Compiany, U.S.)
1616. Sash Bars, F. A. Lawrance, Stevenage.
1617. Sewing Machines, F. Heyrichand F. Quenstedt. 

(Actiengesellschaft,vorm,FristerundBossmann, Berlin.)
161S. Latches, G. E. AVilson, Leeds.
1619. Gas Lamps, W. J. Brewer, Bombay.
1620. Fusible Plugs, H. Adams, London.
1621. Gas Burners, AV. J. Brewer, Bombay.
1622. Fastenings, J. Doodey, Birmingham.
1623. Fusible Compounds, J. D'Arcy, Belvedere.
1624. Electric Telegraphs, A. Muirliead and H. A.

C. Saunders, London.
1625. Metal Pipes, S. Fox, Leeds.
1626. Umbrellas, AV. R. Seaton, Manchester.
1627. Carpets, G. O’Connor Holloway, Kidderminster.
1628. Ventilating Drains, G. E. Mineard, and T. 

Crapper, London.
1629. Drills, E. E. Bentall, Maldon.
1630. Ores, J. H. Johnson.—(A. E. Reynier, Paris.)

Uth April, 1881.
1631. Permanent AVays, A. J. Acaster, Sheffield.
1632. Trawling Apparatus, J. Caux, Great Yarmouth.
1633. Separating, Ac., F. J. Drechsler, London.
1634. Looms, AV. Morgan-Brown.—((?. Crompton, U.S.)
1635. Boxes, Ac., J. Darling, Glasgow.
1636. Producing Motion, St. G. L. Fox, London.
1637. Colouring Matters, T. Holliday, Huddersfield.
1638. Azo Colours, T. Holliday, Huddersfield.
1639. Nitro-Benzole, J. Deucker, Manchester.
1640. Bottles, H. J. Haddan.—(B. Aine, France.)
1641. Liquid Meter, J. H. Blum, Bienne.
1642. Chain, Ac., E. Wilkins, Birmingham.
1643. Steelyards, O. Jones, Salford.
1644. Cast Crucible Steel, J. H. AVilson, Liverpool.
1645. Breast Shields, C. H. Bradley, London.
1646. Sanitary Appliances, H. P. Holt, Leeds.
1647. PencilCases,P. Lawrence.- (/. lieckendorfer, U.S.)
1648. Packages, Ac., R. R. Gray, Liverpool.
1649. Signals, A. J. Boult. —(IF. C. Seaton, Quebec.)
1650. Steam Pumps, T. H. AVard, Tipton.
1651. Excavating Apparatus, J. D. Brunton, London.
1652. Propelling, J. II. Johnson.—(/. E. J. d'Arembe- 

court, Paris.)
1653. Electric Lamps, J. II. Johnson.—(Socictt! la Force 

et la Lumiere Societe Generale d' Electricity, Brussels.)
1654. Casks, A. M. Clark.—(T. Sourbc1, France.)
1655. Cotton Gins, A. M, Clark.—(A. G. Jennings, U.S.)
1656. Copying Process, D. Gestetner, London.
1657. Fabrics, Ac., AV. Thacker, Nottingham.
1658. Sugar, H. E. Newton.—(A. L. Thibaut, Paris.)
1659. Capstans, E. E. and F. A. Bentall, Maldon.
1660. Furnaces, A. AV. L. Reddie.—(IF. Duryea, U.S.)
1661. Velocipedes, AV. Hillman, Coventry.
1632. Crates, J. Pullen, London.
1663. Sewing Machines, L. Silvermarr, London, and J. 

R. Gumming, Ilford.
1664. Tricycles, Ac., AV. II. Bliss, Forest Hill.
1665. Gas Burners, J. Lewis, London.
1666. Double Spring Saddle Bar, F. Dovey, London.

16fA April, 1881.
1667. Fastenings, J. E. H. Colelougli, Dublin.
1668. Curtains, Ac., G. Hurst, Nottingham.
1669. Type Setting, H. Springmann.—(E. IF. Brackels- 

berg, Hagen, Westphalia.)
1670. Electric Lamps, G. S. Grimston, Kent.
1671. Regulating, G. H. Flood and D. Young, London.
1672. Sketching Easel, A. J. AVelsby, Bristol.
1673. Ventilating, Ac., A. J. Goulstone, London.
1674. Gun Carriages, J. Vavasseur, Southwark.
1675. Beverages, A. Elliott.—(C. V. Outrive, lioulers.)
1676. Batteries, J. 11. Johnson.—(C. A. Faure, Paris.)
1677. Coke Ovens, J. Hunter, Durham.
1678. Woollen Fabrics, J. H. Rily, Bury.
1679. Telephonic Exchange Systems, J. N. Culbertson, 

Antwerp, and J. AV. Brown, Surrey.
1680. Hot Bed Frames, A. Tyson, Ulverston.
1681. Reels, F. AVirtli.—(P., P., jun., J. B. and E. 

Adi, Forbach, Germany.)
1682. Regulating Apparatus, L. Wall, London.
1683. Signalling, A. M. Clark.—(A. d'Auriac, France.) 
16S4. Regulating Gas, J. H. Weston, London.

ISf/i April, 1881.
1685. Lamps, A. Clark.—(/. Gerard-Lescuyer, Paris.)
1686. Proteine, II. II. Lake.—(E. Portheim, Prague.) 
16S7. Stalls, II. Lake.—(T. Utley and J.Faxccett, U.S.)

Notices of Intention to Proceed •with 
Applications.

Last day for filing opposition, ith May, 1SS1.
5462. Preparing, Spinning, Ac., Machinery, A. M. 

Clark, London.—Com. from La Societe 
des Corderies Parisiennes.—23th December, 18S0.

63. Inflammable Composition, AV. R. Lake, London. 
•—Com. from C. D. Bradley.—bth January, 1881.

95. Locking, Ac., Points of Railway Sidings, AV. 
Pinkerton, Larne.—Sth January, 1881.

267. Tubing, J. C. Mewburn, Fleet-street, London.— 
A communication from La Societe J. L. Martiny et 
Compagnie.—21st January, 1881.

304. Carbon and Graphite, R. Werdermann, Princes- 
street, Surrey.—22nd January, 1881.

524. Filling, Ac., Bottles, F. G. Riley, South 
Lambeth-road, Surrey.—Ith February, 1881.

549. Hydraulic Lifting Apparatus, M. Scott, Great 
Queen-street, Westminster.—9th February, 1881.

600. Lines or Cords, J. D. Sprague, Norwood.— 11th 
February, 18S1.

680. Securing the Heads, Ac., of Vessels, N. Thomp
son, London.—16th February, 1881.

747. Stoves of Combustion, II. Defty, Middlesbrough- 
on-Tees.—22nd February 1881.

795. AVooden Packing Cases, Ac., F. Myers, South- 
ampton-buildings, London.—24th February, 1881.

891. AVheels, T. Humber, T. R. Marriott, and F. 
Cooper, Beeston.—2nd March, 1881.

905. Direct-acting Engines, C. T. Wordsworth, 
Leeds.—2ml March, 1SS1.

9S0. Soda, AV. AVeldon, Rede-hill, Burstow.—Sth 
March, 1881.

1108. Cop Spindles, G. AV. von Nawrocki, Berlin.—A 
communication from R. Sehrlce and Messrs. Biildge 
and Hildebrandt.—loth March, 18S1.

1110. Fastenings for Bale Ties, R. J. Jenkins, London. 
—Com. from C. B. Morse.—loth March, 1881.

1147. Transparent Ice, II. J. AVest, Southwark 
Bridge-road.—16tli March, 1881.

1151. Firemen’s Dresses, Ac., C. AVraa, BlaCkfriars- 
road, Surrey.—16th March, 1881.

1176. AVelded Iron and Steel Tubes, J. C. Johnson, 
AVednesbury. —IIth March, 1SS1.

1186. Chain Gearing, N. K. Husberg, Stockholm, 
Sweden.—18f/i. March, 1SS1.

11SS. Alkali Manufacture, J. Mactear, Glasgow.— 
18t/i March, 1881.

1216. Lamps, J. D. Rippingille, Aston-juxta-Birmiug- 
ham.—A communication from Messrs. Schwintzer 
and Grliff.—19t/i March, 1881.

1248. Twist Lace Machines, J. Newton, Kimberley. 
—22?iit March, 1881.

1253. Substitute for Coffee, J. Challinor, Liverpool. 
—22 ml March, 1881.

12S3. Mixture for Cholera, Ac., AAt. Williams, Hamp- 
den-street, London.—23rd March, 18S1.

1291. Treating Hominy, B. J. B. Mills, London.— 
Com. from AV. S. Boon, M. Boon, and R. H. Hall.— 
23?-ct March, 1881.

1395. Electrical Apparatus, AV, R. Lake, London.— 
Com. from A. E. Dolbear.—29th March, 18S1.

1429. Sanitary Receptacles, Ac., J. Turner and J. 
Robertshaw, Manchester.—31st March, 1SS1.

1476. Producing Besigns, Ac., R. H. Brandon, Paris. 
—Com. from I. S. Hyatt.—5th April, 1881.

1477. Imitation Ivory, R. H. Brandon, Paris.—A com
munication from I. S. Hyatt.—bth April, 1S81.

1480. Manufacturing Articles from Powdered 
Substances, R. H. Brandon, Paris.—Com. from I. 
Hyatt.—bth April, 1SS1.

anonyme

Last day for filing opposition, 11th May, 1881.
5206. Steam Generators, H. J. Allison, London.— 

Com. from J. MacNicol.—13th December, 1880.
5212. Ash Pans for Fireplaces, B. Banks, Leeds.— 

13th December, 18S0.
5217. Pistons, J. AVavish, Leytonstone.—13th Decem

ber, 1SS0.
5220. Firegrates, J. R. Pickard, Leeds.—13t7<- Decem

ber, 18S0.
5231. Sugar, II. Stokes, Liverpool.—A communication 

from O. A. de Gramoiit.—litli December, 1880.
5237. Covering Telegraph AVires, Ac., AV. T. Glover 

and G. F. James, Salford.—lith December, 1S80.
5253. Gun Carriages, F. C. Glaser, Berlin.—A com

munication from O. Krell.—15th December, 18S0.
5255. Spinning, Ac., Fibres, J. B. Farrar, Halifax, and 

AV. Lumb, Mytholmroyd.—lbtli December, 18S0.
5277. Churns, C. Ahlborn, Ilildeshcim, Hanover.—■ 

16th December, 1880.
5305. Forming Sheet Metal, Ac., into Various Shapes, 

H. R. Minns, London.—II th December, 1SS0.
5308. Clips for Gutter Spouting, J. AViley, Darlaston. 

—ISt/i. December, 18S0.
5329. Jacquard Apparatus, J. Irving, Barnsley.—20t/i 

December, 1S80.
5365. Basic Fire-bricks, &c., A. M. Clark, London.— 

Com. from J. B. M. P. Closson.—21st December, 1880.
5102. Syruping Aerated Beverages, J. McEwen and 

S. Spencer, Manchester.—23rd December, I860.
3. Floor Springs, E. Bull, Halifax.—1st January, 1881.
79. Chronograph, A. M. Clark, London.—A communi

cation from II. J. Eisen.—6t7i. January, 1881.
2S9. Producing Benzaldiacetate, J. A. Dixon, Glas

gow.—Com. from Dr. Koenig.—22act January, 1SS1.
327. Supplying Air to Furnaces, C. Haupt, Brieg, 

Germany.—2bth January, 1SS1.
545. Corking Bottles, AV. H. Beck, London.—A com

munication from E. Guichard.—9th February, 1S81.
622. Coast Defences, T. R. Timby, Nyack.—14t/j 

February, 1SS1.
650. Looms, A. M. Clark, London.—Com. from C. 

Coupland and J. II. Tingue.—Ibth February, 1881.
736. Drying, Ac., Sugar, A. Sauvee, Westminster.— 

Com. from E. Commerson.—21st February, 1881.
1018. Compound Packing Material, J. A. Turner, 

Nutsford Vale.—9th March, 1881.
1049. Pickling, Ac., Metal Plates, Ac., D. P. G. 

Matthews, Newport.—lltli March, 1881.
1212. Producing Colouring Matters, J. A. Dixon, 

Glasgow.—Com. from Dr. Fischer.—19t7i March, 1SS1.
1224. Ornamental Glass, J. Couper, jun., and J.

Elcock, Glasgow.—21st March, 1881.
1279. Preparing Fibres for Spinning, I. Holden, 

communication from W. C.

Dalmellington, 49s. and 47s.
The harbour of Leven is about to be enlarged 

and improved at a cost of £70,000.
The ship-joiners of Glasgow threaten to strike 

at the end of the present week unless they receive 
an advance of 74 per cent, on their present 
wages. Messrs. Robert Napier and Sons have 
already made this concession to the men in their 
employment.

WALES & ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)

There lias been a little upset at the Bute 
Docks during the last few days consequent upon 
a change in the arrangements for unloading 
ballast. A Mr. Hill, contractor, has been endea
vouring to bring about a change which would give 
regular work and fair wages. The old plan has 
been piecework, by which the men have been 
enabled to earn large sums on two or three days 
of the week, and the rest of the week would be 
spent in idleness and drunkenness. Mr. Hill’s 
remedy for this has been to offer them 24s. per 
week, work or not, all the year round. Some 
tumult and a few police cases have been the 
results so far, and the ferment still prevails.

Over 10,000 tons of iron and steel left the 
Welsh ports last week, and fully 130,000 tons of 
coal, notwithstanding Good Friday holiday.

Prices of coal are tolerably firm at Cardiff, and 
at N ewport, but are slightly falling at Swansea. 
Iron rails are quoted from £5 5s. to £510s. Steel 
rails are steady and in demand. Old iron rails 
are very stagnant, and abundance of parcels of all 
sections show this in various parts of the district. 
Several substantial American orders for steel rails 
have been placed at £6 10s., usual sections and 
weights.

The improvement, slight as it was, shown last 
week in tin-plate, is maintained. Makers, how
ever, say that there must be a falling away in 
output, by the stoppage of a proportion of the 
works, ere much good can be expected.

Bradford.—Partly a 
Bramwell.—23?'c£ March, 18S1.

1315. Valves and Ports, Ac., J. Snelling, Gilbert-road, 
Lambeth.—24th March, 1881.

1332. Preserving Organic Substances, F. S. Barff, 
Ivilburn, London.—2bth March, 1881.

1356. Condensing, Ac., Vapours, T. N. Kirkham and 
T. Horsey, 'Westminster, D. Hulet, London, and S. 
Chandler, sen., J. Chandler, and S. Chandler, jun., 
Newington-causcway.—26th March, 1881.

135S. Electric Lamps, R. Harrison and C. Blagburn, 
Ncwcastle-on-Tyne.—26th March, 1881.

1447. Dynamo-electric, Ac., Machines, C. W. 
Siemens, Westminster.—A communication from 
Messrs. Siemens and Halske.—1st April, 1SS1.

1453. Interlocking Points, Signals, Ac., C. Hodgson, 
Canterbury-road, London.—2nd April, 1SS1.

Last day for filing opposition, 6 th May, 1881.
5164. Drain Pipes, Ac., E. Brook, Huddersfield.—10th 

December, 1S80.
5173. Artificial Manures, Ac., F. J. Bolton, London, 

and J. A. Wanklyn, Westminster.—10t/(. December, 
1880.

51S3. Ornamental Mouldings, P. Bcdcau, Rue 
Gamier, Paris.—llt/i. December, 1880.

5187. Washing, Ac., Machines, J. Summerscales, 
Keighley.—llt/i December, 1SS0.

51SS. Paint, P. M. Justice, London.—A communica
tion from M. F. I. R. Seavei.—llt/i December, 18S0.

5196. Screw Clamps, H. Metham, Church-street, 
Deptford.—llt/i December, 1S80.

5209. Shirts, W. and G. Benger, Stuttgart, Wurtem- 
burg, Germany.—13 th December, 1SS0.

5210. Shirts and Drawers, W. and G. Benger, Stutt
gart, Wurtemburg, Germany.— 13f7i December, 18S0.

5213. Liquor Stands, Ac., J. Burley, Birmingham.— 
13t7t December, 18S0.

5228. Striking, Scouring, and Fleshing Leather, 
Ac.,E. Wilson, Exeter.—lith December,1330.

5229. ‘Cutting Tenons, E. Cory, Porteus-road, Harrow- 
road, London.—lith December, 1880.

5251. Bows, Ac., for Watches, W. R. Lake, London.—
Com. from C. S. Hirst.—lith December, 1S80.

The London Association of Foremen Engi
neers.—The twenty-eighth anniversary festival 
of the London Assoeiation of Foremen Engineers 
and Draughtsmen is appointed to take place on 
the 23rd inst. at the Cannon-street Hotel; Capt. 
John Davis, F.S. A.—Messrs. Dewrance and Co. 
—in the chair, Mr. Joseph Newton, C.E., in the 
deputy-chair.

The British Association—The evening dis
courses at the meeting of the British Association 
at York will, Nature says, be delivered by Pro
fessor Huxley and Mr. Spottiswoode. Mr. Huxley 
will speak of the ‘ ‘ Bise and Progress of Palaeon
tology ” on Friday, September 2nd; and Mr. 
Spottiswoode “ On the Electric Discharge, its 
Forms and its Functions,” on Monday, Sep
tember 5th,

Patents Sealed,
(List or Letters Patent which passed the Great Seal on 

the 14th April, 1881.
3759. Lighting Buildings, Ac., C. W. Kittoand W. H 

Thomson, London.—16t/t September, 1880.
4230. Explosive Compounds, S. J. Mackie, Linden- 

grove, Peckham.—13th October, 1880 ■
4235. Looms, R. Hindle and G. Greenwood, 

burn.—13th October, 1880.

Inventions Protected for Six Months on 
deposit of Complete Specifications.

1599. Lacing Hooks, W. R. Lake, Southampton-build- 
ings, London.—A communication from M. Bray, 
Newton, U.S.—12th April, 1881.

1604. Astral Lantern, F. H. Bailey, Hillsdale, U.S.— 
12th April, 1881.

Black-



tion or dead plate ; Fourthly, a connection or pipe 
returning the discharge of the pump to the tank; 
Fifthly, a stop cock on the line of this discharge with 
a fine pitched screw or its equivalent, so as to regulate 
the discharge at pleasui e; Sixthly, a cylinder freely open
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at one end to the said discharge between the pump 
and the stop cock, which cylinder is provided with a 
tight-fitting piston kept down against the ordinary 
pressure of water in confined discharge pipe by means 
of a spring or its equivalent.
3498. Iron Grills for Protecting Shop-fronts, 

efcc., II. IF. Perverts.—Dated 28th August, 18S0. 0d.
This consists of a hinged grill, arranged to slide 

under the stall board, and brought forward suffi
ciently to allow the upper points to be thrust under 
catches, so that the grill when again brought to its 
vertical position can be locked or fastened.
3503. Flexible Boats for Preserving Life at 

Sea, T. Poster.—Dated 2Sth August, 18S0. (id.
The boat is made with a bottom of waterproof- 

material ; the sides and ends arc waterproof bags or 
cells made up in one piece with the bottom ; the ends 
are tapered to a point and curved upwards, so as to 
be higher at the stem and stern than at the centre. 
The air-tight bags or cells along the sides of the boat 
are divided by a vertical longitudinal flexible partition, 
each into two compartments; the ends also are 
similarly divided into two or more compartments ; 
small air passages are provided in the partitions 
between the compartments, so that when air is pumped 
into one of them it may pass into and inflate the 
others. An air pump of a bellows-like form is fitted 
in preference on the top of the air-tight compartments 
at the bow and stern, and is worked by a lever handle. 
The air-tight bags or cells are somewhat of a rounded 
form, so that their inner sides to some extent over
lap the waterproof bottom. Upon the top of this 
bottom is placed a rigid floor, which goes under the 
overhanging sides.
3512. Gas Engines, H. Aylesbury. — Dated doth 

August, 1880. 6d.
The air and the gas are admitted by two valves on 

the same stem at each end of the cylinder ; the fresh 
mixture of gas and air enters the cylinder at the end 
where the explosion has just taken place, the exploded 
mixture escaping through one or more apertures at 
the centre of the cylinder. The said fresh mixture is 
compressed in the return stroke of the piston, and 
when the latter has reached the end of its stroke 
this charge is exploded. The connecting rod is by 
preference forked and connected to crossheads in 
one with the piston, and working steam-tight in each
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side of the cylinder; an ignition slide or other valve 
at each end of the cylinder is worked from studs 
the crossheads by bell-crank or other levers. The 
valves for air and gas are worked from the crossheads 
or by an excentric or crank. The cylinder is wholly 
or partially surrounded by a water jacket, and the 
exhaust pipe passes through a body of condensing 
water.
3516. Punching and Rivetting Machines, F. 

Deering and J. D. Morrison.—Dated 80th August, 
1SS0. Od.

The ram or piston of the machine is attached by a 
tension bar or bars to a crosshead by a rigid 
tion. One end of this crosshead carries the punch (in 
the case of a punching machine), or the die in a rivet- 
ting machine, and the other end of the crosshead is 
guided by a strong bar, either fixed in one end of tlio 
stationary crosshead (forming part of the structure of
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the machine, the other end of which carries the 
punching “ die ” or the rivetting “hobby,” as the case 
may be), or fixed in the moving crosshead, and sliding 
through a boss or stationary crosshead. Coiled round 
this guide bar is a strong spring which is compressed 
in the act of punching or rivetting, and serves to open 
the jaw of the machine when the operation is com
pleted, such opening being assisted or not by the 
pressure reversed on the ram or piston.
3517- Vehicles for Roads, Tramways, and Rail

way's, II. Ciotti.—Dated 30th August, 1SS0. 10d.
This relates to improvements on patent No. 5000, 

dated 6th December, 1S7S. The guiding wheel on the 
fore carriage is actuated by a chain, one end of which 
is attached to one arm of a bell-crank lever, the other 
end of which forms a handle, conveniently placed 
within the reach of the driver. The chain passes over
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regenerative furnace. The producer A is of a conical 
form in its lower part, and is gathered in above its 
middle. It has at the bottom an opening, under 
which is placed a dish B to receive the cinder, which 
may be cooled by water supplied to the dish by a pipe 
with a cock. In the centre of the producer is the air 
supply pipe C. The fuel is supplied to the producer by 
the hopper D, which has removable covers. The gas 
produced in A passes by numerous lateral channels to 
the flue A1 leading to the furnace chamber E, where it 
meets and burns with heated air rising through the 
shaft A2 from the generator below, the flame entering 
the furnace E by the throat E:i, and beating down 
upon its bed.

3564, 6d.; 3574, 10d.; 3589, 6d.; 3621, 6d.; 3627, 6d.;
3628, 6d.; 3636, 6d.; 3637, 6d.; 3638, Sd.; 3639, 2d.:
3647, 6d.; 3649, 6d.; 3652, 4d.; 3659, Gd.; 3666, 6d.;
3667, 6d.; 3676, 6d.; 3677, 6d.; 3688, 4d.; 3691, 10d.;
3692, 6d.; 3697, 6d.; 3699, 2d.; 3700, 2d.; 3707, 2d.;
3712, 6d.; 3715, 6d.; 3723, 4d.; 3725, 6d.; 3730, 8d.;
3733, 2d.; 3734, 6d.; 3736, 4d.; 3738, 2d.; 3739, 4d.;
3740, 6d.; 3742, 2d.; 3743, 6d.; 3744, 6d.; 3746, 2d.;
374S, 4d.; 3750, 2d.: 3751, 2d.; 3753, 2d.; 3754, 4d.;
3755, 4d.; 3758, 2d.; 3760, 6d.; 3764, 2d.: 3766, 2d.;
376S, 2d.; 3771, 2d.; 3772, 2d.; 3773, 6d.; 3776, 2d.;
3777, 2d.; 3778, 0d.; 37S2, 2d.; 37S7, 2d.; 3791, 2d.;
3794, 2d.; 3795, 2d.; 3S00, 2d.; 3S04, 2d.; 3808, 2d.; 
3827, 4d.; 3S37, 0d.; 3S39, 6d.; 3868, 0d.; 3926, 0d.;
4015, 6d.; 4453, 0d.; 4599, 0d.; 5416, 6d.

4242. Regulating, Ac., the Flow of Fluids, W. R. 
Lake, Loudon.—18th October, 1S80.

4243. Pianofortes, E. G. Brewer, Chancery-lane, 
London.—ISM October, 1S80.

4248. Obtaining Copies of Dra vinos, Ac., O. Lelm, 
Farringdon-street, London.—18th October, 18S0.

4256. Issuing Tickets, Ac., J. H. Betteley, Fleet- 
street, London.—10th October, 18S0.

4257. Velocipedes, E. C. F. Otto, Peckham.— 10th 
October, 1880.

4259. Obtaining Phosphoric Acid, A. Gutensohn, 
London.—19th October, 1S80.

4260. Gas Motor Engines, II. Robinson, Manchester. 
—10th October, 1880.

4261. Scouring, Ac., Fibrous Materials, J. Petrie, 
jun., Rochdale.—19th October, 1S80.

4270. Gas Motor Engines, C. G. Beecliey, Hilgay.— 
‘20th October, 1SS0.

4277. Rollers and Beams for Looms, Ac., T. Reeder, 
Preston.—20Wi October, 18S0.

4284. Mattings, Ac., P. MaeLellan, Glasgow, and W. 
Jones, Maryhill—21st October, 1880.

4258. Steam Generators, J. Windle, Moston.—21st 
October, 1880.

4291. Breecu-loading Small-arms, J. F. Swinburn, 
Birmingham.—21st October, 1S80.

4310. Separating, Ac., Particles of Iron from Grain, 
W. R. Lake, London.—22nd October, 1S80.

4323. Purifying Gas, A. Ford, Stockton-on-Tees.— 
‘23rd October, 1SS0.

4333. Kilns, P. Montagne, Rue de la Fidelity, Paris.— 
23rd October, 1880.

4338 Gas Valve, P. J. Wates, Balham, and S. and J.
Chandler, Newington-causeway.—2bth October, 1880. 

4443. Milling Cutters, Ac., A. Muir, Manchester.— 
30th October, 1880.

4461. Engines, A. M. Clark, Chancery-lane, London.— 
1st November, 18S0.

4686. Signalling on Railyvays, W. W. Biddulph, 
East Sheen.—13th November, 18S0.

4712. Glazier’s Points or Tacks, A. M. Clark, Chan
cery-lane, London.—16t/i November, 1880.

4772. Polishing Metals, W. J. Clapp, Nantyglo.— 
19t/i November, 18S0.

4S74. Decorating Celluloid, Ac., A. J. Boult, High 
Holborn, London —24th November, 1880.

5511. Velocipedes, J. Starley, Coventry.—31st Decem
ber, 1880.

57. Fastener for Windows, &c., J. Stables, Eldon 
House, Longsight.—bth January, 1881.

266. Producing Surfaces for Printing, Ac., J. J.
Sachs, Manchester.—21st January, 1881.

368. Gas, S. Holman, London.-—27th January, 1SS1.
3S5. Chronographs, J. H. Johnson, Lincoln’s-inh- 

fields, London.—28t/i January, 1881.
450. Sewing Machines, A. M. Clark, Chancery-lane, 

London.—2nd February, 1881.
466. Preparing Artificial Indigo, Ac., J. IT. John

son, London.—3rd February, 1881.
641. Motor Engines, E. M. Strange, Baltimore, U.S.— 

loth February, 1881.
(List of Letters Patent which vassed the Great Seal on the 

19th April, 1881.)
4276. Separating Impurities from Auriferous Ores, 

E. G. Brewer, London.—20t/i October, 1SS0.
42S7. Drooping, Ac., Machines, C. Harvey, Bracken- 

bury-street, Preston.—21st October, 1880.
4290. Casting Articles in Bronze, Ac., P. M. Parsons, 

Blaekheath.—21st October, 1880.
4292. Portland Cement, D. S. W. Dawe, Brading, 

Isle of Wight.—21st October, 1S80.
4293. Combustion of Gas, W. R. Lake, Southampton- 

buildings, London.—21st October, 18S0.
4295. Raising Windoyv Sashes, P. Langridge, East- 

borne.—21st October, 1880.
4299. Folding, Ac., Labels, E. A. Palliser, Leeds.— 

21st October, 1880.
4301. Printing Machinery, F. Payne, Otlev.—21st 

October, 1880.
4312. Temples for Looms, J. Parkinson, Bradford.— 

22nd October, 1SS0.
4316. Twisting, Ac., Strands, Cords, or Ropes, S.

Wilson, Belfast. — 22nd October, 1880.
4318. Bicycles, J. F. R. Wood, Newcastle-st-reet, 

London.—22nd October, 1880.
4327. Looms, J. Cook and W. L. Heaton, Bolton.— 

23rd October, 1S80.
4331. Axle, Ac., Bearings, C. F. Parsons, Hamilton- 

terrace, London.— 23rd October, 1880.
4353. Combined Iron or Steel, J. H. Johnson, 

Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London.— 2blh October, 1S80.
4361. Welding Gas-pipe Fittings, Ac., J. C. Johnson, 

Wednesbury.—26t/i. October, 1880.
4369. Horseshoes, W. R. Lake, Southampton-build- 

mgs, London.—26th October, 1880.
4370. Water-closets, Ac., J. W. Holland, Crossley- 

street, London.—26th October, 18S0.
4377. Facilitating Repairs, J. T. Parlour, Fleet- 

street, London.—27th October, 1880.
437S. Multitubular Fire-arms, G. Pace, Valetta, 

Malta.—2(th October, 1880.
4379. Detecting, Ac., Corrosion in Steam Boilers, 

G. and J. Weir, Glasgow.—27th October, 1880.
4394. Spool Tubes, W. Ambler, Bradford.—27t/i 

October, 1SS0.

3474. Excavating and Removing Coal, Ac., F.
Hurd.—Dated 27th August, 18S0. Is. 2d.

This consists, First, in forming a grooved arm or 
lever in one or more parts, in the groove of which an 
endless chain provided with rollers and cutters Yvorks. 
This arm is so constructed that the chain runs round 
it on the rollers attached to the chain, no guide pulley 
being needed on the arm. Recesses are formed on the 
arm or lever which are filled with lubricants. This arm 
or lever is caused to make a partial revolution Yvlien 
necessary, in order to change 
from horizontal to vertical

*** Specifications will be forwarded by post from 
the Patent-office on receipt of the amount of price and 
postage. Sums exceeding Is. must be remitted by 
Post-office order, made payable at the Post-office, 5, 
High Holbom, to Mr. H. Reader Lack, her Majesty’s 
Patent-office, Southampton-buildings, Cliancery-lane, 
London.

the direction of the cut 
without stopping the 

machine, thus enabling the operator to “nick on end” 
any portion of the face under cut, so that it can be 
filled out while the machine is in progress ; and a 
radial motion may also be imparted to the arm Yvhen 
requisite. Cutters are placed on one half only of the 
length of chain, so that the machine can be advanced 
or moved forward when no cutters are operating on 
the mineral. Another part consists in placing inside 
a rifled tube-cutter a piston with a IioIIoyv shaft, and 
one end of the rifled tube is closed on to the holloYV 
shaft, so as to form an internal piston, which Yvorks 
inside a carrying tube which is attached to the holloYV 
shaft. The cutter can thus be advanced or withdrawn 
by air or water pressure while the cutter tube is in 
motion or stationary.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Prepared by ourselves expressly for The Engineer at the 

office of Her Majesty’s Commissioners of Patents.

2941. Spring Mattresses, Ac., IF. It. Lake,—Dated 
18th July. 1SS0.-—(A communication from A. Yaro- 
limek.) (Void.) id.

The springs are formed of spiral coils of steel Yvire, 
stretched and kept under tension on the article of 
furniture.
3261. Water-meters or Motors, T. Melting.—Dated 

10th August, 1880. Sd.
This relates to improvements on patents No. 2647, 

dated 10th July, 1S77, and No. 93, dated 9tli Jan., 1879. 
The drawing shows a vertical section through the 
meter, in which A is the measuring cylinder Yvith its 
piston A1, piston-rod A2, and cap A*, which works the 
valves and gives motion to the clockwork ; B is the

3481. Locomotive Engines for Railyvay’s, Tram- 
yvay's, Ac., T. Hunt.—Dated 27th August, 18S0. Od.

This consists in mounting one or more of the 
wheels of the engine loose upon one or more of the 
carrying axles, and providing an intermediate wheel 
between each loose wheel and the driving YY'licel on 
the same side of the engine, and in providing a 
corresponding intermediate wheel or Yvlieels at the 
other side of the engine, between the fixed wheel or 
wheels and the driving Yvheel. To the said inter
mediate wheels an adjustable arrangement is attached, 
by which, when necessary, one or more of the said
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middle part containing the valve chamber C and 
valves C1 and C2, the cylinder D and its piston Di for 
Yvorking the valves, and a chamber for the inlet water, 
which chamber is closed at the top, and is in unbroken 
communication with the middle of the valve chamber

[©] I|j|j

Yvheels can be separately or simultaneously forced in 
contact with the peripheries of their respective carry
ing and driving wheels, and thus by frictional pres- 

prevent the driving Yvheels from slipping on the 
rails, and at the same time enable the engine to pass 
more freely through curves than if both the Yvheels of 
the carrying axle were fixed upon the axle, or than if 
the driving and carrying axles were coupled together 
by the rigid connection of coupling rods and cranks. 
3483. Feed and Air Pumps, F. C. Simpson and J. B.

Denison.—Dated 27th August, 1SS0. Od.
A metal valve is used in the air pump to obviate the 

many inconveniences which arise from the use of 
india-rubber. The bottom valve in the feed pump is 
formed with a long spindle, is made a working fit 
in a hole bored in the pump plunger, which spindle 
becoming coated with grease, causes sufficient friction 
to lift the valve at the commencement of the up 
stroke of the plunger and keeping it open during the 
stroke, thereby leaving a free passage for the water, 
and to close it at the commencement of the down 
stroke, thereby compelling the water in the pump 
barrel to pass through the top valve. The bottom 
valve in the air pump is made in the piston, which is 
allowed a small amount of vertical motion on the 
piston-rod, and is so arranged that on the down 
stroke the friction of the packing against the bore of 
the pump raises it, thereby leaving a free passage 
through the valve, and on the up stroke presses it 
doYvn and so closes the passages, thereby compelling 
the contents of the pump barrel to pass through the 
top valve, which is also constructed of metal, and 
closed by the action of a spring on the top or other
wise.
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C and the bottom end of the cylinder D. With these 
exceptions, that is to say, excepting the chamber for 
the inlet water, the space between the valves in the 
valve chamber C, and the space under the piston IB in 
the cylinder D, the whole of the interior of the middle 
part B is open to the outlet water ; F is the inlet pipe 
and G the outlet pipe ; II is a cam lever which alter
nately acts upon and is acted upon by a roller II1, the 
axis of which roller is carried by the piston DL
3451. Traps for Birds, Ac., R. j. Sankey.—Dated 

20th August, 1SS0. Od.
A skeleton frame is used, its inner ends being shaped 

to enter sockets formed in two brackets each carrying 
a compound helical spring, the cores of which form 
pivots for a pair of jaws arranged one at each side of 
the brackets, the ends of the springs being secured to 
the jaws so as to tend to impel them in a vertical 
closed position. Each jaw and the corresponding half 
of the frame is covered with a netting.
3374. Gas Producers, Ac., C. IF. Siemens.—Dated 

19th August, 1880. Od
This relates to gas producers, which may bo worked

lllllllli j

4409. Screens, T. Davids and C. Weiss, Hanover.—• 
28t/i October, 1880.

4429. Coiling, Ac., Wires, B. Talbot, Wellington.— 
20th October, 1SS0.

4436. 3486. Placing and Arranging Screyv Propellers, 
Ac., IF. J. Griffiths.—Dated 28th August, 1880. Od.

The drawing shows a side view of the stern of an 
ordinary screw ship altered in accordance with the 
improvements. The rudder post A is cut, and the 
bearing B inserted ; the screw shaft C is lengthened to 
come through this bearing, and the screYv propeller D 
is placed behind the rudder post. The rudder E is

.... If01™’ L Bradshaw, Preston.— 30<7t October, 1880. 
4u54. Ships Ventilators, J. W. Shepherd and G.

Lines, London.—6th November, 1880.
4600. Cut Pile Fabrics, R. Atherton, Bradford.— 0th 

November, 18S0.
4636. F urnaces, W. R. Lake, Southampton-buildings, 

London.—lli/i November, 1S80.
4669. Paper, W. H. Richardson and H. Glcnny, 
_Jarrow-on-Tyne.—12</i November, 18S0.

J^amps, & Pitt, Sutton.—17th November, 1880. 
-0-Cans, T. G. F. Dolby, Dulwich.—20f/t December,

4828. Spinning and Doubling Cotton, Ac., C. E. 
Thompson, Harpurhey.—22nd November, 1880.

JtAMPS> S- ritt> button.—23rd November, 1SS0. 
48S0. Dynamo-electric Machines, J. Hopkinson and 

Muirhead, Westminster.— 24th November, 1SS0. 
400o. Artificial Stones, H. G. Grant, Market-place, 

Manchester.—25</t November, 1S80.
5117. Dredging Buckets, It. Hadfield, Bloomsbury, 

London.—8th December, 1S80.
“don!5£ I&J&; tm Ctek' w
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®TEAM Hammers, A. C. Wylie, Cannon-street,! 

London.—24 th December, 18S0.
**** •—[

BcdoH“u”
42TinSLORAT1E,°f Potash, W. Weldon, Rede Hall,: 

Burstow.—1st February, 1881.
*•—.*•*> H..H Bur-: 

™d0“'Red8 *»-
426. Treatment of Steel, Ac., A. J. Boult, High Hoi-

born, London.—ls£ February, 1SS1.
1-SsrXc&WAT“-'1'- **--Edtata^-

XA‘V,PS’ *c-> e- 4. and J. D. Rippingille, Aston- 
pixta-Birmmgham.—2nd February, 1SSL

4' YviuXr nNT!N° R7A IL'JA Y Collisions, W. L. Wise,
>\ hiteliall-place, London.— ith February, 1S81
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constructed of the form shown, which shape leaves 
space for the screw to Yvork in. Plates F are used to 
cover the bottom part of the screYV frame and assist in 
strengthening the rudder post. A modification is 
shown in Yvliich radial arms are attached to the 
rudder.

3502. Safety Cases for Pipes, Ac., F. Cooper.— 
Dated 28th August, 1880. 6d.

The case is made entirely of thin metal tubing, so 
arranged as to partake as near as possible of the eon- 
figuration of the pipe. That portion of the ease which 
envelopes tlie_ boYvl of the pipe consists of a short 
length of tubing of suitable diameter, and which is 
enclosed at one end by a flat or suitably curved disc 
of metal soldered or otlicrYvise fastened in position, 
and one side of this bowl portion is partially cut away 
to facilitate the introduction of the pipe, whilst 
branching out of the opposite side at a suitable angle 
is a piece of tube of smaller diameter to receive the 
stem of the pipe, and Yvhich is soldered or otherwise 
secured to the 1joyv1 portion, and, if desirable, may be 
in tYvo or more lengths, arranged to slide one within 
the other telescopically.

3489. Governors for Marine and Other Engines, 
J. Kennedy.—Dated 28th A ugust, 1SS0. 6d.

This consists essentially of the following principal 
parts: First, a pump with its valves; Secondly, 
mechanism for driving the pump synchronously with 
the engines ; Thirdly, a tank acting also as a founda-
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]-List of Specifications published during the 
week ending April 16th 1881.

3474’ ls’ 2d-; 31S1> 6d-; 3483, 6d.; 
3503 SH : aS-’ 3494’ 0d-; 3498> lid-; 3502, 0d.: 
3523 19d'; 3ul2> od-: 3516, 6d.; 3517, 10d.;3523' 10d-» 3o30, Od.; 3538, 6d.; 3547, 6d.; 3548, Od.;

in connection with the furnaces in which the produced 
gas is utilised for heating purposes, or may be worked 
independently of these furnaces, arranged to operate 
in connection with such producers. The drawing is a 
longitudinal section of a combined gas-producer and
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ates the elevating mechanism is carried upon the arm 
so that it simply requires to he suspended from the 
crane. The motor consists of a hydraulic engine 
fitted to the upper end of the arm and driving the 
roller so as to work the chain of buckets.
3621. Automatic Apparatus for Keeping Account 

of the Use of Public Billiard Tables, IF. R. 
Lake.—Rated 6th September, I860.—(A communica
tion from II. von Leesen.) 6d.

This consists of apparatus which is actuated by 
clockwork combined with shifting mechanism for 
throwing two discs into and out of contact with each 
other, and which indicates the amount to be paid by 
a periodically or intermittently shifting or moving 
strip suitably marked with figures indicating the 
amount.
3605. Wheels for Tramcars, Locomotives, Car

riages, <fec., /. IF. Morgan.—Dated 4th September, 
1880. 6d.

A recess or groove is provided in the centre, or a 
groove or flange is provided at the side or shoulder of 
the wheel, around or in its periphery, allowing or 
forming a space for the insertion of a fillet or flange,

mouth than required. This rolling operation is 
indicated at B. The rail is finally passed again in a 
horizontal attitude through a pair of rolls which finish

155971
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the surface, pressing in the sides of the rail head, so 
as to bring it and its groove to the desired shape, as 
indicated at C.
3598. Bicycles and Tricycles, C. D. Abel.—Dated 

4th September, 1SS0.—(A communication from La 
Societe Clement and Cie.) 6d.

The object of the invention is to enable the rider to 
assist the action of his feet by the action of his hands 
and arms, and consists in connecting the foot treadles

155981
D
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A by rods B and C to a lever pivotted at D to the top of 
the fork, such lever being fitted with handles E, 
whereby the rider may with his hands assist the 
power applied to the treadles.
3602. Cases for Jewels, &c., IF. Hardy.

September, 1880. 6d.
There is a train of wheel work actuated by a coiled 

spring, and this train, when allowed to run, gives 
motion to a hammer which strikes upon a bell. In 
connection with the hammer or other part of this 
alarm mechanism there is a trigger or arm, and when 
the box stands in its place this trigger or arm is 
retained by a spring finger or armature upon which it 
lies. By a suitably arranged lever the spring finger or 
armature is moved out of the way when the box is

[36081
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lifted from its place; the train of wheel work then 
commences to run and the alarm is sounded. When 
the first alarm has continued to sound for a certain 
time unattended to a second and more powerful alarm 
comes into operation. This second alarm is a train of 
wheel work similar in construction to the first, and it 
is set free by the uncoiling of the spring of the first 
alarm train.
3603. Discharging Grain, <tc., P. G. B. Westmacott.

■—Dated 4th September. 18S0. 0d.
A barge A carries a crane B with a tall jib and with 

slewing and buffing gear. From the jib is suspended 
an elevator arm E which is lowered into the hatchway 
of the ship to be discharged. The elevator arms are 
of ordinary construction, but the motor which actu-

water and steam if desired through the upper travel. 
The roller is fixed on two ends forming journals out
side and within the rollers, and from the inner 
journals a trough F is suspended. A stream of water 
flows from the perforated pipe H on the upper part of 
the wire A, and passing through it carries off the 
pulp from the interstices, and falling into the trough 
F, passes out at the open ends of the roller.
3564. Compensating Apparatus for the Contrac

tion and Expansion of Signal Wires, C. Gaunt. 
—Dated 2nd September, 1880. 6d.

On the stud of a bracket fixed in the signalman’s 
or pointsman’s cabin is fitted a fork-ended lever, 
between the fork ends of which, and working loose on 
a pin at the end of the lever, there is a brake pulley, 
sufficient room being allowed in the fork ends to 
admit of the free working of a connecting rod which 
is coupled to the fore arm of the signal lever in the 
cabin. The bottom end of the signal lever is also 
forked, the forked arms working outside the flange: 
the brake pulley and between the forked arms wh 
carry the pulley. The forked arm of the signal lever 
is slotted at the part thereof that passes the spindle of 
the brake pulley, the slot being of such a length as 
not to interfere with the working of the brake pulley. 
At the bottom of the connecting rod, and between the 
forked arms of the signal lever, is fixed a brake block, 
the sides of which are, by preference, of a wedge 
form, and when brought into operation wedges itself 
between the flanges of the brake pulley, 
bottom of the bracket is attached a projecting arm, on 
which is mounted an intermediate pulley. At the end 
of the signal wire is attached a piece of chain or its 
equivalent, which passes over and is belted to the rim 
of the brake pulley, passing under the intermediate 
pulley to a third pulley, which is connected to the 
back tail of the signal lever in the cabin. To the end 
of a chain is attached a compensating weight, such 
weight being utilised in pulling off the signal.
3574. Looms, T. Singleton.—Dated 3rd September, 1S80. 

lOd.
This relates, First, to the weighing motion of the 

loom, and consists in various arrangements and 
trivances in connection with the yarn beam, for the 
purpose of maintaining the yarn at the desired 
tension during the shedding of the warp and the beat
ing up of the cloth. The Second part consists in an 
improved arrangement of mechanism for keeping the 
cloth beam in contact with the taking-up roller at all 
diameters of the cloth. The Third part relates to 
loose reed looms, and consists in an improved 
arrangement of mechanism for holding the reed 
steady at the time the shuttle is driven from one 
shuttle box to the other. The Fourth part consists of 
an improved self-acting brake adapted for fast and 
loose reed looms. Another improvement relates to 
the grate used in the weft stopping motion for push
ing the end of the weft to the weft fork. Another 
part consists of an improved arrangement of parts for 
lubricating the picker spindles.
3576. Furnaces or Fireplaces, G. Love, jun.,— 

Dated, 3rd September, 1SS0. 6d.
The object of the invention is to utilise the waste 

heat given off from the combustion of fuel in the fire
place, for the purpose of heating the air supplied to 
the fire for production of combustion. For this
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purpose a flue B is formed round the fire chamber A, 
and through it air enters at C, and passes through the 
underside of the fire-bars and also through side-bars 
or grating on to the fuel.
3578. Vehicles Propelled by Manual Power, IF.

J. Fraser.—Dated 3rd September, 1880. 6d.
This relates to improvements in actuating the 

steering gear of vehicles propelled by the combined 
power of the arms and legs, as described in patent 
No. 4458, a.d. 1S70, while the hand levers are in 
motion. For this purpose near the oscillating point
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of these levers B and C, 'a “universal joint” is 
introduced and connected to the steering rods H, so 
that while the levers B and C are worked to and fro 
to propel the vehicle, the rods H can also bo turned 

to actuate the steering mechanism.
3588. Setting for Artificial Teeth, P. Jensen.— 

Dated 3rd September, 18S0.—(A communication from
E. Rauzerot.) 6d.

The teeth are fixed to a frame of any suitable mate
rial as usual, but instead of lining the frame with a 
solid covering or shield of gold or platinum, such 
shield consists of an openwork plate, and the partitions 
between the perforations are bent or curved in the 
form of an arc so as to obtain strength and lightness. 
The partitions being narrow, they more readily adapt 
themselves to the cast.
3589. Spinning, B. Berry and S. S. Freeman.—Dated 

3rd September, 1880. (id.
This consists of a self-acting apparatus for giving 

motion to the lifter plate of spinning and twisting 
frames for forming the bobbins.
3595. Boxes, Cases, or Receptacles for Cigars, 

<fcc., L. IFahltuch.—Dated 4th September, 1S80. 6d.
A strip of paper, cardboard, or other suitable mate

rial is scored in the required place, so that when 
folded together it forms a skeleton drawer, which is 
fitted to slide within a box or case. The cigars or 
other articles rest in the drawer, which is pulled out
ward by its top edge when required to remove one or 
more cigars, such edge projecting above the top of the 
box and serving as the cover, its outer end entering 
a slit formed in one side of the box.

so as

3597. Tram Rails, J. Smith jun., E. Lones, and J.
Hill.—Dated 4tli September, 1880. 4d.

The rail is first rolled in a horizontal attitude, so as 
to produce the flanges projecting on both sides of the 
base and the head projecting on each side of the 
niiddle rib, the head as yet having no groove in it as 
indicated at A. The rail is then passed in an inclined 
attitude through a pair of rolls, one of them so shaped 
as to bear on the underside of the flanged base, and on 
the underside of one of the shoulders of the rail head, 
and the other so shaped as to bear on the under surface 
of one of the flanges, and on the rail head. The part 
which bears on the rail head has a projecting collar 
Ai which forms a groove in the head, but wider at the
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removable at the will of the driver, guard, or other 
person in charge, and acted upon by levers, screws, 
or wedges, and thereby enabling the tramcar, locomo
tive, carriage, or other vehicle, to travel on road, rail
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roadway or carriage way, with equal facility, and with 
or without brake power, supplied if and when required 
by such fillet or flange.
3620. Strainer or Knotter Apparatus for the 

Manufacture of Paper, &c., F. N. Miller.—Dated 
6th September, 1SS0. 6d.

This relates to apparatus capable of use as an 
auxiliary strainer in connection with the ordinary 
strainer, or to replace the same, and it consists of a 
vat A carrying inclined strainer plates B, beneath 
which are cylinders C having attached to them 
diaphragms D. At one end of the vat is a trough 
or sand intercepting box E, into which the pulp is
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introduced and flows over a projection on to the 
strainer plates, and at the other end of the vat is a 
separator or knot box G into which the matter sepa
rated from the pulp is discharged, and from which 
any fine stuff can flow back to the strainer plates. 
The diaphragms consist of rigid discs D connected by 
a ring of india-rubber to the edges of the cylinders, 
and caused to reciprocate vertically by means of 
cranks and connecting-rods, whereby the fine pulp is 
drawn through the strainer plates and is conveyed to 
the wire.
3627. Making Bricks, &c., C. H. Murray.—Dated Ith

September, 18S0. 6d.
This consists in apparatus in which a column of 

clay or plastic substance, after issuing from the mouth 
or die of a moulding machine, is divided into lengths, 
each sufficient to make several bricks, of hinging or 
jointing the brackets or standards that carry the 
rollers on which the clay is received from the mouth 
or die of the moulding machine in such manner that 
these brackets or standards may, when desired, be 
turned upwards or swung round, so as to allow of easy 
access to the die.
3628. Tube Expanders, F. IF. Bond.—Dated Ith Sep

tember, 18S0. 6 d.
This consists in composing the body or roller bearing 

part of the tube expander of two or more pieces joined 
together, in such a manner that the rollers are thrust 
outward from the axis of the expander by the intro
duction of a conical or wedge-shaped mandril, but 
prevented from shifting against each other in the 
direction of their axis ; also in the application of 
guard slides or stops, preferably one on each of the 
pieces forming the body of the expander, intended to 
butt against the end of the tube or tube-plate, and
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movable in the direction of the axis by turning a 
screw spindle or by any equivalent device. B are 
semi-cylindrical pieces forming the body of the 
expander, covered by plates and united by a dove
tailed slide C. Each half contains two rollers F and 
a guard slide or stop E provided with an internal 
screw thread, and movable in a recess by turning 
spindle D, which is secured with its neck in the slo 
slide C which guides the halves B and gives room for the 
neck of the spindle D, when the halves B are thrust 
outwards by introducing the mandril.
3630. Governing or Regulating Illuminating Gas,

D. B. Peebles.—Dated Ith September, 1880. 6d.
The drawing shows a combined burner and 

governor for regulating the flow of gas, and it 
sists of a cone A, which, when not raised by the gas, 
rests on a needle or central spindle. The apex of the 
cone which forms the valve for closing the passage 
from the regulating chamber to the burner has a fine 
hole drilled through it, through which a small quantity 
of gas can pass when the cone is raised, and this 
renders the action more uniform under extreme varia
tions of pressure. The cylindrical part of the chamber
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1? wlLlch cone works is, together with the cover of 
the chamber, made in block tin, and is inserted in a 
ylmdncal brass casing B, the bottom of which is 

made with the usual nozzle for insertion into the gas 
ue'n ™ “S burner tube C is screwed into the tube B. 

A nonow dome D is placed over the cover of the regu- 
axing chamber, and causes the gas to pass downwards 

■ r iisue 111 a ^in film under the edge of the dome
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the pulley on the body of the carriage, and from 
thence over a pulley on the fore carriage. It is 
essential that these two pulleys should be placed 
centrally, so that the turning of the fore carriage 
shall not cause a pull to come on the chain, thus 
raising the guiding wheel. The wheels of the vehicles 
are made elastic, so that the wheel itself forms a 
spring, which supplements the ordinary springs of 
the vehicle.
3523. Machines for Making Cigarettes, IF. R. 

Lake.—Dated 31st August, 1880.—(A communication 
from IF. H. Emery.) 10d.

This relates to improvements on patent No. 220(3, 
dated 3rd June, 1879. It comprises the combination 
with the travelling filler carrier belt of a cigarette 
machine of a longitudinal trough or guide extending 
under the hopper and forward to the compressing 
roller, the said trough or guide being semi-elliptical in 
cross section or approximating thereto, whereby the 
belt is caused to assume a similar form to receive the 
tobacco, give it its initial form, and carry it forward 
without waste. The cigarettes are cut into suitable 
lengths by rotary cutters.
3530. Steam Heating Apparatus, F. Hart.—Dated 

31 st August, 1880. 6d.
A number of tubes of equal length are placed 

parallel with one another, and all at both their ends 
connected with hollow chambers, to which steam is 
admitted. Each steam chamber is formed of a plate 
cast hollow to permit of steam being passed into it, 
and also with a number of tubes or nipples projecting 
from one of its faces, each of such tubes or nipples 
communicating with the hollow space of the plate. 
3533. Propelling Carriages upon Tramways, &c.,

E. Edwards.—Dated 31st August, 1880. 8d.
This relates to machinery for propelling vehicles by 

means of compressed air, steam, or other elastic gas, 
in which cylinders are used containing movable pis
tons of great length of stroke, operating by means of 
toothed racks upon pinions which actuate the driving 
wheels. In the drawing A is the frame of the carriage 
and E the driving axle, on either side of which is 
arranged, in the same line, a cylinder G, but one on a
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higher level than the other. In the cylinders work 
pistons H, the rods of which are connected to brackets 
K, one at each extremity of the rack frame L, moving 
to and fro on guides M on the frame of the carriage. 
The rack frame is provided with an upper and a lower 
rack N, gearing with separate pinions on the driving 
axle, on which they revolve freely, but are provided 
with pawls gearing with ratchets fixed to the axle. 
3538. Moulds for Manufacture of Pressed 

Glass, S. Neville.—Dated 1st September, 1880., 6d.
A cistern is used to contain the molten glass, the 

bottom surface of which may form the lower porti 
of the moulds when required. Into this cistern con
taining the proper quantity of molten glass, a frame 
consisting of the requisite number of moulds of the 
external form of the articles to be made is caused to 
descend and cut out in divisions the quantity of glass 
required for each article. Following this operation, or 
it may be simultaneously with it, a corresponding 
number of plugs of the shape of the interior of the 
article, descend and form the interior cavities, or the 
plugs may in certain cases be arranged upon the 
bottom of the cistern, and the frame of moulds made 
to descend over them.
3547- Printing upon Wooden Packing Cases, IV. 

R. Lake.—Dated 1st September, 1880.—(A communi
cation from F. Myers.) 0 d.

An adjustable feed or pusher is reciprocated 
table by suitable gearing and connections, and forces 
the blanks or boxes between a type cylinder and 
impression cylinder, revolved by gearing from the 
main shaft and in front of the table. The type is 
inked by inking rollers, and an ink table operated by 
gearing and connections from the main shaft.
3548. Machinery for Trimming

Wooden Packing Boxes, IF. R. Lake.—Dated 1st 
September, 1SS0.—(A communication from F. Myers.) 
6 d.

The boxes are fed to a table having guides on it, and 
above it on to a carrier which forces them past the 
cutter or cutters; or there may be no carrier, the 
boxes being forced past the cutter or cutters by a 
pusher or feed device, or the boxes may be stationary 
on the table and the cutter or cutters forced past the 
boxes. An adjustable spring or clipper is placed 
behind the adjustable cutters or before them to bear 
against the edges of the boxes to prevent clipping or 
splitting.
3555. Manufacture of Wooden Packing Boxes or 

Cases, &c., IF.R. Lake.—Dated 1st September, 1880. 
—(A communication from F. Myers.) 10d.

A supporting frame is provided, also a table, nail 
box or nail boxes, nail guide or nail guides, nail punch 
or nail punches, stop mechanism and starting 
mechanism. The table is made adjustable or self- 
adjusting for different sized boxes, and may drop to 
receive boxes under the nail boxes and rise to bring 
the packing boxes or cases to the nail boxes, or the 
nail boxes and nail punches may rise and fall for the
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purpose. The guides are yielding to support the nails 
until the punches strike them, and then by yielding, 
release the nails to be driven. The punches are loose 
in a grooved crosshead, fixed or adjustable so as to be 
easily removed or not, and to be operated loose or 
fast, and a reciprocating crosshead may be employed. 
The nails are fed to the nail boxes Q3 by a nail-feeder 
down the tube S. Q are the nail drivers or punches 
supported in the crosshead.
3563. Dandy Rollers for Paper Machines, IF.

Green.—Dated 2nd September, 1880. 6d.
This relates to means for preventing the pulp

A
collecting in the interstices of the, ., ,, . ,. „ wove or laid wire
upon the roller by continually cleansing it by a flow of

£ >
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which strap or chum passes over a pulley or pulleys 
above the cylinders, and is connected to the piston, or 
to the crosshead to which the pistons are attached; or 
a lever or levers with segmental ends may be used in 
place of the pulley, the counterbalance weight being 
attached by a strap or otherwise to one end, and the 
piston or crosshead being attached to the opposite end. 
The drawing shows a front elevation of a vertical 
blowing engine.

certain distance apart, dependent upon the thickness 
of the seam to be pressed or flattened. One or both of 
these rollers may be acted upon by a pressure spring, 
weight, or other suitable appliance, whereby the one 
is caused to press with a certain adjustable pressure 
towards the other.
3680. Sugar Candy, T. Morgan.—Dated 10th Sep

tember, 1880.-^4 communication,from J. Pitman.) 4d,
The sugar is mixed with water, and boiled for a cer

tain period in vacuum or in open iron pans. Raw 
eggs in certain proportion are added. The mixture is 
then boiled slowly and the scum removed. The 
syrup is then drained and poured back into the boil
ing pans until it gains the proper consistency; it is 
then poured into crystallising pans, in which reticules 
of bamboo, or wooden strips, or network of thread 
with air-tight covers have been previously fixed in 
such a manner as to divide the mass into convenient 
sections, when it solidifies about them.
3681. Heating and Illuminating Gases, &c., J. A. 

Stephan.—Dated 10th September, 1880.—(Not 
ceeded with.) 2d.

Solid sewage matters after filtration from their 
fluids, either mixed or not with ashes, are heated in 
retorts formed of iron, encased with fire-clay or brick 
set in fire-clay to a red-heat. Steam is then passed 
over the heated matters from similar retorts in course 
of action and also from boilers, which are heated by 
the operation of cooling the gases. These boilers are 
constructed with an internal lining, consisting of a 
worm or coil of tubing, through which the gases pass 
from the retorts. The coil is surrounded by water, 
which the gas in the pipes heats, and thus produces 
steam by boiling the water.
3687- Dressing Stone, 0. 0. Williams.—Dated 10th 

September, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
The machine consists of a gauged anvil or block, 

which forms a bed on which to rest the stone during 
the operation of dressing. The dressing is performed 
by a steel flat-edged or pick cutter having a recipro
cating or steam hammer action which is imparted to 
it by an inverted steam or other cylinder placed over 
the anvil or bed, and carried by a suitable framework.
3688. Springs for Washing, Wringing, and 

Mangling Machines, II. L. Wilson and J. Clegg.— 
Dated 10th September, 1880. Id.

The springs consist of two or more layers of the 
length of the completed spring. These are so bent as 
to form two or double bows, upon each of which are 
shorter layers and bearing pieces, which, when the 
spring is in use, bear against the underside of the top

3636. Closing or Stoppering Bottles, Jars, &c., 
H. Mar don.—Dated 7 th September, 1880. (id.

This consists in forming one or more protuberances 
or excrescences on the inside of the neck or mouth of 
the bottle, jar, or other receptacle, and in forming in 
the side of the plug or stem of the stopper, which fits 
into the said neck or mouth, one or more grooves, 
which start from the bottom or lower edge of the 
•pjjjry and after extending a certain di.st3.Aiee vertically 
diverge in an oblique or upwardly inclined direction.
3638. Hoisting or Lifting Machinery, W. II. Lake. 

—Dated 7th September, 1880.—(A communication 
from D. Hinsley.) 8d.

This consists in combination with a wheel or pinion 
fitted upon a shaft of loose pulleys of different diame
ters mounted on said shaft and provided with clutches, 
whereby they can be alternately clutched with the 
said wheels.
3639. Valves for Gas and other Fluids, /. Wood

ward.—Dated 8th September, 1880.—(Not proceeded 
with.) 2d.

The body or casing of the valve is formed by a 
casting, with a facing that can be readily surfaced in 
a lathe. The valve is a disc with a stem at the back, 
the face of the disc being also surfaced in a lathe. The 
stem part of the valve is jointed by a pin, with an arm 
secured on a shaft formed of square iron turned 
cylindrical at the ends, one end of the shaft having its 
bearing in a hole in the inside of the casing, the other 
end passing through a hole in the side of the casing, 
which is formed into a stuffing box. There is a bush 
inserted in the hole round the shaft which allows the 
large part of the shaft to be first inserted before the 
box is packed.
3641. Decomposition of Salts of Ammonia, L. A. 

Groth.—Dated 8th September, 1880.—(A communica
tion from W. Rube, II. T. Engelcke, aud C. J. B. 
Krause. 6d.)

This relates to improvements in the decomposition of 
salts of ammonia with aid of lime or magnesia, also in 
the apparatus used for this purpose. The apparatus is 
constructed as a pillar or column and is divided into 
different compartments D D, one compartment bein? 
placed upon another and fitted together by means of 
flanges and screws. The floors of the compartments 
are conical, and thus forming funnel-like receptacles, 
whereby all the heavier substances are collected or 
assembled in the point of the funnel. Each compart
ment is to be filled with the solution to correspond 
with the height of the pipe E, placed vertically and
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8693. Manufacture of Pecks, Hoes, «feo., G. R. 
Postlethwaite.—Dated lOi/i September, 1880. Is. 

This consists partly in making the eyes of pecks, 
hoes, &c., together with their necks, shoulders, ribs, 
and poles, from blanks or shaped bars of iron, or from
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-H3656. Match-boxes, A. M. Clark. — Dated 8tli 
September, 1880.— (A communication from M. Olive.) BE
4d.

The box is formed of cardboard, and is formed with 
a lid capable of turning backwards as on a hinge, the 
underside of the lid having a groove in which one end 
of an india-rubber band is secured, the other end being 
attached to the inside of the box.
3659. Steel Wire Cards, <fcc., G. and E. Ashworth. 

—Dated 9th September, 1880. 6d.
An apparatus is employed to detect soft portions of 

the wire, and to give warning to the attendant, or to 
arrest the movements of the machine, or of parts 
thereof, or to impart such a set curl, bend, or kink to 
the wire as shall prevent the formation or setting of 
the teeth, or shall otherwise lead to the detection of 
the inequality in the wire.
3663. Boiling or Cooking Eggs, J. C. Mewburn.— 

Dated 9th September, 1880.—(A communication from 
L. M. A. Couchoud.) 6d.

The vessel is divided by two partitions B and C into 
three compartments, the upper partition B is concave 
and the lower one C of convex form, and they arc 
connected together by a tube D opening into the top 
and bottom compartments. The middle compartment 
is fitted with a spout H. In the upper partition is a 
hole covered with wire gauze, below which is a disc 
I with a small aperture in its centre. The basket for
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flat bars of iron, by a combination of processes. The 
arrangement for throwing the working slides or upper 
tool-holders into and out of gear without stopping the 
machinery is represented in connection with the 
right-hand slide of the machine in the drawing.
3696. Couplings for Taps and Pipes, S. Mason. 

—Dated 11th September, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.)

On the spout end of the tap is formed an annular 
collar, and on the pipe is formed a free collar box. 
The face of the collar box where it is to engage with 
the collar on the tap is cut into a number of sides 
corresponding with those on the collar, and the thick
ness of the metal forming this face is bevelled on the 
underside, to afford a wedge-like hold when the parts 
are combined.
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3097- Fuel Economisers, /. Parker.—Dated IDA 
September, 1880. 6d.

This consists in connecting together the two scraper- 
carriers, or the two carriers in each pair, in such a
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holding the eggs is composed of a plate K with 
opening in the centre, the edges of which are raised 
to keep off the eggs. From the edges of the plate 
arms are carried up and support a disc L, which 
prevents the water boiling over. The top compart
ment contains water, and in it the basket is placed, 
when the apparatus is set on the fire, and the water 
gradually passes from the top to the middle compart
ment through the hole in disc I, and when all the 
water has passed through the eggs are done. The 
spout H serves to empty the apparatus.
3664. Treating Serous Matter to Obtain Nitro

genous Products and Albumen, &c., R. Werder- 
mann.—Dated 9tli September, 1880. 4d.

This relates to the treatment of blood for obtaining 
a dry product rich in nitrogen compounds, and to the 
treatment of albuminous matter for obtaining pure 
and colourless albumen. The blood is mixed with 
lime or calcic oxide and stirred, when the lime is 
allowed to settle. After the blood has coagulated it is 
cut into pieces and allowed to dry in a warm place. 
The serum obtained from blood is, according to the 
second part of this invention, mixed with water, and 
acetic acid is added, or a current of carbonic acid is 
passed through it, causing the other albuminous sub
stances to be precipitated. The liquid is then 
decanted and submitted to dialysis, and a current of 
ozone or ozonised air is passed through it, whereby 
the serum is entirely discoloured.
3666. Metal Fencing, D. Ross.—Dated 9th September, 

1880. 6d.
This consists in the construction and use of spiral 

or U-shaped grippers for the securing of the horizontal 
wires of fences at any desired vertical distance apart 
to their posts or droppers by a vertical wedge.
3667- Raising and Lowering Objects, C. D. Abel.— 

Dated 9th September, 1880.—(A communication from 
E. Borde, J. Petit-Laroche, and E. Labalette.) (hi.

The raising and lowering of objects is effected by 
the direct action of a piston inside a cylinder arranged 
in combination with a three-way cock in such manner 
that the load is raised by the admission of fluid 
pressure into the cylinder, is held suspended by the 
retention of such pressure in the cylinder, and is 
lowered by permitting the escape of the fluid pressure. 
3670. An Improved Process of Regenerating 

Fluids of Galvanic Batteries, in which Caustic 
Alkalies are Employed, and of Recovering the 
Zinc Hydrate from Solution, A. M. Clark.— 
Dated 9th September, 1880.—(A communication from 
E. Reynier.) 4d.

The proceeding is as follows 
separates by decantation the insoluble carbonate of 
zinc, which may have been formed by the carbonic 
acid of the air, or by any carbonates that may 
accidentally be present with the caustic alkalies ; he 
then adds to the liquid left four to eight volumes of 
water, which precipitates the zinc hydrate, then 
decants, collects the zinc hydrate, washes thoroughly, 
drains and dries it; he next evaporates the dilute lye 
which has been drawn off, concentrating it till it 
attains its original density, and finally eliminates any 
carbonic acid the liquid may still contain by caustifiea- 
tion with lime.
^^^1SS0^'U61^ACES, ^ Engert.—Dated 10th September,

This consists in the application to a furnace of a 
movable flap or shutter, or like contrivance, which 
can be closed down towards the fire-bars, so as 
temporarily to separate from the body of the furnace 
a front compartment to receive the fresh fuel, and
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arail of the machine. The spindle of the adjusting 
screw is attached to the spring at a point between the 
two bows, and in applying the spring the spindle is, 
by screw and pressure wheel, raised in contradistinc
tion to being screwed down. The raising the spindle 
as referred to puts the pressure upon the necks of the 
rollers as required.

a
SI
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:communicating with each two of the compartments, 

and over the edge of which the liquid will flow and 
pass through its under opening into the compartment 
below. The gas which is evolved from the mass 
ascends with the moisture and is imparted downwards 
through a pipe I into the bottom part of the lowest 
compartment, and from there upwards into the respec
tive compartments through bent pipes G, two of which 
are fitted opposite each other on the conical sides in 
each compartment. The uppermost compartment will 
thus contain the greatest amount of ammonia.
3647- Horseshoes, &e., W. W. Box and T. J. Beadle.

—Dated 8th August, 1880. 6d.
The drawing is a plan of the underside of a shoe ; A 

is the shoe proper; B'projections thereon; serving 
not only as wearing piece but also as sockets for the

iH3689. Iced Air Inhalators, W. Brierley.—Dated 
19th September, 1880.—(A communication from S. 
Stackfleth.) 4 d.

The apparatus consists of two concentric cylinders, 
closed at each end, and with an intermediate space 
between them. The inner vessel B is divided by a 
perforated diaphragm, above which are placed alter
nate layers of ice and salt, the water formed passing

manner as that the ascending carrier shall be capable 
of drawing downwards the descending carrier.
3709. Bottles and Stoppers, J. Neal.—Dated 11th 

September, 1880. 6d.
The body A of the bottle is of ordinary form, but 

where it joins the neck B projections D arc formed, to
|56891 157091 I
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«5 prevent the stopper passing down. The shape of the 
neck B is such that the stopper C cannot turn
3710. Lids of Tea and Coffee Pots, &c., J. Clarke. 

—Dated 11th Septeniber, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.)
2d.

About one-third of the circumference of the verge or 
ledge at the back or handle part is dispensed with, but 
immediately above the same are arranged one or more 
projections, which prevent the lid or cover from falling 
off when in manipulation.
3711. Manufacture of Enamelled Jewellery, &c., 

W. R. Lake.—Dated, 1 D/i September, 1880.—(A 
munication from F. Boucheron.)—fNol proceeded 
with.) 2d.

The body or core is first prepared, and is made of 
any suitable metal or alloy. This body or core is then 
placed in a mould or support, having the same form 
as itself, and designed to keep the core in position. 
The melted enamel is then poured over the metal 
framework, core, or body until the latter is surrounded 
thereby; the enamel thus enters all the openings, 
spaces or interstices in the metal frame, and covers 
the same to the desired thickness, and the metal 
frame so covered has the appearance of veins in the 
petal of a flower.
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through the diaphragm and out at C. A tube F passes 
down to the diaphragm, and is connected to a flexible 
tube forming the connection with the mouth of the 
patient. The air enters at D, and passing through a 
perforated disc down through the layers of salt and 
ice, is cooled, and then passes to the underside of the 
diaphragm and up through tube F.

The inventor com

calks C, which are made taper, that is to say they arc 
of a larger sectional area at the top than at the 
bottom, the lesser surface serving as the wearing calk.
3649. Spring Solitaires or Sleeve Buttons and 

Shirt Studs, J. Appleby and A. L. Stamps.—Dated 
8th September, 1880. 6d.

This consists in making the front parts of spring 
solitaires or sleeve buttons and shirt studs, consisting 
of a central hollow peg having a disc at its end, spring 
teeth projecting from the said central peg on opposite 
sides, and pushers connected with the said spring 
teeth, from one piece of sheet metal.
3650. Materials for Castings, Cements, <&c., J. J. 

Sachs.—Dated 8th September, 1880. id.
Sulphur is melted with other than metallic sub

stances in the statO of a fine powder, and the com
pound is used for making castings, and also 
cement.
3652. Vertical Steam Engines, R. Wilson.—Dated 

8th September, 18S0. id.
This consists in obtaining a perfect balance with or
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3692. Damask Looms, W. R. Lake.—Dated 10th 
September, 1880.—(A communication from J. L. 
DOhoner.) 6d.

For each row of lifting wires two lifting blades are 
employed, one being at the right-hand and the other 
at the left-hand side, and the lifting wires are pro
vided with two hooks, one at the right-hand and the 
other at the left-hand side. When in their normal 3712. Tool for Cutting Circular Holes in Meta» 

Plates, E. H. Bennett.—Dated 11th September, 1880.ij 6 d.
This consists of a combination of a hollow spindle 

A, a pointed rod B partly contained within the 
spindle and pressed outwards from it by a spring,^ IQ

as a
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I position the lifting wires are pressed towards the risrht- 

hand side by the springs of the needles, so that a 
blade at the right-hand side will lie beneath the hook 
at the right-hand side and will lift the wire, whereas 
when the needles are pressed backward the wires 
move to the left over their vertical position, and their 
other hooks assume their position above the blades at 
the left-hand side.

1 7! E-
1 which flap or shutter serves to prevent a rush of air 

into the furnace, and to compel the gases and smoke 
evolved from the fresh fuel to come into close 
proximity with fuel already in a state of active 
combustion.

%
and a disc E secured to or forming part of the spindle 
and carrying tool-holders, which can be moved 
towards or away from the spindle.
3714. Machinery for Beating Carpets, S. Simmons. 

—Dated 11th September, 1880.—(Not proceeded 
with.) 2d.

This, consists of a frame, at the upper part of which 
there is a pair of horizontal rollers. Between these 
rollers, the carpet is passed, and it hangs from them in 
a vertical position, whilst at the same time that thO 
rollers slowly revolve the carpet is moved progressively 
forward. In front of the carpet thus held suspended 
series of axes are arranged; some of these axes are

i i
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I If 1i 3676. Pressing or Flattening the Sewn Seams of 
Boots and Shoes, &c., W. Marsh and J. Morris.— 
Dated 10th September, 1880. Od.

The pressing or flattening is effected by pressure 
between two suitably-shaped rollers, to one or both of 
which motion is imparted by any suitable means. One 
or both of these rollers is or are so arranged that they 
can lie readily adjusted by screws or otherwise to a

fI 3694. Spring Mattresses, II. Lazarus.—Dated 10th 
September, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists of a rectangular frame, the mils of 
which for convenience of carriage can be separated the 
one from the other. This frame at one end carries a 
roller, and at the other a foot-board or bar. Between 
these two parts a sheet formed of interlocking spirals 
or springs of coiled wire is strained.

■'!I i
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witlumt a fly-wheel, by means of a counterbalance 
■weight fmsjpended by a strap, chain, or otherwise,



frame, as set forth. (4) The improved Savary pump 
herein described, composed of the receiver a, adapted 
to receive steam and water, the lateral discharge 
pipe c, arranged substantially at right angles to the 
receiver and pivotted to a suitable support, as de
scribed, and the induction pipe b, substantially in line

[238.9751
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with the receiver and provided with a self-closing 
valve, whereby the escape of the contents of the 
receiver through the induction pipe is prevented, as 
set forth. (5) The combination of a scow or vessel m, 
a Savary pump adapted to swing both vertically and 
horizontally thereon by means substantially as 
described, and a derrick crane for swinging said pump 
in either of said directions, as set forth.

239,000. Feed-water Apparatus, George Westing- 
house, jun., Pittsburg, Pa.—Filed February 7th, 
1881.

Claim.—(1) In combination with a feed pump and 
boiler, a valve arranged to regulate the supply of steam 
to the pump, a float connected with the valve stem, 
and a spring arranged to carry a part of the weight of 
the float, substantially as set forth. (2) In combina-
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tion with a feed pump and boiler, a pipe leading to 
one or more heaters, a return pipe leading into a tank, 
a float arranged in such tank and carried partly by 
the water and partly by a spring, and a valve operated 
by said float and spring, for regulating the supply of 
steam to the pump, substantially as set forth. 
239,001. Steam Trap, George Westinghov.se, jun., 

Pittsburg, Pa.—Filed January 22nd, 1881.
Claim. —(1) A valve actuating float carried at and 

during its valve opening action partly by the water 
on or in which it rests and partly by a spring, 
arranged for operation substantially as set forth. (2)

|233.00lj
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In combination with exterior case, interior float, 
water chamber, and supply and escape ports, a stem 
A, spring A2, and nut A3, for partially carrying the 
weight of the float, and balanced valves VV1, for 
opening and closing the escape or waste ports, all 
arranged substantially as set forth.
239,043. Spring Tooth Harrow, Thos. Gray, Oshawa, 

Ontario, Canada.—Filed November 11th, 1880.
Claim.—(1) In a spring tooth harrow, the combina

tion, with the frame having fixed lugs D, provided 
with bolt arms D2, of tooth supporting bars provided 
with tilting and fastening lugs D1, having curved
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slots D2, pivot bolt D, and fastening bolt Di, substan
tially as and for the purpose set forth. (2) Th 
bination, with a spring tooth C, having its end bent 
at an angle to fit two sides of the tooth bar and socket 
E, of the recess socket E, tooth bar B, and fastening 
wedges, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

C '.■■•111-

239,057. Balance Slide Valve, Townsend Poore, 
Scranton, Pa..—Filed September 7th, 1880.

Claim. —(1) A slide valve provided with a vent F for 
admitting steam into the steam chest, and a vent G, 
of larger diameter, for exhausting a portion of this 
steam from the chest while steam is being conducted 
from the boiler to the cylinder of the engine, substan
tially as and for the purpose described. (2) The com
bination of a relief valve H, with the balanced slide

[259,857
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valve C, provided with vents F and G, and the exhaust 
port of the seat A, substantially as and for the pur
pose described. (3) The combination of the valve K 
with the balanced slide valve C, provided with the 
vents F and G, and the steamways of the valve seat 
A, substantially as and for the purpose described.

and the piercing rod a within said die A, and adapted 
to move through the die A toward the die B, whereby
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the rod cuts away from the inclines instead of toward 
them, as described.
238,912. Shunt for Speaking Telephone Systems, 

Francis W. Jones, Chicago, III.—Filed August 25th, 
18S0.

Claim.—The combination, substantially as herein
before set forth, of an electro-magnet, armature, 
armature lever, and contact stops with a main line 
in which said electro-magnet is included, a eircuit-

1258.9121
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connection between the back contact stop and a point 
in the main line on one side of the electro-magnet, a 
circuit connection between the armature lever and a 
point on the opposite side of the electro-magnet, and 
an artificial resistance included in one of said circuit 
connections.
238,929. Automatic Telegraph, William A. Leggo, 

New York, N. Y., assignor to Electro Gravhic Manu
facturing Company, same 'place.—Filed November 
30 th, 1880.

Brief.—A device for preparing and transmitting 
messages automatically. The message is placed upon 
a revolving metallic cylinder in non-conducting ink 
while revolving at a comparatively slow rate of speed. 
By a clutch a rapid-rate gear is thrown into connec
tion with said cylinder, so as to transmit the 
message at a high speed through the agency of a metal 
stylus, which makes electrical contact through the 
cylinder to line. The cylinder is inked by a pen con
trolled by an electro-magnet and key. Claim.—(1) The 
method of automatic transmission herein described, 
which consists in causing the ordinary manipulations
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of a key to be recorded in insulating and conducting 
spaces upon a suitable surface, and then using the 
record so made to automatically control the transmit
ting circuit, substantially as set forth. (2) The com
bination, with one transmitting surface, of two sets 
of geaiing, one adapted to give the surface a much 
greater speed of movement than the other, and means 
for changing from one to the other, substantially as 
set forth. (3) The combination, in an apparatus for 
preparing messages for telegraphic transmission, of a 
conducting surface, a pen adapted to normally ink 
the surface thereof, and devices arranged to lift the 
pen from the surface when it is desired to indicate 
thereon signals for transmission, substantially as set 
forth.

238,953. Manufacture of Twist Drills, Parshall 
D. Nicole, Sewickley, Pa.-—Filed June 25f/i, 18S0.

Claim.—(1) In a macliino for forming blanks for 
twist drills, a pair of oscillating rollers having the flat 
pass / for flattening the bar, the grooves g h, with 
annular ribs for forming grooves in the flattened bar, 
and the tapering grooves for giving a taper to the
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unflattened or shank portion of the blank, substan
tially as herein shown and described. (2) Th 
bination, with a pair of oscillating rolls with a pass 
and grooves for flattening and forming grooves in a 
metal bar, of dies secured to said grooves and formed 
with tapering grooves for tapering the end of a bar 
previously passed a portion of its length only through 
said pass and grooves, substantially as described. 
238,975. Vacuum Dredging Apparatus, Henry C.

Sears, Boston, Mass.—Filed January 1th, 1881. 
Brief.—'The dredge is adapted to swing vertically 

and horizontally, and is manipulated by a derrick 
crane. Claim.—(1) A vacuum dredging apparatus or 
Savary pump of the class herein described, adapted to 
swing both vertically and horizontally on a scow or 
other support by means substantially as and for the 
purpose set forth. (2) The improved vacuum dredging 
apparatus or Savary pump, composed of the receiver a, 
the induction pipe b, and the lateral discharge pipe c, 
having trunnions combined with the frame, adapted 
to rotate horizontally, and provided with bearings 
for the trunnions, as set forth. (3) The combination, 
in a vacuum dredging apparatus, of a scow or vessel 
having the annular track or support k, the annular 
frame adapted to rotate on said track, and the Savary 
pump having trunnions fitted in said bearings in said
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horizontal and others vertical, and they all receive a 
semi-rotary motion, first in one direction and then in 
the other. Thus the uppermost axis may be hori
zontal, with a number of beater sticks fixed into it, 
and in some sections of the width of the machine 
these beater sticks may be connected the one with the 
other by horizontal ropes or chains. Beneath this 
horizontal axis there are several vertical axes also pro
vided with beater sticks, which, as the axes make 
their semi-rotations, strike the carpet first on one side 
and then on the other. Beneath these there may be 
another set of vertical axes, similarly arranged and 
carrying beaters, and in some cases chains connecting 
the beater arms.
3717. Waterproofing Fibres, Tissues, Fabrics, &c., 

J. J. Sachs.—Bated VAtli September, 1880.—(A com
munication from C. 0. Ramstedt.)—(Not proceeded 
with.) 2d.

A solution of any suitable substance, such as 
paraffine, spermaceti, or belmontine, is made in a 
volatile solvent, such as benzoline, bisulphide of 
carbon, or naphtha.
3719. Bands or Clasps, IF. F. Brown.—Dated VAtli 

September, 1880.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.
This relates to bands for ladies’ hair, scarfs, ties, 

<fec. In the place usually occupied by the joint, a hole 
is pierced through which a rod or bar having a knob 
at each end is passed, so as to move freely, the collar 
of the outside knob resting against the hole ; this 
forms the substitute for the usual joint; the. other 
end of the rod is made by its knob to take into a 
curved slot, catch, or spring lock.
3726. Furnaces for Steam Generators, D. A. 

Horsnell.—Bated lAth September, 1880.—(Not pro
ceeded with.) 2d.

Movable balanced or suspended fire-bars are 
employed with or without wings or cross projections 
cast or otherwise formed transversely thereon, such 
wings when used being disposed either in line with 
each other or in steps, so as to leave free air spaces 
between them.
3728. Gunpowder and Cartridges, G. V. Fosbery.— 

Dated lAth September, 1SS0.—(A communication from 
II. Studer.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This particularly relates to powder compressed and 
formed into blocks or bars of a polygonal or prismatic 
form, with external grooves of truncated angles, and 

sists in so forming the exterior surfaces of said 
blocks that when they are made up into cartridges, 
for use in ordnance or other fire-arms, the truncated 
angles or grooves on the surfaces of some or all the 
blocks forming the cartridge will coincide with each 
other, and thus, without perforating the blocks, air 
spaces and passages for the flame throughout the mass 
are formed.
3729. Cartridges for Ordnance, &c, J. G. 

Marqwardt.—Dated lAth Sepitember, 1SS0.—(Notpi-o- 
ceeded with.) 2d.

This comprises, First, the manufacture of cartridges 
of a prismatic form, resembling in shape and size the 
blocks or pieces of the well-known prismatic powder, 
or of a cylindrical or other form, and consisting of a 
casing or shell of paper, metal, or other suitable 
material, which is filled or charged with compressed 
or other powder with or without other material, and 
has provision for the passage of air through the same; 
and, Secondly, the combination of a number of these 
cartridges in a case or envelope to form a large 
cartridge suitable for ordnance in such a manner that 
the said prismatic cartridges or blocks will be packed 
closely together with the air passages continued 
throughout the length of the same.

con

3731. Separation of Acetic Acid from Crude 
Pyroligneous Acid and Spirit, B. Biggs.— Dated. 
lAth September, 1880. 2d.

This consists in distilling naphtha and acetic acid 
from the distillate of wood in vacuo.
3745. Purifying and AVititening Oils and Fats, 

P. M. Justice.—Datedlbtli September, 1S80.—(A com
munication from A. IF. Winter and W. T. Coleman.)

This consists in the process of treating animal fats 
and oils and certain vegetable oils, by reducing them 
to a liquid condition, mixing therewith pulverised 
fullers earth, and then separating the earth from the 
oil or fat.

SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.

238,868. Manufacture of Carbons for Incan
descent Electric Lamps, Thomas A. Edison 
Menlo Park, N.J.—Filed May 24th, 18S0.

Claim.—(1) The method of forming carbons for 
electric lamps, which consists in shaping a block of 
wood as described, then cutting, splitting, or shaving 
into straight pieces, adapted for simple carbons, then 
bending such pieces into the desired form and car-
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bonising in such form, substantially as described. (2) 
The block for the manufacture of carbons for electric 
lamps, consisting of the central web and thickened or 
broadened ends, substantially as described.

238,894. Governor for \rULCANisiNG Apparatus, 
William E. Gwyer, New York, N. Y.—Filed January 
15 th, 1881.

Claim.—(1) In governors for vulcanisers, the com
bination of a spring-opened gas cock or valve and a 
spring fitted for movement, by the pressure in the 
steam box, to close the cock, substantially as shown 
and described. (2) The governor for vulcanisers, con
sisting of the hollow C spring B, valve E, turn-buckle
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connections g, gas pipe 1), and hollow screw plug A, 
substantially as shown and described, combined for 
operation, as set forth. (3) The combination with 
the gas supply pipe of vulcanising apparatus, of a cock 
or valve E, fitted for being closed by connections 
actuated directly by the pressure in the steam box, 
substantially as shown and described.

238,890. Nut-making Dies, William Gray, Beards- 
town, III.—Filed June lAth, 1880.

_ Claim.—In a machine for making nuts, the combina
tion with the die box C and the pressing punch B, of 
the die A, having the inclined projections on its face

April 22, 1881.
239,046. Screw Propeller, John P. Holland, 

Newark, N.J.—Filed April 8th, 18S0’.
Brief.—-The propelling face has air chairfiels extend

ing from hub to periphery. Air forced through the 
hollow shaft and hub is intended to flow down these 
channels and serve as a lubricant to the face of the 
propeller. Claim.—(1) In a screw propeller, the surface 
passage or groove 15 on the propelling face of each 
blade, iii combination with provisions for supplying 
air to the inner end thereof, so that the air will be 
distributed frotn B over the working surface, as and 
for the purposes herein specified. (2) In a screw pro
peller, tlic air passage B Upon the blade, formed by 
grooving said blade or superaddiiig a plate G1, fixed at 
or near the leading edge of tlio blade, with an offset at
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its rear edge, in combination with the means CCD for 
supplying air to the said passage, as set forth. (3) In 
a screw propeller blade, the front surface G and after 
surface F of the working face, formed in two distinct 
parts, having each a different pitch from the other, 
and having an air channel along a line at or near tho 
junction of these two surfaces, as herein specified. (4) 
In a screw propeller, an annular chamber, radial pas- 
sages, and grooves, formed in the propelling face of 
each blade, in combination with each other, and with 
provisions for supplying a current of air to flow 
through such series and be discharged, so as to cover 
the working surface with air and reduce the friction 
thereon, as herein specified.
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South Kensington Museum.—Visitors during 
the week ending April 16th, 1881On Monday, 
Tuesday, and Saturday, free, from 10 
10 p.m., Museum, 10,264; mercantile marine, 
building materials, and other collections, 5210. 
On Wednesday and Thursday, admission 6d., 
from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m., Museum, 983 ; 
mercantile marine, building materials, and other 
collections, 212. Total, 16,669. Average of 
sponding week in former years, 17,555. Total 
from the opening of the Museum, 19,833,860.

The Manchester Steam Users’ Association.
The annual report of the Committee of Man

agement of the Manchester Steam Users’ Associa
tion for 1880 has just been published, and 
cording to it the number of members is 1373, num
ber of works in which boilers are inspected is 
1786, and the boilers in charge 3868, the total 
of the subscriptions and special service fees 
amounting to £7975 10s. During the year there 
wa,s an increase of 72 members, 101 works, and 
-.U boilers. A revised edition of “Instructions 
to Louer Attendants,” mounted on cloth and 
rollers, was published and cost over £249. No 
explosion took place during the year of any 
boiler under the Association’s inspection, though 
twenty-four explosions occurred killing seventy- 
seven people, fifty of whom were engaged in iron 
works.
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